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THE TUTTLE FAMILY KNITTER. 
We present herewith three illustrations of the new Tuttle 

family knitting machine which embodies many valuable 
improvements, which consist mainly in its method and de
vices for knitting the 
hand rib stitch, in con- Fig. 1. 
nection with plain and 
fancy stitches. 

The machine as 
shown in the illustra
tions is similar to any 
circular knitter, hav
ing one perpendicular 
needle cylinder, used 
as a base, into which 
is introduced a conical 
needle cylinder held 
in position, so that by 
the rotation of the per
pendicular cylinder, 
the needles in the cone 
cylinder aJ.'6 made to 
cross these in the 
straight cylinder while 
both are knitting, 
thereby producing a 
hand-rib stitch. This 
cone cylinder, when 
introduced into the 
perpendicular cylin
der, is supplied with 
needles (being self-ope-
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step of the stocking, this can be done and the machine im
mediately changed back to plain work at the will of the 
operator. 

The usual mode of knitting rib top hosiery on this ma-
chine is to remove every other needle (or as 
many as desired) from the outside or perpen
dicular cylinder and place them in the coni
cal cylinder 'and knit as far as may be re
quired for the top of the stocking, and then 
change or return the needles from the coni
cal to the perpendicular cylinder swing, the 
cone out of work and go on with the plain 

rating) taken from the THE TUTTLE FAMILYXNITTER. 
perpendicular cylinder 
without removing the stitch from the same,thus turning the stitch for the leg. When the ankle or instep is reached the 
outside stitch which was knit on the perpendicular cylinGler conical cylinder may be returned to work and the ribbing 
on to the inside of the work, precisely as in hand knitting. performed, either upon one side or all the way round at 
The inside or conical cylinder is so arranged that no more pleasure. It will be readily seen that the ribbing: may be 
rib stitches are made than are desired; for instance, if it is continued all the way down the leg or foot. Very unique 
required to knit just a few rib or seam stitches on the in- I and fanciful styles can be .. produced in this method of rib-

[$3.20 per AllnUIll. [POSTAGE PREPAID.] 

bing by alternating the plain and rib stitches. Mittel1s 
can be made with rib on the back of the hand and plain 
in the palm of the hand, and vice ver8a. 

This machine has a (,ompound motion and can be ,run 

Fig. 2. either way, backwards 
orforwards. Thus the 
work may stand still 
while the cylinders re
volve, or the work re
volve while the cylin
ders stand still. Each 
machine is provided 
with a register which 
IIccurately counts eve
ry full re:volution of 
the machine whether 
turned either way. 

Fig, 1 shows the con
ical cylinder or ribber 
at work" Fig.' 2 the' 
ribber when thrown 
out of work, and Fig. 
S exhibits the opera
tion of transferring a 
needle from one cylin
der to another. The 
machine is adapted to 
the manufacture of all 
kinds of hosiery and 
for family use. 

Patented April 14, 
1874. For further in
formation address the 
Lamb Knitting Ma· 

chine Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 
.. I.'" 

THE FORSTER·FIRMIN AMALGAMATOR AND ORE WASDR. 
The magnitude of the mining interests in this country and 

the difficulties of treating ores containing the precious ]}let
als have resulted in many attempts to produce a machine or 

THE FORSTER-FIRMIN AMALGAMATO� AND ORE WASHER. 
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system that will shorten the process of extracting the metals 
and reduce the cost, so as to enable poor ores, which are so 
abundant, to be worked at a pmfit. Millions of tons of the 
material are technically known as "tailings" (that is, ores 
from which has been taken all the gold and silver that, by 
present processes, can be profitably extracted, but which still 
contain an appreciable quantity of the precious metals) ex
ist in. all the auriferous districts. For the treatment of these 
ores various methods have been suggested. The principal 
difficulty that has been encountered is that of bringing mer
cury into contact with the gold where the latter exists in 
only small quantities, or from the flouring of the mercury 
when vapors of mercury are employed, entailing loss of 
amalgam.and mercury in the subsequent treatment. 

Messrs. Forster and Firmin, of N orriAtown, Pennsylvania, 
have recently devised a novel method of treating ores with 
mercury, for which letters patent have been granted them in 
the United States, Canada, Australia, and other countries. 
The pulverized ore containing tree gold or silver is fed from 
the hopper, shown in the illustrations, with a horizontal 
tube, A, Fig. 2. While in the act of falling it is impinged 

]ij.2. 

Pi) . :3. 
_n----I 

upon by a stream of mercury, which escapes from the recep
tacle, B, through the inner pipe shown. The flow is broken 
up and carried forward by steam or air pressure, after the 
manner of the w'ell known principle ,of the sand blast. The 
horizontal tube connects wIth it vertical tube, C, upon which 
the ore and the atomized mercury are together forcibly pro
jected, grain by grain, in a continuous stream, and fall, by 
their own gravity, into the washer or receiver, D. It is 
claimed that an .almost unlimited quantity of ore may be 
treated by this process, as the attendants have only to feed 
the hoppers and remove the deposit. The inventors state that 
" with only a three inch tube from three to five tons of ore 
can be treated per hour." 

In connection with this amalgamator an improved washer, 
Shown,,ill.detail in Fig. 3, is used. This consists of a vessel, 
having It conical bottom, in which roil"rs, E, and also with 
scrapers or mulIers, F, are placed. The feed water is injected 
through the shaft or near the bottom of the vessel, and the 
upward current carries off the 'Vaste ore, while the amal
gam and surplus mercury collect in the dead water space in 
the conical bottom, whence they are drawn off through the 
discharge cock. 

The advantages claimed for this invention are: 1st. The 
rapid continuous process of amalgamating. thus treating 
very large quantities of ore. 2d. The thorough impregna
tion of the metals with the mercury, giving larger results. 
3d. The profitable working of poor ores or tailings, which 
are now valueless. 4th. Th\l simplicity of the apparatus, 
having no parts to get out of repair. 5th. The cheapness 
and portability of the apparatus, and the ease and economy 
with which it can be operated wherever there is a steam 
boiler. 

In the improved washer the amalgam and mercury are reo 
covered rapidly with a comparatively small flow of water, 
without the danger of carrying off a portion of either the 
amalgam or mercury. For further infornhttion, address the 
inventors as above. 

.. , .0. " 
CONSTRUCTING ICE HOUSES. 

People who do not own ice houses generally find that 
before the summer is over, they have paid a very high flgure 
for their ice and that the sum so expended would have gone 
far toward the construction of a suitable storage building. 
Ice can be gathered near almost any country place, and it 
can easily be moulded into blocks even if obtained only in 
the form of a thin layer. The question is how to build a 
good ice house that will preserve it, and on this point there 
has been much discussion. Mr. R. G. Hatfield, one of the 
most prominent architects of this city, points out the best, 
cheapest and simplest way in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SuP
PLEMENTS Nos. 56 anli. 69. There he gives working draw
ings of an admifllble ice h01llle which he has constructed 
and which ha,s been found to answer its purpose in every 
particular. lf�mlloder retained an architect to prepare a 
siIllilar plan�eco.st would probably-beat least fifty dollars; 
intheSuPP:r..Jll¥Ji;l.'f!j.',plans, :;pecifications, and descriptions 
of aU the deta,ils are given for but twenty cents. 

� �. 0 .. 
AN OLD BUBBCRI BER.-An esteemed correspondent 

writes :" I have taken the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ever since 
its first number. I was then under 20 yea,rs of age; I am 
now over 60 years." 
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THE TALKING PHONOGRAPH. 

Mr. Thomas A. Edison recently came into this office; placed 
a little machine on our desk, turned a crank, and the ma
chine inquired as to our health, asked how we liked the 
phonograph, informed us that it was very well, and bid us a 
cordial good night. These remarks were not only perfectly 
audible to ourselves, but to a dozen or more persons gathered 
around, and they were produced by the aid of no other 
mechanism than the simple little contrivance explained and 
illustrated below. 

The principle on which the machine operates we recently 
explained quite fully in announcing the discovery. There 
is, first, a mouth piece, A, Fig. 1, across the inner orifice of 
which is a metal diaphragm, and to the center of. this dia
phragm is attached a point, also of metal. B is a brass cylin
der supported on a shaft which is screw-threaded and turns 
in a nut for a bearing, so that when the cylinder is caused to 
revolve by the crank, C, it also has a horizontal trav;}l in 
front ofithe mouthpiece, A. It will be clear that. the point 

Fig. 1. 
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apparatus, which we recently described, proceed no further 
than this. Each has its own system of caligraphy, and after 
it has inscribed its peculiar sinuous lines it is still necessary 
to decipher them. Perhaps the best device of this kind ever 
contrived was the preparation of the human ear made by Dr. 
Clarence J. Blake, of Boston, for Professor Bell, the inven
tor of the telephone. This was simply the ear from an actual 
subject, suitably mounted and having attached to its drum a 
straw, which made traces on. a blackened rotating cylinder. 
The difference in the traces of the sounds uttered in the ear 
was very clearly shown. Now there is no doubt that by 
practice, and the aid of a magnifier, it would be possible to 
read phonetically Mr. Edison's record of dots and dashes, 
but he saveS us that trouble by literally Ihaking it read itself. 
The distinction is the same as if, instead of perusing a book 
ourselves, vre drop it into a machine, set the latter in motion, 
and behold! the voice of the author is heard repeating his 
own composition. 

The reading mechanism is ilOthing but another diaphragm 
held in the tube, D, on the opposite side of the machine, and 
a point of metal which Fig. 2. 
is held against the tin· ___ ... ____ ..... __ ._ .... _ ...

. 
:�� .

. 
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foil on the cylinder by --_ .... __ ............. . 

a delicate· spring. It ___ ........ .. _ ....... _ .. ............ -�.. . ... . ".-.... . " . ........... ' ..... .. ... � 

makes no difference as _-_.-..................... -...... -..... .... .. ....... ... . 

to the vibrations pro-
--

.
----.. -= .. == .

. 

�=:.=�=��.� .. �::::::��= 
ducad, whether a nail _ ............ .......... .... . . . ........... .. 
moves over a file or a .. --.-........ -.. --.... --- - -... -....... -............. -.-

file moves over a nail, 
and in the present in
stance it is the file or 
indented foil strip 

---.----_ ..•.......... _ ... __ .. .............. ..  _ . .... _-............ -
---.�---------.. ---.--....... --... --... --.. 

--.... "".� ......... --......... --... ... -......... --... -............. . 
_.-....... . -.. __ ..... _ ... -............... _---
---�--. ...... ---..... -.... --..... -.-......... -.-."-..... -.............• 

which moves, aud the 
_ .. ..... _ ... __ .. __ ... _____ _ .. _ 

metal point is caused ........ _ ............... .  -. .. -. 

to vibrate as it is affec- . '  
ted by the passage of the indentations. The vibrations, �ow. 

ever, of this point must be precisely the same as those o� the 

other point.which made the indentations, and these VIbra

tions transmitted to a second membrane, must cause the 

latte; to vibrate similar to the first membrane, and the reo 

suIt is a synthesis of the sounds which, in the beginnlug', 

we saw, as it were, analyzed. 
In order to exhibit to the reader the writing of the mlji' 
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chine which is thus automatically read, we have had a cast I ond through its correspondence from various parts of the I are to be found during the winter on the above stream. The 
of a portion of the indented foil made, and from this the dots world, its selections from the immense range of current for- ice yacht Whiff, which, it will be remembered, was exhib
and lines in Fig. 2 are printed in of course absolute fac- eign technical periodicals, and from the immediate contact ited at the Centennial Exposition, proved a revelation to 
simile, excepting that they are level instead of being raised 
above or sunk beneath the surface. This is a part of the 
sentences, " How do you do?" and "How do you like the pho
nograph?" It is a little curious that the machine pronounces 
its own name with especial clearness. The crank handle 
shown in our perspective illustration of the device does not 
rightly belong to it, and was attached by Mr. Edison in or
der to facilitate its exhibition to us. 

In order that the machine may be able exactly to repro
duce given sounds, it is necessary, first, that these sounds 
should be analyzed into vibrations, and these registered ac
curately in the manner described; and second, that their re
production should be accomplished in the same period of 
time in which they were made, for evidently this element of 
time is an impo�tant factor in the quality and nature of the 
tones. A sound which is composed of a certain number of 
vibrations per second is an" octave above a sound which 
registers only half that number of vibratIOns in the same 
period. Consequently if the cylinder be rotated at a g1ven 
speed while registering certain tones, it is necessary that it 
should be turned at precisely that same speed while repro
ducing them, else the tones will be expressed in entirely dif
ferent notes of the scale, higher or lower than the normal 
oote as the cylinder b turned faster or slower. To attain 
this result there must be a way of driving the cylinder, 
while delivering the sound or speaking, at exactly the same 
rate as it ran while the sounds were being recorded, and 
this is perhaps best done by well regulated clockwork. It 
should be understood that the machine illustrated is but an 

of its managers with the best inventive minds of the country; thousands who had practiced ice yachting in comparatively 
and lastly, the third is pointed out in elaborate editorial re- slow and clumsy contrivances. Especially was this true of 
views and comments on new ideas as the same are brought the people of Northern Europe, whose ice boats were little 
out. It may be safely said that more people have obtained more than heavy sledges with sails. The result has been a 
from the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN valuable suggestions which demand for knowledge regarding the best form of ice yachts; 
have returned them direct profit than through any other a demand not confined to this country, but which comes from 
medium extant. every quarter of the world where ri"ers and lakes freeze 

Besides pointing out the road to invention, the SCIENTIFIC I over, and where ice yachts can be used either for pleasure or 
AMERIC<l.N during the coming year will give particular at- as a source of profit. 
tention to the presentation of papers of practical instruction Any mechanic of average ability, or any young man of fair 
to mechanics of every class. Thoroughly competent me- mechanical acquirements, who knows how to handle car
chanical experts will explain the best methods of workshop penter's tools, can construct an ice boat from the minute di
manipulation, and, both in answer to the questions of corre- rections, accompanied with elaborate working drawings, 
spondents and elsewhere, an immense number of reliable made to {/ICa�e, which are to be found in the SCIENTIFIC 
trade recipes, besides valuable advice in special cases AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 63. If tbese are followed, a 
which may be submitted to us, will be given. In the de- duplicate vessel in every particular to the famous Whiff is 
partment of natural llistory much that is rare and curious in produced. Such information has never before been pub
the animal and v9getablc worlds will be illustrated and de- lished and is not attainable elsewhere, and it is now being 
scribed, and no engineering structure of importance will be sent in response to calls to all parts of the world. In SUP

undertak.en but that it will be fully elucidated in our pages. PLEMENT No. 1 is given other engravir,.gs, showing how to 
The Great French Exposition of 1878 will also be completely construct ice vessels of different builds, besides full particu
desp-ribed; and whatever is there exhibited of novelty or in- lars as to management. organization of clubs, etc. For 
terest will be found illustrated in these columns. twenty cents, therefore, the mechanic can obtain informa-

All this �aluable and varied information appears in no tian whereby he can construct the best class of ice yachts, 
other journal, for none other enjoys the facilities for obtain- which he can sell at large profit; or the amateur the directions 
ing the same, now possessed by the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. which will enable him to produce a fine fast vessel at mini
The subscription price will remain, as heretofore, $3.20 per mum expense and at little labor. 
year, postage paid. .. � • I • 

... � . RECEIVING YOUR PAPER. 
WINTER SHOP WORK.-BUILDING BOATS. 

experimental form, and combines in itself two separate de- We shall consider it a favor if subscribers, editors of ex-
Many of our readers, especially those who are mechanical d vices-the phonograph or recording apparatus, which pro- changes, an all others who are entitled to receive the SClEN-

amateurs, are just now considering what work they shall A S 1 I d duces the indented slip, and the receiving or talking con- TIFIC MERICAN or UPPLEMENT regu ar y, an whose num-
trivance which reads it. Thus in use the first machine 

undertake in their spare hours during the coming winter. bel'S fail to reach them in pi'oper season, or who miss num
would produce a slip, and this would for example be sent 

We know several members of professions and other callings bel'S, or whose addresses are not printed exactly right on the 
who make it a rule to work in their nicely fitted-up shops a I' d '11 f by mail elsewhere, together in all cases with information of s Ip paste ' on the wrapper, WI noti y us promptly of the 
few hours daily, and thus they gain health, strength, and 

the velocity of rotation of the cylinder. The recipient would fact. A line in pencil to this effect is easily written on a 
relief from brain work, while the result oftheir 1l1bor often 

then set the cylinder of his reading apparatus to rotate at postal card, and it may save considerable annoyance during 
proves of value and profit. There are also many regular I ff precisely the same speed,· and in this way he would hear the the year. The interna a airs of this establishment, and es-
mep-hanics who are anxious to find. some good paying job to 

tones as they were uttered. Differences in velocity of 1'0- pecially those of the mailing department, are carefully syste-
labor at, over hours, so that they can lay up a little extra 

tation within moder�te limits would by no means render matized: our subscribers addresses are printed and affixed 
fund above their wages. Among the suggestions we make 

the machine's talking indistinguishable, but it would have to the wrappers by machinery; and it is obvious that if any-
to these workmen, amateur and regular, is to build boats. 

the curious effect of possibly converting the high voice of a thing goes wrong, there is error or neglect somewhere, which 
Boats are very expensive to buy. The smallest kind of a 10 

child into the deep bass of a man, or vice versa, is easily traced and remedied, Our readers need have no 
foot yawl costs about 50 dollars when purchased from a 

No matter how familiar a person may be with modern fear with regard to giving us any trouble in this matter, 
regular builder, ane for a good sail boat from 200 to 600 

machinery and its wonderful performances, or how clear in We ask the information for the mutual advantage of both 
h' ' d  th . .  I d I' thO d . dollars is charged. Boats can be built indoors. They re- our readers and ourselves. 18 mm e pnnclp e un er ymg IS strange eVICe may quire nice work, 'and the amateur mechanic can lavish on .. � • I • 
be, it is impossible to listen to the mechanical speech without th . t h fi . ul t' h h II BUILD· A STEAMBOAT. em JUs as muc ne mamp a IOn as e c ooses as a 
his experiencing the idea that his senses are deceiving him. such shows and enhances the beauty and value of the craft. Not a big one, but a small craft large enough to run around 
We have heard other talking machines. The Faber appara- A boat besides is always useful and frequently necessary the river on the pond near your place. To construct the 
tus for example is a large affair as big as a parlor organ. to any one who lives near the water. hull will be an excellent winter's work, and the engine can 
It has a key board, rubber larynx and lips, and an immense Most people, whose boat building has not extended beyond be obtained at a moderate price. There is no better practice 
amount of ingenious mechanism which combines to pro· f b f h '  1 t t th f h '  t 1 the construction of a flat bottomed scow, think that to build or a oy 0 mec amca as es an or 1m 0 earn to run a 
duce something like articulation in a single monotonous a yawl or a yacht is a difficult and expensive undertaking, small steam vessel. It would be a good idea to buy the en
organ note: But here is a little affair of a few pieces of while it is just the reverse. Any one who can put up a gine first, set it up in the shop and make it drive the saw 
metal, set up roughly on an iron stand about a foot square, workmanlike chicken house can build an excellent sail boat. and other tools which can be used in constructing the hull. 
that talks in such "Ii way, that, even if in its present imper- All he has to do is to follow instructions, and those he will This will familiarize you with the machine, which may 
fect form many words are not clearly distinguishable, there fi d' h S A S I afterwards be put I'n I'ts place I'n the "oat. n In t e CIENTIFIC MERICAN UPPLEMENT. n that jour- v 
can be no doubt but that the inflections are those of nothing I h bI' h d . h I b in building a craft of this description, there is every chance 
else than the human voice. 

na we ave pu IS e ,WIt e a orate working drawings and 
directions, full particulars how to construct a scow for three for fine work and fOr some really valuable invention. Ship-

We have already pointed out the startling possibility of the dollars (SUPPLEMENT No. 25), a rowing skiff for five dollars builders everywhere are seeking to discover the best lines 
voices of the dead. being reheard through this device, and (SUPPLEMENT No. 26), a fine sailing skiff for fourteen dol- for small vessels, through which the highest speed may be 
there is  no doubt but that its capabilities are fully equal to lars (SUPPLEMENT No. 29), a neat ribbed row boat for twelve obtained, for it is well known that the model of a boat has a 
other results just as astonishing. When it becomes possible dollars (SUPPLEMENTS 30 and 32), a large row boat for sixteen great deal to do with her speed. On such a vessel the builder 
as it doubtless will, to magnify the sound, the voices of such dollars (SUPPLEMENT No. 36), a Whitehall boat of fine could easily try ideas in this direction of his own, and thus 
singers as Parepa and Titiens will not die with them, but model, such as is used in New York harbor, for fifteen dol- perhaps reach some valuable result8. A steam launch is 
will remain as long as the metal in which they may be em- I (S N "7) A '1' d besides a much greater source "of pleasure to her owner than 
bodied will last. The witness in court will find his own 

ars UPPLEMENT 0. " .  sal mg an rowing canoe 

testimony repeated by machine confronting him on cross-
of the type of the famous Rob Roy for fifteen dollars (SuP' any sailing yaCht, as she is independent of wind and tide 
PLEMENT No 39) a fast sailing yacht for th' t d II (S and admirably suited for long trips or even a summer's 

examination-the testator will repeat his last will and testa-
. , Ir y 0 at's UP-

PLEMENT No. 42), and finally a large fast and serviceable cruising. 
ment into the machine so that it will be reproduced in a T I h b 'ld h f k' d f h yacht for three hundred dollars (SUPPLEMENT No. 67). 0 earn ow to UI t e astest In 0 steam yac t send 
way that will leave no question as to his devising capacity f S N 14 69 75 d 81 . 

These estimates cover the materials, not the labor, of the or UPPLEMENTS o. , , an , prICe ten cents each. 
or sanity. It is already possible by ingenious optical con Th I' ( . h k' d . ) h amateur builder. The entire series, which embraces about ese exp aIn WIt wor mg rawmgs ow to construct a 
trivances to throw stereoscopic photographs of people on 15 f t I h l'k h BI k H k 1 100 illustrations, mainly accurate drawings to scale, besides 00 aunc 1 e t e ac aw , a very ce ebrated boat 
screens in full view of an audience. Add the talking pho- . thO " 't h b 'ld :Il 30 f I h '  h full details as to how to rig and manage the vessels, may be m IS VlCIlll y; ow to UI a ne oot aunc WIt ma-
nograph to counterfeit their voices, and it would be difficult . d obtained for one dollar. chmery an everything complete for only $380. How to 
to carry the illusion of real presence much further. b old 40 f· ·1 '  d Last SJlmmer a great deal of attention was given to cata- UI a oot steam aunch WIth a three cylin er engine, 

.. I. I • marans or d bl b t Nt f . 1 b t and finally how to construct a 21 foot launch that will steam 
THE END OF VOLUME XXXVII. 

ou e oa s. 0 even pro eSSIOna oa 
builders as a rule understand the construction of these ex- 10 knots per hour. An ingenious builder will take all these 

With our next issue the thirty-seventh volume of the SCI- ceedingly fast craft. In SUPPLEMENTS Nos. 105 and 106 plans, pick out the best features of each, and produce a boat 
ENTIFIC AMERICAN closes. At the same time several thou- will be found full directions of how to build three different which probably will excel all. 
sand SUbscriptions tenninate; and as it is our invariable rule .. ' • ' • sizes of these remarkable vessels at costs ranging from $50 • • 
never to send the paper after the period subscribed for has to $500. Not only can the vessels above referred to be con- Wire Cor tbe East River Bridge. 

elapsed, those of our teaders who desire no break in the reg- structed for pleasure purposes, but we have no doubt any Proposals were recently called ·for the supply of the steel 
ular reception of their numbers will favor us by a prompt re- mechanic could find in their construction and sale a very wire for the suspending ropes of the East River Bridge. The 
newal of their subscriptions. The volumes of the SCIENTIFIC profitable source of revenue. specifications require 325,000 pounds of wire rope, making, 
AMER

.
WAN for the coming ye�r will, we believe, excel any .. ••• • 70,000 lineal feet in all. There are two sizes required, one 

of theIr predecessors. No pams will re spared to render BUILDING ICE BOATS. measuring It inches in diameter, weighing -it pounds to the 
their contents the most complete exhibit of everything that In a few weeks the rivers and streams of the Northern lineal foot, ,and having a breaking strength of not less than 
transpires in the world of science mech ' t d . . . , 

. ' amcs, or ar s, an It States WIll be frozen over, and therefore the present IS the 180>000 pounds; the other measuring 1:1- inches in diameter-
WIll be our endeavor to place this . f t' b f . ' . . In orma IOn e ore OUI tIme for those who propose to pursue the exhIlaratIng and weighing 5 pounds to the lineal foot, and having a breaking 
readers at 

.so early a date, and so simplified and digested, as I health-giving sport of ice yachting to get their vessels in strength of 200,000 pounds. The attention of the members 
to render It a constant fund of suggestion for those who are I readiness. There is no known mode of locomotion which of the boarq WB� called to a gnarled, broken, and twisted 
ready to ex

.
ercis? their inventive powers to devise new and outrivals the ice yacht in speed. It travels at a mile a min- suspender rope. This specimen was made at the factory 

useful modIficatIons, improvements, or original conceptions. ute with ease ontstrips fast railway trains and when con- of Roebliug's SOns & Co. , by the direction flf Chief Engineer 
In order to invent it is �e?essary to know, first, what has trasted with ;he ordinary sailing vessel, is handl�d with ease Roebling. It was lf inches in ,diameter, and liad been tested 
been done, second, what IS In progress, and third, the gene- and safety. by the Key�tone Bridge Company, of Pittsburg. It was 
ral drift of present advancement. The SCIENTIFIC AMERI- Ice yachting has been practiced on the Hudson river for a broken under a strain of 197,500 pounds, the required 
CAN �resent

.
s the fi�st through carefully prepared articles on number of years past. The owners of the boats have exer- I �trength being 180,000 pounds. It was resolved award tlIe 

promment mdustrIes and lucid illustrated descriptions of cised great skill and ingenuity in devising improved models, contract to J. A. Roebling's Sons & Co. , at seven ceots& 
the most recent and improved mechanical devices; the sec- until at preseot by far the most elegant and swift ice vessel pound, for Bessemer steel wire. 
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THE PHOTO-ENGRAVING COl'll1'ANY OF NEW YORK. 
The earliest attempts to produce engraved plates by the 

aid of light appear to have been made in France about the 
year 1813, by Nicephore Niepce. He was prosecuting ex

, periments in lithography, then in its infancy. when he con
ceived the idea of transferring his drawings on to the litho
graphic stone by the aid of light. 
While thus engag

'
ed it occurred to 

him that he might produce en
graved plates by the same means, 
and even render permanent t.he 
image shown in the camera obscura. 
After continuing his experiments 
for more than fifteen years, he as
sociated himself with Mons. Da
guerre, who had also spent several 
years in similar investigations. In 
1833 Niepce died, and a year or two 
later Daguerre invented his method 
of developing the latent image im
pressed by light on an iodized sil
ver plate, by means of the vapor of 
quick,ilver. 

Jtitutifi t �mtri tau. 
these, as reproduced, come out without sharpness-uneven 
and clumsy. Hence when placed upon the press, the 
plates are found incapable of yielding a clean and bright 
impression. The other process differs from the foregoing 
in that instead of swelling the soft parts they are wholly 
washed out. The difficulty here is that the water affects 

[DECEMBER 22, 1 877. 
ing which is fatal to their delicacy and fineness of definition. 

These processes, as already stated, constitute the founda
tion, but the results they yield are materially affected by the 
different minor modifications which individual experimen
ters have iutroduced and which, as a rule, are kept secret 
and not patented. The Moss proce ss arose from an effort to 

avoid the difficulties above referred 
to. It is a combination of certain 
elements of other processes, for 
the purpose of securing complete
ness and delicacy of detail, in con
nection with all desirable depth and 
smoothness of lines. Of tile two 
prominent photo-engr�vng concerns 
in this city, one prepares its plates of 
zinc, and turns them out ready for 
the press without the further ne
cessity of any hand :t;outing or other 
tool work ; the other produces fine 
plates in type metal, and finishes by 
hand. In both cases, however, hand '
work is involved, as in that first men
tioned the necessary sharpening of 
the lines is done on the nega. 
tive. 

Niepce's method of heliography, 
as he called it, consisted in coating 
a metallic plate with a film of as
phaltum dissolved in oil of laven
der. Over this plate he laid a print 
or drawing, which had been ren
dered transparent by the application 
of oil, and then exposed it to the 
sun. The dark lines of the draw
ing protected portions of the as
phaltum from the light, 

QFFICE OF THE PHOTO-ENGRAVING COMPANY, NEW YORK.-Fig. 1. 

The annexed illustrations, repre· 
senting the various steps in the pho
to-engra ving process, were prepared 
by the Photo-Engraving Company, 
of this ,city, and are excellent ex-' 
amples of the fineness and delicacy 
of the work done by means of the 
MOt S process. These plates are 

while the unprotected parts 
were acted upon and became 
insoluble. The plate was 
then washed with turpentine, 
which removed the asphal
tnm where the light had not 
acted, but. left the remainder 
undisturbed. The bare me
tal, thus exp03ed, was then 
etched with an acid, and an 
engraving produced. But the 
results thus o,btained were 

made of type metal by stereo
, typing, and are hand finished 
The first operation is to pre
pare the drawing which is to 
be reproduced. To do this 
successfully it is necessary 
that the picture should be 
formed of clean, sharp, and 
very black lines. Flat tints 
and washes, or blurred sha
dows, cannot be photo-en
graved unless they are first 
translated into lines. Where 

very imperfect and practical- an engraving is to rapresent 
ly useless. a piece of machinery, for ex-

There are quite a number ample, a photograph of the 
of different processes which object is taken, but is not 
may be classed under the fixed in the gold bath. From 
general heading of photo this print the artist obtains 
mechanical printing, which his outline in black ink, and 
it is not deemed necessary to this done he obliterates the 
review in detail here, as the pbotograph by corrosive sub-
degree of success attained limate. He has then an ac-
has been frequent.ly small, curate outlinp, which he pro· 
espe�latly when the particu- ceeds to fill in with a shading, 
Iar system was subjected to etc. , of pen lines. It is usual 
the rapid and comparatively to make the drawing some-
careless manipulation inci- what larger than the engrav-
dent to the use of the fast ing is to be, in order that by 
newspaper press. It may be the reduction the lines of the 
stated, however, that nearly latter may be rendered finer. 
all of these processes depend The interior of the artists' 
upon the use of bichromate ARTISTS' STUDIO OF THE PHOTO-ENGRAVING COMPANY.-Fig. 2. 

room of the Photo-Engraving 
of potash with which is as- Company is shown in Fig. 2. 
sociated gelatin or similar organiC Next ensues the photographing, 
matter. Mungo Ponton, in 1839, and the apartment in which tbis 
first discovered the sensitiveness to is conducted is represented in Fig. 
light of a sheet of paper treated 3. Here a negative of the drawing 
with bichromate ; in the following is prepared, from which, by several 
year Becquerel found that the sizing intermediate steps, a mold is 
of the paper played an important made. The picture during this 
part in the change, and in 1853 Mr. process is reduced or enlarged 
Fox Talbot discovered and utilized as desired, the reduction being 
the insolubility of gelatin exposed only limited by the capability of 
to light in the presence of bichro- the resulting block to yield a clear 
mate. In 1854 Paul Pretsch dis- impression under the conditions of 
covered and utilized the quality printing to which it is to be sub-
which such exposed gelatin possess- jected. Thus a finely reduced en-
es of not swelling in water. On graving would soon fill with ink 
Pretsch's

' 
discovery are based the and produce a disagreeable and 

gelatin processes that have attained blurred impression on a rapId press, 
most notoriety, and that have excit- while, on a slow book press and on 
ed among experimenters the largest fine smooth paper, the same engrav-
expectations of success, as fol- ing would give excellent prints. 
lows : A glass or metallic plate is The reader will notice from this 
coated with a mixture of gelatin illustration that the cameras used 
and bichromate of potash, which- is are exceedingly large, thus giving 
allowed to dry and afterwards is clear and very well defined pictures, 
exposed to the sun through a pho- while the entire apparatus of both 
tographic negative. It is then im- camera and retaining device for the 
mersed in cold water, when the picture to be photographed IS sus-
parts protected from the light by pended from the ceiling of the room 
the , negative rapidly swell, while by a single rope. The advantage 
the parts not so protected are hard- of this last arrang�ent is that It 
ened and do n ot swen to the same prevents independent accidental 
extent. Tllis gelatin surface then PHOTOGRAPIDO DEPARTMENT OF THE PHOTO.ENGRA VING , COMP ANY.-Fig, 3, movements of camera and object. 
becomes the matrix from which, Should one or the other move even 
through intermediate steps, t1!e final plate for printing is I the insoluble portions, so that the lines are rendered [ the merest fraction of an inch-and this might easIly be 
formed. The main difficulty encountered is that the surface rounded. Broad lines are also likely to become conca,ve and c

, 

aused by the j arring of the bUi

,

lding throug

,

h th

,

e

, 

pa

. 

ssage of 
of - the matrix is made up of unequally swelled lines, and to require subsequent pumicing to level them, a proceed- heavy vehIcles 1ll the street-it is evident .thi\t the accuracy 
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of the photograph would be impaired, but, so long as both 
camera and object must move together if at all, their rela� 
tive positions always remain unaltered. It is by such nice re
lative refin(:ments as this that the clear sharp work, of which 
the annexed engravings are excellent Ilpecimens, is pro
duced by the Photo-Engraving Company. 

After the photo-plate is finished, and this is a work re
quiring skill 9,nd scrupulous care, it is copied in metal, and 
this copy forms the engraving or block that is used on the 
printing press. . The room in which these metallic plates 
are made is shown in Fig. 4, and here appear the various 
devices for melting the metal, running it upon the molds, 
etc. The next process is the trimming of the ·plates, and 
this is done by skilled engravers, who, with the hurin, ren
der the lines sharp .and clear, 
and cut away metal in the 
high lights to intensify the 
same. This work is of course 
entirely auxiliary to the pho
to-engraving process, but it 
has the a'�vantage of render
ing the engravings produced 
by the Photo-E n g r a  v i n g  
Company from drawings or 
other engravings almost as 
perfect as the originals. Very 
often it is found necessary t6 
reproduce a picture which is 
poor, bu.t the only one attain
'IIble giving the desired repre · 
sentation. In such case the 
photo-engraving is an accu
rate reproduction, faults and 
all, but the latter are speedily 
modified by the skill of the 
finishing engraver. 

Ititutif i t  !mtritatt. 
-when a little fire ball is seen to move over the surface· op: I at different points or the Nile, say at the Cataracts. These 
posed. This explanation of the fire ball has been advanced dams and sluices, by enabling craft to pass the Cat.aracts, 
before by Mr. Cromwell F. Varley. would also render the Nile navigable from the Mediterranean 

.. • • • .. to Gondokoro, a space of 29° of latitude. 
Prismatic House Signs. _ , • • • 

A new contrivance for rendering the numbers of houses New Oil WellS-Pennsylvania. 

visible by night is becoming general in Paris. It consists of A correspondent of the Petroleum Reporter says the Clarion 
a hollow triangular prism about nine inches long, two of oil region is just now experiencing livelier times in the way 
whose sides are formed of panes of blue glass"on which the of operations and new developments than it has ever done 
number of the house is picked out in white. This prism- I heretofore. The number of wells 150ing down is simply enor
shaped lamp'glass .rests against the

. 

front of the h

.
ou

.

se. sO

.

ll mous, and the st
.
atistics total for N

. 
ovember will far exceed 

that the two sides with the numbers on them can be plainly that of any previous month. The principal field of produc
seen by the passers-by. In the interior of the prism is a j iion, and that wherein lies the mOst excitement at present, 
gas jet, fed by a pipe from the house. Householders on the � is the Eastern belt, or what is known by that title in the dis-

trict. A large number of "wild
cats, " or test wells, have gone 
down off the eastern edge of the 
defined line, but with very few 
exceptions they have proved dus� 
ters. The venturesome operators 
have succeeded in widening the 
belt but little, although a great 
deal of money has been spent for 
that purpose the present sum
mer. The most prolific territory 
appears to be in the vicinity of 
Slam Bang City, a new town on 
the Twenty-two degree line, and 
situated betwee.n the Stone 
Church and Shippenville. The 
Davis well, struck at this place, 
about three months ago, started 
off at 400 barrels a day, and has 
averaged about 125 barrels ever 
since . the " head " was pumped 
off. Several other wells have 
been struck in the same vicinity, 
the largest being that of Cram & 
Co., on the Wood farm. This 
one made 750 barrels the first 
twenty-four hours, and is ·yet 
doing over 100 barrels a day. 

A good deal of operating has 
also been done on what is known 
as the Middle belt, but the terri
tory is. all old and developed, and 

The plate of metal is now 
mounted on a block, type 
high, and no further treat
ment is necessary to adapt it 
for the printing press. Some
times where a large number 
of impressions are to be tak
en, the surface is coated with 
a thin film of copper by elec
tro-metallurgy, or an electro
type is taken from the plate 
the same as from a wood cut. 

STEREOTYPING DEPARTMENT OF THE PHOTO-ENGRAVING COMPANY.-Fig. 4. no big strikes have been effect-

Fig. 1 represents the interior of the office of the Photo
Engraving Company, at Nos. 67 and 69 Park Place, this 
city. Here may be seen a large collection of engravings re
produced by the process we have described. Fine line steel 
engravings are duplicated with wonderful accuracy, so that 
instead of paying ten or fifteen dollars for a choice picture, 
the lover of art may now obtain the same at a tenth the 
price. The capabilities of the photo-erograving art were 
never bett-er illustrated than by the splendid portrait of Pro
fessor John W. Draper, which occupied our initial page last 
we.ek. For color, ·-delicacy of line, and general artistic ef
fect, this work of art is universally admitted to equal tbe 
best efforts of the wood engraver. The process used by the 
Photo-Engraving Company is due to the ingenuity of Mr. 
John C. MOllS, who has labored 
constantly in inventing and im
proving the same for nearly 
twenty years. The exact means 
whereby the excellent results we 
have noted are obtained are kept 
secret, but this is of no import
ance to the public, so long as 
such high grade work can be 
uniformly produced at a cost 
less than. that of wood engrav
ing. Sever;tl thousal1 d illustra
tions prepared by the Photo-En
graving Company have appeared 
in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
and SUPPLEMENT during the last 
few years, side by side with the 
best productions of. hand wood 
engraving ; and in this fact will 
perhaps be recognized one of 
the best recommendations as to 
their excellence, which photo
engraved illustrative plates have 
received. 

... . .. 
Electric Fire Balls. 

. ed. The Western belt came into 
A venue de l'Opera have been obliged to supply this mode of I existence in May last. Three wells which had been sunk 
numbering at their own expense on the houses they are previous to that time proved dusters, and the first oil was 
building ; and the niunicipal authorities have introduced it found in that month. The next well down on this belt 
on some 450 of the municipal establishments, schools, police was the great Howe gusher, which did 400 barrels the 
offices, fire brigade offices, etc. first -day. . After that strike operators went crazy, and 

.. t . .  . scores of holes have been put down since. About one half 
Proposed DiverSions of the NUe. of them are dry, wlJile the others are gradually and fast de; 

It is well knownthat the main stream of the Nile is sup- creaSing in produl!tion. The sand is very tight. and thin, 
plied by the great equatorial lakes of Africa; and, that the and the pumping wells decrease after the style of the Bullion 
annuaL inundations are caused by the inrush of ' torrent wa- gushers. 
ter laden with solI from the fertile slopes of the Abyssinian .. , . . . 

Some· New · Lecture Experiments. plateau in July, August, and September. This silt is now 
for the most part being deposited in the bed or the l-!editer
ranean, where it is gradually forming a new delta similar to 

, H; Kiimmerer proposes to show the combustibility of ni- · 
trogen, in other words, that nitl"ogen will unite with oxygen 

at a sufficiently high temperature 
to form · nitric tetra-oxide, NO., 
a reddish colored gas. He takes 
a half gallon glass cylinder full 
of air, and burns in it some 12 
or 15 inches of magnesium rib
bon. The heat produced is suf
ficient to produce some of the 
red gas, which can be easily re
cognized by its color and intense 
odor. To prove its presence to 
an audience, he puts in the jar 
an acetic acid solution of iodide 
of potassium and a little starch 
solution, which is blued by the 
iodine which has been liberated 
by the nitric tetra oxide. 

M. Plante seeks in the forego
ing experiments of his an ex
planation of the foudre globu
Zaire or " fire ball. " They show 

PROVING AND FINISHING DEPARTMEN.L' OF THE PHOTO·ENGRAVING COMPANY.-Flg. 5. 

Gramp exhibits the green 
flame of . burning zinc, and the 
cloud of white oxide (philoso
phers' wool) formed, by making 
a little brush of zinc turnings 1 t 
i.nches long and i inch tr ick, and 
fastening it to the end of an iron 
rod. which he holds in the flame 
obliquely over an iron plate. To 
show the combustion of cadmium 
and the cloud of brown oxide he 
heats the metal in a small porce
lain crucible over the blast lamp. 

that with a sufficient quantity and tension of · electricity we 
can obtain the electric light in a globular form, He there�ore thinks that this manifestation of the lightning discharge 
IS due to an abundant flow of electriCity in the dynamic state 
in which great quftntity and p(ltential are united. Those 
particular cases wherein the fire ball is seen to move and to 
stop · are explained by the motion or rest of a column of 
humid air, strongly electrified and invisible, which serves 
for an electrode. In order to imitate this effect it suffices to 
oscillate the platinum electrode in the above experiments, 
pendulum fashion, over the water, or a metallic surface, 

the delta already formed. at the river's mouth. Sir Samuel 
Baker has written to the. Times suggesting a pJan by which 
not only the water of the Nile but the mud, which it now de
posits wastefully in the sea, may be turned to good account 
as a fertilizer of the deserts of Nubia, Libya, and the Sou
dan. He proposes by suitable engineering works to divert a 
portion of the Nile flood water into these deserts, where It 
can deposit iLs rich sediment on the sands, and also irrigat.e 
them so as to transform them from a desert into " cotton 
fields t.hat would render England independent of America. " 
This could be effected by having suitable dams and sluices 

Cadmium can be obtained in beautiful brilliant crystals by 

distillation in hydrogen gas current. -B. d. D. Ok. Ges. 
.. . . . ..  

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF · NICKEL AND COBALT.-M. 

Hankel finds that with feeble currents the magnetic power 
of nickel is equal to that of soft iron ; but with strong cuc
rents it is comp�ratlvely feeble. The magnetic power of 
cobalt with both strong and feeble currents is much Jess than 
that of mckel and soft iron. 

... , . . . 
AQUA FORTIS, applied to steel, produces a black spot. 
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10hina, even if  we import Ohinese laborers used to the busi- MORTALITY OF THE NEGlW. 

ness. A recent report of thf; Board of Health of this city calls 
The commission sent by this Department to Southern attention to the alarming death rate of the negro population. 

Our Washington Correspondence. N J t . .  t th 'b'l't' f b t It ew ersey, 0 examme m 0 ' e POSSI 1 1  leS 0 ee cu ure From the statistics, which are kept with great care, it ap 
To the Editor of the Bcientiflc American : in that section for the manufacture of sugar, have returned, pears that, while the death rate of the white population is 

Besides the bills for amending the patent laws, referred to and report that, while the experiments made last year were only 18 '27 per cent, that of the colored is as high as 44'50. 
in my previous letters, many others are being introduced not pecuniarily successful, yet it is decided that the climate Of 119 stiU birth investigations by the sanitary inspector, 
into Oongress for the is favorable, and that the soil can be made so. At present, 107 were colored, while, reckoning according to population, 

EXTENSION OF PATENTS, a large amount of the sugar used in this country is im- the still births would be as 23 '77 of the black to 31 :04 of the 
h ported in the crude state, and therefore considerable interest white. This heavy death rate is n.ot confined to this city, and for the reviving of old rejected cases. Among t ese, I should be taken in this matter, so as to avoid the loss of the but is equally well known in other parts of the country to notice that the application of Aikin and Felthousen, for an large amounts of money annually sent out of the cOUl.try to those who take an interest in the wellfare of the colored peoextension of their patent on sewing machines, has again , pay for the imported article. Under the efforts of the first pIe. Mr. Redfield, the well known correspondent of the made its appearance, as it has done every session for many :Napoleon the manufacture of beet sugar became thoroughly Oincinnati Oommercial, contends that the race is doomed to years past. This patent, if extended, would lay the whole . d '  F d h estabhshe m rance, an t ere seems no reason why it extinction, and, to snstain his view, states that from 1850 to sewing machine interest nnder tribute, as no sewing ma- d f l ' h' I shoul not be as success u m t IS country. 1860 the rate of increase of our colored population was 25 chine can be made th],t people would now buy without in-

fringing it. There does not, however, seem any probability THE GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY. per cent, but that in the succeeding ten .years t�e rate fell to 
of the success of this case, as neither Senators or Represen Dr. Hayden, the director of the above impol'tau.t work, 10 per cent ; and as many reports concur m showmg that there 
tatives are willing to grant any more extensions of sewing has prepared his annual report to the Secretary of the In- are more deaths than births among these people .• it seems 
machine patents. terior, of his operations during the past year. The most im- probable th!1t our next census will show an actual decrease 

Rollin White is also on hand again with an application portant of those in the field have been referrerl to from time I in this class . of �ur . po�ulation. This �xcessi:e morttaity 
for an extension of his patent on repeating fire-arms, dated to time in my previous letters. Of the office work, not so among them m thIS CIty IS, no doubt, owmg mamly to theIr 
April 3, 1855, which, if granted, would give him the mo- much has been said, although equally important, as but for I great ignorance of sanitary laws ; the overcrowding of their 
nopoly of the manufacture of all revolvers using metallic it the world at large would remain ignorant ,of the results I ho�se�, �en or a doze� f�equently occup!ing one small room ; 
cartridges. A bill for its extension was once passed by Oon- of the investigations carried on in the field. The publica- theIr IIvmg, as a ma]onty of them do, m filthy back alleys, 
gress, but it was vetoed by President Grant, acting, it is said, tions of the survey during · the past year have been quite and in huts utterly unfit for hnman habitation : their irregu
under the advice of General Dyer. numerous, consisting of more than 10,000 pages quarto, pro- lar mode of living, half starving frequently, and then, as 

Roxana Rice, as the widow of B. T. Rice, makes applica- fusely illustrated. The reports, which are in an advanced soon as a little money is procured, as the result of some 
tion for an act to authorize the Oommissioner of Patents to stage of preparation, are two quarto volumes on the verte chance job, spending every cent in a feast for the day, with,
extend the patent of said B. T. Rice for a paper bag ma- brate fossils of the West one on the fossil insects and an- out a thought of the morrow ; and, lastly, to their radicall 
chine, dated April 28, 1857, already once extended by the other on the rhillopods. 'The atlas of Oolorado wili be com- weak constitution, which causes them, as soon as any seriou� 
Patent Office. pleted about February, 1878. The tenth and eleventh an- sickness touches them, to give right np and die off like rot-

Another bill authorizes the Oommissioner 'to extend, for nual reports of the survey are well advanced, and wEI be ten sheep. Outside of the cities they do not probably suffer 
the benefit of Olivia O. Reed, also the widow of an inventor, printed and ready for distribution before the close of the reg- so much from overcrowding as they do in them, but other 
the patent granted to her late husband for handcuffs. dated ular session of Oongress. The work of pUblication has been causes step in and overbalance the point. 
June 14, 1862. much delayed by the cutting off for the laet two years of the Washington, D. O. OCCASIONAL. 

The heirs of O. H. Davidson, the inventor of an enema amount heretofore appropriated for engraving. -----_ ..... 'H ..... '� .. _-----

syringe, ,have had a bill brought in authorizing the exten THE SIGNAL SERVICE. 
LocOlnotive EconOlny. 

sion of his patent of March 31, 1857, which was once ex- From General Myer's report, it appears that 159 stations To the Editor of the Scientific American : 

tended by the Oommissioner of Patents. have been maintained during the year to fill the system of The query is often made as to what can be done to ren-
O. Shunk has also applied for an extension of his patent stations of observation from which reports are deemed ne- del' the locomotive more efficient. Letters are frequently 

on manufacturing iron and steel, which, I believe, covers cessary to enable proper warning to be given of the approach received asking for an opinion upon some detail pertaining 
the Bessemer process. and force of storms, and other meteoric changes, for the to the improvement of this machine. 

The heirs of the late W. A. Graham, who filed an appli- benefit of the agricultural and commercial interests. From As to its geLeral arrangement, with its hori2lOntai cylin, 
cation in 1837-only forty years ago-for a patent on a fire the data thus obtained, 1 ,095 tri-daily reports, known as the del'S and outside connections, the modern locomotive cannot 
extinguisher, are again before Oongress with a bill author- " Synopsis and Indication, " have been furnished for publi- be much improved probably. But while it requires wme 
izing the Oommissioner to grant a patent for his apparatus. cation. These are based on the observations telegraphed 120 Ibs. pressure to the square inch in the boiler to realize 
This, if allowed, would cover every chemical fire extin- in cypher from the different stations to the headq]larters, an average maximum of 70 or 80 Ibs. to the square inch 
guisher manufactured. 

.. ' 
where they are spread upon seven charts for study, from the against the pistons, it is quite clear that there is a chance for 

some improvement in its supply apparatus between the Another bill, similar to this, authorizes the granting of result of which the " Synopsis and Indications " are sent 
patents to W. W. Hubbell, for a " self-loading and self- out. The average time, elapsing between the moment at steam chamber of the boiler and the pistons. It is of course 
firing gun," " a  gun to load with great rapidity and effect, " which the instruments are read at the outlying stations to well known that the nearer the initial or maximum pressure 
and " ammunition for the same, " for which Mr. Hubbell that at which the reports are telegraphed to the press, has in the cylinders can be made to approach the boiler pressure 
alleges that he filed applications in 1853 and 1865. been one hour and forty minutes. Notwithstanding the lit- the greater the economy and efficiency of an engine. As 

A third similar bill has been introduced in favor of Stephen tIe time thus consumed, but a small portion of which is the supply apparatus is now proportioned and arranged, 
V_�enet, authorizing \the issue of a patent to him for an given to considering th,e reports and making ready the " In- there is a steam pipe some ten feet long and five inches in 
improvement in cartridges, for which he made application dications," their trutl;l has been verified to be on an average diameter (more or less according, to the size of ihe engine) 
April 14, 1866. at the rate of 86 '19 per cent, and it is hoped to bring the betwee� the throttle valv.e and the cylinders, w�ich must be 

Another bill introduced into the House continues in force, average as high as 90 per cent. Oautionary signals ;Ire now ' filled WIth steam every tIme the th�ottle valve IS o�ened be
for the full term of seventeen years, the patent of T. A. Wes- displayed at 47 different ports and cities and of these 78 '91

1 fore the steam can act upon the pIstons ; all of thIS steam 
ton, granted in 1867, for the well known differential pulley, per cent have been reported as justifi�d. In addition to (some two or more cubi� feet) m.ust of co�rse be discharged 
as otherwise it expires with his Englilftl patent granted sev- these reports and cautionary signals, by an arrangement at the exhaust nozzle WIth that m the cylmders as often as 
eral years earlier. with the Post Office Department 6 264 " Farmers' Bulletins '  the throttle valve is closed. 

are distributed and displayed dail; in as many different post The amount of st�am directly lost here, in addition to the 
offices, for the benefit of our agricultural population. The ; loss from low effectIVe pressure, must depend upon the fre
service has now in its care, and operated by its force, no less I' �uency of starts and �tops and up?n the degree of exp�n
than 3 200 miles of telegraph lines SlOn the steam has attamed when dIscharged ;  but the chIef 

THE AGRICUI,TURAL DEPARTMENT. 

General Le Duc some time since opened a correspondence 
with many of the leading agriculturists in all parts of the 
land, and their ideas thus obtained are now being classified 
and digested, and the results will from time to time be pub
loi.shed for the benefit of farmers generally. The Oommis. 
sioner believes, from what he has seen in several trips made 
to different parts of the South, that the people of that region 
are fairly started on the road to prosperity, that public opin
ion is adapting itself to the new order of things, and that 
hands formerly soft and delicate showed, by their hardened 
condition, a familiarity with the handles of the plow and 
other similar implements that gave goo'� evidence that the 
old ideas as to labor had undergone a great change. 

Fro:U these figures some idea of the amount of work that loss is in the low percentage of the toiler pressure utilized. 
has to be done by the signal service may be had. The im- If an auxili�ry throttle valve for co�mon use were placed 
portance and usefulness of it is now well known by every near the cylmders, and the steam pIpe enlarged and kept 
one, and it is hoped that our rulers, with their economical �ully open to the steam chamber of the b?iler during work
notions will not decrease the facilities now possessed by it mg hours, as high as 90 per cent of the bOIler pressure could 
but rather increase them, as General Myel' requests. Th� doubtless be made effective, instead of 60 per �ent as now. 
late fearful calamity of the loss of the Huron might have In other words, from 20 to 30 per cent les� bOI leI' press�re 
been avoided had p�oper attention been given to the caution- would suffice for doing the w?rk . of the engI�e. The savmg 
ary signals ; and there is no knowing how many lives nor of fuel would, of course, be III lIke proportion. 
how much money has been saved by those who have heeded F. G. WOODWARD. 

The Oommissioner has also devoted considerable attention 
to what he thinks may be a new industry in this country-

their warnings, nor what losses may be caused by limiting 
the operations and usefulness of the service. 

the cultivation of the tea plant. He has been collecting data THE LIFE-SAVING STATION. 

respecting it from various sources and finds that, so far as The disadvantages of too close economy may also be seen 
climatic conditions are concerned, a strip of country lying in in this service, From a desire to save money, the stations 
the latitude of the northern part of South Oarolina, and run- on the coast where the Huron was wrecked are not manned 
ning from the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi, seems very until the 1st of December, and the stations are not about 
favorable for the purpose, and the results of some few at- half the number actually required. It is believed by the 
tempts in the cultivation of the tea plant that have been · head of this service that if the stations had been manned, al
made in that neighborhood have been so encouraging, he though it is probable no boat could have reached the vessel, 
thinks, as to remove all doubt as to the success of future ef- that by the aid of the shot line, which wonld reach double 
forts to produce it here. The Oommissioner will, however, the distance the vessel lies from the shore, many, if not all, 
most probably find that the successful cultivation of the of the lives of the crew could have been saved. If the sta
plant is not all that is necessary to the production of tea, but tions had been manned, as they would have been but for the 
that the picking, curing, and preparing of the leaves for mar- false economic ideas now prevailing, the discovery of the 
ket is one of the essential points. I am under the impres- wreck would have been made shortly after the vessel struck, 
sion that one of the most promising attempts to introduce as a constant patrol is kept up along the beach every night, 
the cultivation of tea, made some years since in Oalifornia, and immediate attempts ' to help the crew could have been 
failed from this reason. Bnt it is possible, and indeed very made. Instead of this immediate discovery and relief, seven 
probable, that our inventors may be able to overCJme this and a half hours elapsed between the striking of the vessel 
difficulty by devising machines for picking, rolling, and cur- and the discovery of the wreck, during which time there is 
ing the leaves, thus removing one of the main difficulties in no doubt but that a resolute crew trained to the service 
the way to the practical cultivation of tea in this country ; could have rendered such efficient help as would probably 
but if we have to perform these operations by hand, it is have saved a majority, if not all, the lives lost on the ill
useless for us to try to compete with the cheap labor of fated vessel. 

.. . .  � .. 
The Keely Motor Deception. 

To th e Editor of the Scientific American: 

I notice in some of my exchanges that " even the SCIEN

TIFIC AMERICAN was deceived by the Keely Motor. " Now 
as I have never seen where you have even ventured a sugges
tion of the possibility of the success of a machine so wholly 
at variance with the known laws of natural -philosophy, I 
would be pleased to see your position from first to last 
clearly proclaimed. S. H. H. 

Our correspondent cannot be a very attentive reader of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN if he supposes that we have en
dorsed or supported so gross and palpable a deception as 
the Keely Motor. He will find our views sufficiently ex
pressed if he glances over some of our back numbers. 

EfI"ect oC Glycerin upon FerlDentatlon. 

Munk has observed that if cheese be added to a solution 
of milk sugar, and enough carbonate of soda added to give 
a distinctly alkaline reaction. and then mi:lted with an equal 
volume of pure glycerin, neither lactic nor butyric fermen
tation results for three weeks, even at a temperature of 1040 
0. , whereas without the glycerin the formation of lactic 
acid can be recognized in 11 or 12 hours. Small quantities 
of glycerin merely postpone fermentation. 

The spontaneous fermentation of milk is very energetically 
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checked by glycerin. The addition of t glycerin at a tem
perature of 60° to 68° prevented the milk from souring for 8 
or 10 days ; even 2 to 2t per cent retarded it essentially at 
60° to 70°. A larger addition of glycerin, t or t, had retard
ed it 6 or 7 weeks. The higher the temperature the more 
glycerin is required for the same effects. 

The alcoholic fermentation of the carbo-hydrate is also re
tarded by glycerin. A sugar solution containing fresh beer 
yeast and an equal quantity of glycerin had not given off 
any carbonic acid at the elld of 48 hours. 

Munk has also studied the effect of glycerin upon the de
composition of amygdalin by emulsion. This action being 
much more energetic requires more glycerin to stop it. By 
adding 2 volumes of glycerin to a mixture of emulsion and 
amygdalin, in which prussic acid would otherwise form in a 
few minutes, its formation was delayed 7 hours, aud was 
slower afterwards than otherwise. 

Finally, it was established that the diastatic action of pan
creatic juice upon starch paste was retorted by glycerin.
Industrie Blatter. 

SOM E CURIOUS METHODS OF BORING TAPERS. 

With the old-time method of setting a lathe to bore a taper 
by setting the upper slide of the slide · rest out of parallel 
with the bed of the lathe, every machinist is of course 
familiar. That method has been superseded in lathes where 
many tapers require to be bored 
or turned by fixing the head and 
tail stocks upon a bed, which in 
turn swings by means of a verti
cal pin pivoted in a closely fit
ting hole provided in the lathe 
bed proper, so that from that 
center the bed or plate upon 
which the head and tail stock 
stand will swing out of parallel 
with the lower bed upon which 
the carriage ·slides. The advan· 
tage of this device, which is com
ing largely into use in the Eastern 
States, is that the center line of the 
lathe centers stands parallel with 
the work instead of at an angle to 
the same, as is the case when the 
upper part of the tail stock sets 
over, as is so common in ordina
ry lathes. The advantage of the 
new plan is that the centers do 
not wear large or get out of 
true, and therefore the truth of 
the taper with the parallel parts 
of a piece of work may be de
pended upon, no matter which 
part of the work was fini�hed 
first or last. It sometimes ha p
pens, however, that a job will 
present .itlill]f � hich is not provi· 
ded for in the construction of any 
ordinary lathe or machine ; and 
here it is that the inventiveness 
of the workman is called upon 
to devise some means of doing 
the job without an undue expen
diture for machines, tools, or ap
pliances ; and two noteworthy 
instances of such examples are 
presented in our engravings. 

-That shown in Fig. 1 is a case 
in which it was required to bore 
a taper casting for a cylinder for 
grinding pulp. It was about 8 
feet long, the bore being 40 inch
es diameter at one end and 12 
inches at the other. The small end necessitated the 
use of comparatively a very small boring bar and head, 
while the length demanded a strong stiff bar so as to 
bore the cone true and smooth throughout. The workman 
took a 6 inch iron shaft, see b, Fig. 1, its length being 9 feet 
,6 inches, turned it true and parallel, and cut in it a keyway 
from end to end for the feather preventing the head from 
revolving upon the bar from the pressure of the cut and reo 
liev.ing the feed screw of pressure. For a boring bar head 
an old eccentric was employed, a gib key being used so that 
it could not slide out from the eccentric whEe sliding freely 
in the keyway of the bar. The feed screw was made of a 
piece of l� round iron, the thread being cut by a common 
die of a bolt machine, and the screw was straightened after 
being cut. A common square nut was attached to the side 
of eccentriQ head (see Figs. 1 and 2) by a small machine 
screw, the nut being placed so as to push and not pull the 
eccentric when at work. A hole about lt inch diameter was 
drilled through the eccentric for the feed screw to pass 
freely through, so that the irregularities of the feed screw 
were not felt on the bar, the nut being left able to slide a 
little freely in any direction to also accommodate defects in 
the feed screw, the machine screw before mentioned merely 
serving to prevent, the nut from turning around upon the 
eccentric head, or the head from moving forward in ease the 
tool lost the cut in any part of the bore of the cone ; and in 
this way was a suitable boring bar improvised. The c('Jnical 
cylinder, a, in Fig. 1, to be bored throughout its whole length, 
was then laid upon the suitable wooden blocks c, c, and se· 
cured with bolts and nuts to the lathe bed, d, the center of 

J titutifit jtutri tau. 
I its bore being set parallel with the lathe bed by placing a other side becomes a tedious'and difficult job. While several 

piece of iron in the lathe centers and setting the bore of the of the men were studying how to obviate the difficulty, one 
casting true with it by means of a piece of iron wire used as of the workmen offered to take the job contract for a price 
a gauge. Then a lathe center. e, was fastened in one of the that was thought ridiculously low ; but when he had the front 
radial slots of the lathe face plate, the center line of this end of the first box bored, �he secret was found to be that he 
lathe center being made to stand parallel with the surface had discovered a way to avoid the . second chucking, which 
line of the bore of the casting or cylinder The bar, b, was se- was as shown in Fig. 5, in which A represents the . lathe 
cured, the center was screwed by a nut on its end firmly to chuck and B is a sectional view of the bearing chucked 
the lathe face plate, and the boring bar was secured firmly thereon, c, c being the parallel pieces. Now it will be ob
by a lathe dog, G, to the driver in the latter, also being served that the plane of the �one on the front end and on 
bolted firm to the lathe face plate so as to prevent the bar, one side stands parallel with the plane of the cone on the 
b, from turning upon its own centers. A feed motion or back end at an exactly opposite diameter, as shown by the 
gearing was provided to the bar as follows : The feed screw, dotted lines, D and E. If then the top slide of the lathe rest 
l, was provided with bearings affixed to the boring bar at be set parallel with those lines, we may bore the front end 
Ejach end, and on the dead · center end which protruded by feeding the tool from the front of the bore to the middle 
through its bearing a small gear wheel was keyed. Another as marked from F to G, and then, by turning the turning 
and suitably sized gear wheel was fastened on the dead tool upside down, we may traverse or feed it along the line 
center of the lathe so that the revolutions of the bar caused from H to g, and bore out the back half of the double cone 
the feed screw to revolve iu the usual manner, thus feeding without either shifHng the set of the lathe rest or chucking 
the tool as the lathe revolved. The result was that a cone of the box after it was once set ; and this was the workman's 
unusual proportions was bored true and smooth at a slight secret and very successful it proved to be. Another work
expense, and throughout the whole operation no special care man in a different shop adopted for a similar job the plan of 
was needed, except to have the lathe center fastened to the boring the front end as usual, and then, crossing the lathe 
face plate of the lathe pointing dead true to the center in the belt, he ran the lathe backwards, used a tool with the face 
lathe tail stock, because any deviation from the center of up as usual, to bore the back half of the box. This plan had 
motion in the dead center, 0, would cause the boring bar to the advantage that he could see the tool cut and perhaps 

be too tight in one and too loose (between the lathe centers) 
in another pOItion of each revolution. 

The second instance referred to was as follows : In cases 
where it is of great importance to prevent the end play of 
journals in bearings, it is not unusual to have the journals 
either ball-shaped or else V-crowned. In the instance under 
consideration the jomnal was of this latter form, as shown in 
Fig. 3, and the journal box was of the form shown in Fig. 
4, in which it will be noted that th.e brasses, A and B, 
have flanges fitting outside the bore as shown. Now the 
ordinary method of doing snch a job would be to chuck the 
box on the face plate of the lathe, setting it true by the circle 
(marked for the purpose of setting) upon the face of the 
brasses and by placing a scribing point tool in the lathe tool 
post and, revolVing the box, making the circle run true to 
the point which would. set the box one way, and then setting 
the flanges of the box parallel with the face plate of the 
lathe to set the box true the other way : to then bore the box 
half way through from one side and then turn it round upon 
the face plate, reset it and bore the other half ; thus the taper 
of the slide rest would not require altering. Thisplan how
ever is a tedious and troublesome one because, as the flanges 
protrude, parallel pieces have to be placed between them and 
the lathe face plate to keep them from touching ; and as the 
surfaces of the casting parallel with the face plate were not 
trued up, packing pieces of paper or tin as the case might re
quire had to be placed between the box and the parallel 
strips in the necessary places ; and under these circum
stances, ordinary ones as they are, to set the box and to unset 
it after boring one side and reset it quite true to bore . the 

work to a little better advantage 
in that respect ; but this was more 
than counterbalanced by the 
trouble entailed in lacing and un
lacing the belt to cross it (for the 
lathe had no reverse motion), 
and the liability of the chuck 
to unscrew, unless indeed it 
be provisionally fastened. 

In lathes not having a com
pound slide rest, the device shown 
in Fig. 6 is almost invaluable for 
boring small conical holes or in
deed for parallel ones if no ream· 
er or standard bit is at hand. A 
is the running Jathe center, and 
B the dead center. C is a man· 
drel placed between the two cen' 
ters and having a keyway run
ning along it as shown, the end 
at A is 'made square to prevent 
it from revolving with the lathe 
head and to hold it against the 
pressure of the cut by applying 
a wrench there. D is a sleeve, a 
neat working fit upon the man
drel, c, and is provided with a 
feather, a good sliding fit in the 
keyway of c, the duty of the 
feather being to prevent the 
sleeve, D, from revolving from 
the pressure due to the cut. 
Along D is cut upon its circum· 
ference a slot to receive a boring 
tool ; to feed the sleeve, D, a 
piece of steel is fastened in the 
tool post and the end of it pro
jects in the annular groove 
shown at one end of D. The 
amount of taper is of course reo 
gulated by the set over of the 
lathe tail stock. This device is 
so much stiffer than a boring 
tool that it produces a much bet
ter job and will take a heavier 
cut, nor is it so Hable to spring 
away from the cut. 

Population or the World. 

According to recent careful computations, the population 
of the world is 1,423,917,000, or 28 persons for every square 
mile. The following table sht>wB the popUlations of the 
6'reat divisions of the earth : 
Europe . . . . . . . . . 309,178, 300 I Australia . . . . . . . .  4, 748,600 
Asia . . . . . . . . . . . .  824,548.500 America . . . . . . . . . 85,519,800 
Africa . . . . . . . . . . 199,921,600 

Tte combined populations of 1876 exceed those of 1875 
about 27,000,000. The inhabitants · of different States of 
Europe are divided as follows : 
Germany . . . . . . . .  42, 723,000 
Austro-Hungary . .  37,700,000 
Switzerland . ,  . .  2,699, 147 
Holland . . . . . . . . . 3,809,527 
Belgium. . . . . . . . . 5,336,634 
Luxemburg . . .  . . . .  205, 153 
Russia . . . . . . . . . . 71,730,980 
Sweden . . . • . . . .  : . 4,383,291 
Norway . . . .  : . . . . 1,802,882 
Denmark . . . . .  . . .  1,903,000 

France . . . . . . . . . . 36, 102,921 
Great Britain . . . . •  35,450,000 
Hpain . . . . . . . . . ' " 16,551,647 
Portugal . . . . • . . .  4,298,881 
Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,482,174 
Turkey in Europe. 8,500,000 
Roumania . . . . . . .  5,073,000 
Servia . . . • . •  ' " 1,377.078 
Montenegro . . . . . .  190,000 
Greece . . .  . . . . . . . 1 ,457,894 

The population of Turkey in Europe, A sia, and . Africa 
reaches 47,600,000 souls, of whom 20,500,000 are divided be
tween Egypt, Tripoli, and Tunis, Asia having 13,000. The 
popUlation of the Russian Empire is estimated at 85,586,000, 
or 900,000 over the population of 1875. The population of 
the British Indies numbers 289,000,000, that of China 405,-

000,000, and that of JaPllfl- 33,21)9,015. London has 3,489,428 
souls, Paris 1 ,851,792, New York and Brooklyn 1,535,622, 
and Berlin 1 ,045,000. 
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IMPROVED SCROLL SAWING MACHINE. 
The annexed engraving represents an accurate and dura

ble scroll sawing machine, highly finished in all its parts . 
The table is black walnut, 2 �  feet long, 1t feet wide, and 1 
inch thick. It is ornamented with a heavy moulding, and 
a case is provided holding two drawers with locks 
and key. 

The machine will saw material up to two inches 
thick ; it saws under the arm seventeen inches. The 
legs, treadles, and arm are cast iron, and the spin
dles and shaft are of steel . The spindles are bored 
so that long saws can be used without bushing them 
off. The machine operates with a fast, steady, even 
stroke, and straight up and down. The saw blades 
are strained equally at all parts of · the stroke. The 
machine occupies no more room than a sewing ma
chine, and is very light running . It is well adapted 
for the uses of carpenters, joiners, cabinet and pat
tern makers, and amateurs. 

For further particulars address W. E. Lewis, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

... . .... 
THE DENNEY WASHING MACHnnl. 

J titufifit  1\tutritnu. 
attached to the bars, and just inside the levers, are ratchet 
wheels, C, having six teeth. A pawl, .D,  on each lever, en
gages with these teeth and gives the bar an intermittent ro
tary motion when the lever is oscillated back and forth. The 
lug, E, on the lever acts as a support to the pawl and re-

[DECEMBER 22, 1 877. 
Origin oC the Carbon In Plants. 

It has long been known that the green parts of plants ar<! 
able in sunlight to decompose carbonic acid and absorb the 
carbon. To decide the question whether plants can take up 
carbon in any other way than through their leaves, J. W. 

Moll undertook a series of experiment, which led to 
he following results : Leaves and parts of leaves 
kept continually in a place free from carbonic acid 
never form any perceptible quantity of starch, even 
if in immediate contact, by over or underground 
parts of the plant, with an atmosphere much richer 
in carbonic acid than the air. Hence the excess of 
carbonic acid that is at the disposal of any portion 
you choose of a plant, never causes the production 
of a perceptible quantity of starch in a leaf or part 
of leaf united to it, if the leaf is kept in a space free 
from carbonic acid. The formation of starch in a 
le f in open air is not perceptibly hastened when 
any other part of the same plant is in a place con
taining more carbonic acid than the atmospheric 
air. The carbonic acid at the disposal of the roots 
of a plant, in the soil, neither causes the formation 
of starch in a leaf excluded from carbonic acid nor 
perceptibly hastens it in those in the open air. 

. ,  •. 8 
REVOLVING BOOT AND SHOE HEEL PROTECTOR. 

The annexed illustration represents an ingenious 
device which serves the double purpose of protect
ing the heel of the boot or shoe, so that it cannot 
be worn away unequally, and also of preventing the 
wearer slipping upon ice. It also, by affording an 
elastic cushion to the foot, renders walking easier 
and less fatiguing. 

It consists of a circular metal or rubber plate hav
ing a dovetail flange. Inside the latter a rubber disk 
is inserted, and through the center of the disk is an 
aperture with a metal conical lining. Through this 
opening the fastening screw which enters the heel 

The accompanying engraving illustrates a wash
ing machine which is claimed to be well suited for 
use upon the finest articles of wearing. apparel, or 
other domestic goods; The two washing .rollers 
are about four inches in diameter, and are corruga
ted ; the rounded ridges formed upon the top roll 
fit into corresponding grooves in the under roll ; a 
aleeve, A, of pure vulcanized India rubber fits tight 
upon the top roller. To prevent its getting loose by 
stretching under the severe pressure, there is applied 
to the top roll a narrow strip of cloth which is  in
�erted in the rubber near to each end of the sleeve ; 
lines of perforations extend lengthwise of the sleeve, 
directly over the groove formed between the round
ed surfaceD. An endless band, B, rests upon the 
upper surface of the under roll, and passes down 
at quite an angle . around small carrying rollers at 
the lower corners of the frame, and crosses under'
neath the machine ; this band is made, like the roll 
cover, with narrow strips of cloth near the edges, 

LEWIS' IMPROVED SCROLL SAWING MACHINE. 

. of the boot passes. The screw is forced in just tight 
enough to enable the plate to be revolved by hand, 
so that when the wearer walks it will be caused to 
rotate of itself, and in this way the wear on the 
India rubber pad will be equalized. When the head 

and is perforated also. The roll cover and band are 
made of pure rubber. The pressure is applied to the top 
roller by a rubber spring, which is encased in a chamber, 
and acts upon a suitable' bearing protruding from the same 
which rests upon the roller shaft. The amount of pressure 
applied to these machines ranges from 60 to 75 Ibs ; and yet 

from the peculiar adaptability of the rubber, it is stated that 
the machine operates easily, runs smoothly" and makes lit
tle or no noise in running. 

The clothing· passes between the twb elastic surfaces, and 
the action of the rolls is such that the water and ail' which 
enters the channels in the . U'hder roller is forced in jets 
through the body of the goods. The articles can be passed 
entirely through, past the rolls, and are car-
ried back by the band, thus washing each 
piece out to the end without continually drop· 
ping down into the tub. 

1<'01' further information address the manu
facturer, MI'. S. L. Denney, Gap, Lancaster 
county, Pa. 

... . .. 
IMPROVED OSCILLATING GRATE BAR. 
The new grate bar illustrated herewith is 

claimed to be adapted for burning any kind 
of fuel with but little loss, to be durable, easi
ly managed, '  and easily cleaned. Each bar 
c()llsists of an axis, A, Fig. 1, from which 
wings or lugs radiate. In the wings are slots 
or holes. as shown in the illustration, which 
are so arranged that the apertures do not come 
opposite each other, so that the fuel that 
falls from the wings of one bar is caught by 
the wings of the adjoining bar, without stop
ping up the passages. 

ceives the thrust. · The connecting bar, F, unites all the 
levers and extends back to the boiler room where it is at
tached to an upright hand lever. 

These bars are placed in furnaces in various ways. When 
the furnace is constructed with a view to their use, a long, 
narrow opening maY' be left in front underneath the furnace 
doors, and at the back end of the furnace a support is placed, 
provided with holes a proper distance apart to receive one 
end of each bar. After the bars have been placed in position, 
a similar support can be slipped on over the front ends of the 
bars, thus securing them firmly in their places, and closing 
up the opening. The bars thus placed cannot be moved out 
of position, and can be readily inspected. In the case of a 
locomotive or portable engine furnace, the supports may 
rest on projections on t1).e inside of the firebox, or be bolted 
on the lower edge of the same. When used on locomotives 
a lever extending up into the cab enables the fireman to op
erate the bars to clear the fire of refuse or to dump the en
tire contents of the furnace. This bar is also specially adapt
ed to use in stoves, as it enables fuel to be used which would 
drop through ordinary grates. 

The rotary motion of the bars is claimed to break up and 
discharge all clinkers and dross by crushing them between 
the lugs or wings. By continuing the rotary motion the 
grate becomes, in e.ffect, a dumping grate, and the whole 
contents of the furnace can be discharged. 

The bars being set . so that the wings or lugs overlap to a 
greater or less extent, as may be desired, they form a con
tinuous fuel table, so that finely divided coal, sawdust, t\ln
bark, etc. , can be burnt, as it is almost impossible for it tu 
pass through without being caught by the lugs or wings on 
the adjoining bars. 

For further information, address Messrs. Denny & Ruth, 
patentees, Circleville, O. 

.. f . . .. 
A GOOD bell metal consists of copper 100, tin 20 parts. 

The shafts of the bars project, and upon 
said shafts the·bars work freely. The levers, 
B, Fig. 2, fit over the ends of the shafts ; and DENNY & RUTH'S IHFROVED GRATE :BAR. 

of the screw is forced into the conical aperture, the effect 
is to expand the rubber pad under the flange, thus causing 

the former to be tightly secured in place. When the rubber 
is worn out another disk may be inserted at small expense, 
and without renewing either plate or screw. 

Among the advantages specially claimed 
t or the device not mentioned above are that 
It tends to support the ankle and to keep the 
foot erect ; it will not mark or soil floors, oil
cloths, or carpets ; it gives a neat finish to 
the shoe, and is furnished at less expense 
than that ordinarily involved in re-heeling the 
shoe. Twelve sizes of the protector are man
ufactured, and it is sold with the necessary 
Implements for applying it. Patentetl through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency. For 
further particulars, see our advertising col· 
umns and address the Massey Revolving Shoe 
Heel Co . .  824 Broadway, New York. 

• • •  
THE new pipe line between Great Belt and 

Pittsburg was lately finished. It is thirty-six 
miles long, and will supply twenty-eight re
fineries in Pittsburg, all owned by the Stand· 
ard Oil Company. 

.. . .... .. 
THE " hygroscopic flowers, " as indicators 

of damp or dry weather, do not appear to be 
very modern. They were used as early as 1792. 
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THE BANDED CHERSYDRUS. Testing Lu bricating Oils tor Acids. Peace and Prosperity In Holland. 

The achrocorde or banded chersydrus is a curious aqua- That a small quantity of fatty acid in oil renders it unfit The Department of State has received a report on the social 
and political condition of the Dutch from the Minister of 
tbe United States to the Hague. As an illustration of the 
carefulness and steadiness of the Dutch, the Minister says 
that there has not been a bank failure in Holland during the 
last forty years, and tbat the paper money of the banks dur. ing that time has been equal to 

tic serpent found in the bottoms of marine creeks and for lubricating purposes is too well known to need repeat
mouths of rivers on the borders of the sea, in the vicinity ing, but how to ascertain its presence before irreparable 
of Malacca, the bay of Manilla, Coromandel, Java, Suma- injury has been done is a more difficult problem. Dr. Wie
tra, New Guinea, and generally along the coast of southern derhold proposes the following simple method of testing for 
Asia. The fishermen frequently catch them on their lines, I acids, namely, its action upou sub-oxide of copper, or red 
not willingly, as the fangs of the 
reptile are provided with a dead
ly poison. It is distinguished 
from other serpents by being al
most entirely free of scales. The 
body is covered with grain-like 
particles inserted in the thin and 
wrinkled skin. Those on the 
back project slightly in the een
ter, and those on the stomach 
are pointed. The median line 
is marked out by two or three 
ranges of scales placed at angles. 
The nostrils can be closed with 
a membraneous fold. The tail 
is flat and compressed, resemb
ling an oar blade. The body is 
generally banded with black and 
white oval rings, the tail is spot
ted with white, and the small 
head is brownish. Some speci
mens have yellow or brown 
bands. They are classed by 
some among the sea serpents, 
aud by other among boas. 

• • •  
Preservation 01' tbe. Dead. 

The. corpse of the great Italian 
republican, Mazzini, was petri
fied by the method invented by 
Senor Gorini, of LodL Recent 
travelers say that it proves en-
tirely successful, the features of the eminent agitator pre
senting no visible alteration, and the expression well pre
served, as he reposes in his tomb, which is open to the in
spection of visitors. Senor Gorini has not revealed the se
cret of his method, but has taken measures to give it to the 
public at his deatb. 

.. . . . .  
STORKS EATING YOUNG RABBITS. 

Our engraving represents a hungry stork making his 
breakfast off of an unfortunate young rabbit. It is not 
often that the bird captures such large prey, but probably. 
while searching the thick gra:s with its bill partIy open, as 
is it.s curious habit, it encountered the rabbit and pounced 
upon without stopping to consider the difference between 
young rabbits and field mice. The latter, together with 
snakes, toads, frogs, 
and .��rge insects, 
c o n s tH u t e  t h e  
B t o r  k ' s  ordin�ry 
food. The unhappy 
victim is not gorged 
instantly, but is 
carried off to the 
margin of some 
pond where its cap
tor shakes it and 
beats it with its 
bill until it is re
duced to a proper 
condition for easy 
swallowing. Then 
the meal is dis
patched fn a gulp 
or two, and the bird, 
which possesses an 
enormous appetite, 
resumes its hunt
ing. The stork's 
fa vorite food is 
eels, which it cap
tures with great 
dexterity. No spear 
in common use for 
taking that fish can 
more effectually se
cure it between its 
barbs than can the 
stork's mandibles. 
A small eel, des
despite its lightnmg 
movement6, has no 
chance of escaping 
when once aroused 
from its lurking 
place by a stork. 

," , _ :- "  

In Europe the stork attaches itself to man and · his ha
bitations, building huge nests on tops of houses, and 
tamely walking round the streets. It especially parades 
about fish markets, where it finds no lack of SUbsistence 
in the offal. 

.. .  1 • •  
EDUCATION, as defined by Aristotle, means an agency for 

the implanting of sound and virtuous habits. Nothing else 
would satisfy him for a moment. 

THE BANDED CHERSYDRUS. 
oxide. If the red oxide is not at hand, the copper scale or 
ash of the coppersmith may be employed, as it contains this 
sub-oxide. Either of these substances is placed in a white 
glass vessel, and covered with the oil to be treated. If the 

gold. In regard to fire insurance 
companies, there is nOauch thing 
as a failure on record, and, while 
the rate of insurance does not 
average more than half of One 
per cent, the companies are in 
the most flourishing condition, 
realizing twelve to sixteen per 
cent per annum. First class rail
road travel is only one cent per 
mile, and yet the roads pay good 
dividends. Pilfering officials are 
scarcely ever heard of, and when 
they shock the nation by turning 
up, they are severely punished 
and forever disgraced. No free 
passes are granted, and managers 
and directors have no power to 
pass anybody over the roads free. 
AU must pay the public rates. 
Dishonesty of any kind. or failure 
in business, ·means public dis
honor, and utterly bars the dis
honest from any future public 
consideration. Four millions of 
people live within an area of 
20,000 square miles, a fact un
precedented in any other coun
try ; and aU appear to be happy, 
prosperous, and contented. The 
secret of this prosperity lies in 

the fact that all live within their income, and that industry 
and honesty are principl!Js so firmly establisbed that their 
violation is looked upon as !tn outrage on the national char
acteristics. 

latter contains a trace of acid, or any resinous acid frQlll ros- .. . . . .. 
in oil, with which it may have been adulterated, the oil Cape 01' Good Hope Intern ational Exhibition. 

soon turns green, and that too nearest the copper scales. A It has been officially announced from the Cape that a sec-
gentle heat hastens the reaction, which, in the cold, requires ond International Exhibition is to be opened in Cape Town 
from 15 to 30 minutes. The test is f1xtremely delicate, and in April, 1878. It appears that the success of the first ex
cannot result in any doubt or error to those who use it for hilJi tion was sufficient to cause a demand for a repetition on 
the first time. The author states that it is superior in accu a larger scale, especially as regards machinery, implements, 
racy, reliability, and simplicity, to any method previously and other matters employed in agriculture. This subject 
known, so tliat an oil which is not turned green by the cop- was, therefore, laid before the Assembly, a committee was 
per scale can unhesitatingly be pronounced absolutely free appointed to examine the petition and statements presented, 
from add. . If there be but little acid present the grpen color . and in reporting thereon it recommended the _ Government . to subscribe yum 

STORKS EATING YOUNG RABBITS. 

is fainter, by more acid, intenser, anCi if rosin has been added 
it is bluish. The chemical reaction is this : The free vege
table and fatty acids separated the sub-oxide into oxide and 
metallic copper ; the former then combines with the acids to 
form greenish blue salts, that· dissolve more or less in the 
oil and impart their color to it. The oxide of copper does 
not answer as well as the suh-oxide. 

.. . . . .  
BRASS castings shrink ith inch to the foot, in cooling. 

n o t  exceeding a 
thousand pounds, 
in aid of the com
ing exhibition : " It 
being 0 f opinion 
that the enterprise 
and energy which 
has accomplished 
so much for the 
colony should be 
encouraged and as 
sisted," e n  d i  n g 
with the recommen
dation above quoted 
as " in return for 
the advantages al
ready derived. " 

During the last 
few years there has 
been a marked in
crease in the com
merce of the Cape, 
for it appears that 
the imports of the 
cdony increased in 
value fr0m less than 
two millions ster
ling in 1866, and 
little more than two 
and a half millions 
in 1871, to £5, 731,-
319 in 1875, while 
the exports h a d  
grown in the same 
time from two and 
a half to nearly four 
and a quarter mil-
lion s ;  and as there 

. a r e  no manufac
tures of any importance carried on in the colony, the ex
ports consisting of raw material, borses, 'cattle, and sheep, 
copper, ore, tallow and skins, and from Natal , sugar, arrow
root, pineapples, indigo, coffee, etc. , there seems no prot!"' 
ability of this rapid growth of the trade with onr South 
African colonies being arrested. 

The figures referring to reports given above do not in
clude diamonds, which are principally sent in letters or par
cels, and of which there are no custom house returns j the 
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amount to the present time is estimated at about twelve 
millions. 

The exhibition of the coming year is introduced under the 
special patronage of Sir Bartle Frere, Governor of the colo
ny. Its 'programme includes almost every article of export : 
Class 1. Preserved meats, fruits, vegetables, etc. , condi
ments, preserves, wines, beer and spirits, corn, flour, ete. 
Class 2. Chemicals, perfumery, medicines, surgical appli
ances ; oils, soaps and candles, paints, colors, inks, var
nishes, glue, starch, blue, black lead, etc. ; surgical and den
tal instruments and appliances ; tanning matters, disinfec
tants, insect destroyers, etc. Class 3. Furuiture and uphol· 
stery of all kinds ; glass, porcelain, earthenware, household 
utensils, and small wares of all kinds ; sewing, washing, and 
other domestic machines ; toys and games ; writing-desks, 
work-boxes, etc. ; shop fittings, show cases, etc. Class 4 in
cludes all kinds of clothing and fahrics. watches, plate, and 
jewelry. Class 5. Vehicles, tents, and anything connected 
w.ith traveling, emigration, and camp life. Class 6. Tools, 
cutlery, and needle goods. Class 7. All the machinery and 
materials of construction. Class 8. Agricultural implements 
and materials of all kinds. Class 9 is devoted to science and 
education, and includes books, maps, printing machinery, 
etc. , instruments, apparatus, and materials. Class 10 em 
braces tobacco, cigars, etc. ; aerated water apparatus, beer 
engines, etc. ; ropes, cordage, boats, etc. ; fire extinguishers, 
and papier mache ornaments. 

.. , . . ..  
The Wreck of the U. S. StealDer Huron. 

The United States steamer Huron, an iron gunboat of 
1,020 tons measurement, recently, during a heavy stonn, ran 
ashore at Kitty Hawk, on the coast of North Carolina, some 
35 miles south of Norfolk. and was totally wrecked. Out 
of 138 persons on board, but 34 are known to have heen 
Raved. The disaster occurred during the night, and only 
ahout twelve hours after the ship had sailed from Norfolk. 
The cause seems to have been the entanglement of the vessel 
in a shore wise setting current which carried her nearer land 
than her navigator supposed her to be. The heavy sea pre
vented accurate sounding, and the dense fog rendered the 
shore invisible, so that the first intelligence received of the 
ship's peril was her contact with the bottom, which was fol
lowed soon after by her bilging. 

The large proportion of lives lost will give rise to the 
question of what means of safety the vessel was provided 
with, and why the same were not of more avail. It seems 
that there were a few cork jacket life-preservers-articles of 
great rarity on board of a man-of-war-but beyond these 
there were a small balsa life· raft, which proved of little util
ity, and the boats, which were of none, as they were unable 
to live in the surf. Although the wreck was quickly known 
to people on shore, and a large crowd gathered on the beach, 
no method of communicating with the wreck was at hand ; 
while the crew of the stranded vessel, although abundant 
time .ems to have been afforded, were unable to get a line 
ashore. Although numerous devices have been suggested 
for senQ,ing ropes to land from wrecks, notably by kites, it 
would seem that still simple means of communication are 
necessary. A new adaptation of men-of-w ar's cutters as un
sinkable and uncapsizable life· boats would be of utility. 
The arrangement must be such that the space in the, boat 
necessary for transportation of men , provisions, etc. , is not 
cumbered with large air cylinders or similar devices, nor 
must the arrangement be such as will interfere with the or
dinary �very-day use of the boat. A life-preserving jacket, 
which might also serve as a waterproof dress in bad weather, 
might also be a useful device, and if such wtlre invented, of 
sightly appearance and capable of easy storage, the Navy 
Department could be asked to consider the propriety of its 
being made a part of the regulation uniform outfit of naval 
seamen. 

AN EASY METHOD OF PRODUCING BAS RELIEFS. 

The production of patterns from which to cast ornamental 
articles is confined to a class of artizans who, by long ex
perience in carving and modeling, have attained great ex
cellence in workmanship. An amateur, While he may not 
hope to attain to such excellence, and cannot expect to pro
duce, by the usual processes and with limited practice, such 
exquisite articles as may be seen in many of the city shop
windows, may, if he possesses even a modicum of artis
tic taste aud skill, do something in that direction for both 
pleasure and profit, by observing the following directions : 

The articles required to carry out the process are some 
thin sheets of semi·transparent wax, * a knife having a nar· 
row, dull blade, and the printed or drawn design of the fonn 
to be produced. The backing, or surface on which t.he re
lief is made, may be of any of the materials of which pat
terns are commonly made. 

Having given the backing the required form and located 
thereon the position of the relief, a sheet of wax is laid over 
the design and the extreme outline of the figure is traced on 
the surface of the wax with a dull point. The wax is now 
laid upon a smooth board and cut upon the line just made 
with the knife, the blade being slightly warm. The wax 
thus cut is now placed on the foundation or backing, and 
fastened by heating the knife blade quite hot and touching 
the wax at several points, so as to cause it to melt and ad
here to the backing. Supposing this piece of wax to have 
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a small distance from, the outline of the design. It  is cut 
and laid upon the first piece and made to adhere by pressing 
it down slightly. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

A bas relief may be made in this way from a profile pho
tograph or from an engraving. 

1 he process may be employed to advantage in ornament· 
ing patterns for the coarser and heavier kinds of work. 

Figs. 4, 5, and 6 represent surfaces or.namented in this 
manner. 

The process is applicable to bas relief ornamentation only, 
but it is capable of considerable development. G.M.H. 

.. , . . .. 
The Sense or Beauty. 

There is nothing which more distinctively marks true pro· 
gress in education than the increasing breadth of view 
which is taken of the whole subject. Gradually we are dis
covering that man needs not merely the knowledge con
tained in text books, and laid down in the various courees 
of study, but much that must be gleaned from other sources ; 
that he has not only one set of faculties to be developed, 
but many ; and that true culture includes the careful nur· 
ture of every part. 

. . . . Among the hitherto neglected powers of our nature is the Another sheet of wax IS traced withm the outlme of the t' f b t W 11 h th" 't sense or percep IOn 0 eau y. e a ave IS m 1 s germ, second, and cut and placed upon the two already secured to I b t f f th" k 't th h'l t h . h d . . . . . I u ew 0 us ever m 1 wor our w 1 e 0 c erls an the backmg, and so on until the desIgn IS produced m what . . 't Y t th ' I f f It' th t . . h d . F' I Improve 1 . e ,  ere IS scarce y cne 0 our acu Ies a IS mIg t he te�med the rough: This stage is illustra:e m I�S. so amply provided for in the external world as this. Beauty 1 and 2, WhICh are respectIvely front and edge VieWS, WhICh d th t' . M t '  s d V lIe s for . . perva es e en lIe umverse. oun am an a y ,  -gIve the Idea of the arrangement of the several sheets. t d d k' d s re full of 't The 
Fig. 3. 

es s an mea ows, s ·  Ies an ocean a I . 
more we explore Nature t ile more do we discover of her 
loveliness. Science is every day revealing new beauty by 
her discoveries, and every accession of knowledge opens up 
charms of which we had never dreamed. Only a emaIl 
portion of creation can minister to the necessities of the 
body, and that portion can only be made available by toil
some labor ; but the sense of beauty has but to awaken to 
its own need to find the whole universe waiting to pour upon 
it the richest supplies. In most cases our desires far outrun 
their possible fulfilment, but in this it is just the reverse. 
Here it is the inner sense that nf)eds developing to respond to 
the wealth of beauty that awaits its recognition. It is as if, 
in an exquisite palace. filled with choicest pictures and stat
uary, and adorned with everything that taste could suggeRt 
to make it attractive, the inhabitants were partially blind, 
and could barely distinguish one article from another, much 
less comprehend the loveliness by which they were sur
rounded. The world is full of beauty that we barely see, 
or seeing yet fail to understand or to enjoy. 

It may, however, be questioned whether, after all, it is so 
important that this sense should be quickened and sharpened 
into keen appreciation. It does not help a man to earn his 

, living, or to grow rich ; it does not give him standing in ciO
! ciety or political power ; it does not add to his stock of 
knowledge, or enable him to fight the battles of life with 

After the h t 1 d th . th any more success. It is true that it does not directly pro-s ee s are p ace upon one ano er m e man· . 
ner fi t b d th d b b . h d d b mote these results, though through Its culture some of them rs 0 serve , e e ges may e urlllS e own y , . . . ' . . 
the rou d d b k f th 'k ' f  b th d I' may be mdlrectly aIded. Yet these are not the only thmgs n e ac 0 e m e, or y any smoo roun - . , . . . 
ed I'mpl t h' h t b I' htl d in life worth pllrsumg, though m our materialistIC age we em en , w IC mus e s Ig y warme . . .  . . 

Superfl b d b . h Id are apt to thmk so. The JOY that beauty confers IS of It-liOUS wax may e remove y scrapmg w en co , . . . . 
and indentations and interstices may be filled by adding a self no mean or tnflmg thm�. Pure and mnocent �leasttres 
little wax. A scroll design is shown in Fig. 3. are the best safeguards agaI�st unwhol�some eX�It�ments. 

When the od I · t b d d '  t I t '  d He who early learns and retams the habIt of enJoymg ex-m e IS 0 e repro uce m me a cas m san . . . . " . ternal beauty, and lettmg Its mfluence smk deeply mto hIS 
Fig. 4. nature, will not be greatly exposed to temptations of a gross 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

or sensual nature. Beauty is eminently refining, purifying, 
ennobling. As the eye which perceives it is the most deli
cate and sensitive of all the bodily organs, so the inner sense 
which responds to it is the most tender and refined of all 
the faculties. To cultivate aud develop this sense is then to 
exalt the pleasures, to purify the desires, to refine the feel
ings, to ennoble the aims. No one can expand and intensify 
his seuse of beauty without being a better man, and breath
ing out a sweeter influence than before. It may be, as Soc
rates declares, that outward beauty is but the emblem of ex .. 
pression of what is lovely, grand, or noble in the un�een or 
spiritual world. Certain it is that they are closely akin, and 
they act and react upon each other with the most perfect 
harmony. 

Whoever is imbued with the sense of beauty will invol· 
untarily create it ;:tround him. It will give a g"ace to his 
demeanor, a fitness to his words, a harmonious proportion to 
his couduct. Good taste and consistency will shine in his 
domestie arrangements and in his business affairs. Uncon
sciously, by his intercourse, he will develop the same power 
in others. Partaking of his pleasure and enthusiasm, they 
also will respond to the beauty around them with fresh joy 
and fervor. Let us, then, no longer neglect the culture of 
this important part of our nature. Let us open our eyes 
and our hearts to receive all the beauty that they are capa· 
ble of taking in ; let us welcome its pure delights, and hasten 
to shed them on others : let us give it a, place in our daily 
life and thoughts, and let its presence ever dwell in our 
homes, to bless and purify them.-Phila. Ledger. 

• • • • • 
. A  ltIalDlDoth Barrel Factory. 

the thickness required in the thinnest portion of the relief, moulds, the wax should be slightly varnished with pattern another sheet is laid upon the design and traced within. and varnish ; hut when tbe design is to be produced in plaster, a 

The Standard Oil Company is constructing at Pittsburg a 
factory for the manufacture of barrels for its own use. The 
lmilding will be 300 feet square. and supplied with the latest 
improved machinery for making barrels, with a capacity of 
turning out 5,000 to 7,000 barrels a day. The establishment, 
it is c lculated, will cost about $50,000. In connection with 
this immenae cooperage there is being erected a huge agita
tor, to be used in completing the process of refining oil, and 
to which the oil will be conducted by meal!s of pipe lines, 
and barrelled. These establishments will have the effect oJ. 
making the locality an extensive shipping point. 

* For complete directions for making sheet wax, see SOIENTIFIC AMER- mould of plaster may be taken from the model after it has 
lOAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 17, " Casting, etc." j been oiled. 
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Hannfil.etnre and V.e.-of Bird L1me In Japan. then stealthily thrust against their feathers. Rats are easily ceptions, we· can acco�plish, is mathematics. We can also 

The following extract, which is taken from the -Riogo caught by spreading a small qrutntity 0'1 a piece of board or ,I understand real things with certain

. 

ty, as far as we find mathe
News; is inserted by OilDsul Annesley, in his report upon paper, and placing it near their holes. It is sprea;d upon <II mathical ideas realized in them. .our knowledge of Natura 
the trade of Hiogo and Hsoka. Although bird lime may be bamboo leaf, and univer�ally used throughout Japan during ' is therefore always a mathematical one, and consists eithe!' 
obtained in small quantities in other countries, still Japan summer, for catching fiies or other insects. The writer has in simple measurement, as in the morphological and descrip
may perhaps be considered the only country in the world in even seen a fiea trap made of it, and used by the Japanese tive natural sciences, or in casual measurement, as in the 
which it is regularly manufactured on a large scale, and as in bed. This trap looked more like an English toast-rack physical and physiological sciences. To understand a natu
an article of some commercial importanoo, the production without a handle than anything else, simply a piece of board ; ral event means nothing else, as it were, than to repeat it hi 
of which gives employment to some thousands of people. with the lime spread over its upper surface, while over this thought, to reproduce it in our mind. ; 

The Ohin ese characters used to express the word " mochi, " semicircles of bamboo were fixed at some distance apart, to I We can thus only know what our senses acquaint us with, 
sometimes called " tori-mochi, " to distinguish it from " mo- prevent the bedding, etc. , froin getting smeared with lime. and this is limited in time and space to an infinitesmal do
chi " (rice cake), give an excellent idea of the nature of the Should the vivacious insects happen to get on to this during I main. Qf all that is endless or eternal, of all til at is stable 
article, and may be freely translated " bird.catching, sticky th�ir noctural frolics, their fate is as surely sealed as that of ' or constant, of all absolute difference, we have no conception. 
SUbstance. " It was :first manufactured ..at a place called a little fish in the embrace of an octopod. I .of that with which we are acquainted at all we can only 
Yoshino, in the province of Yamato, and the manufacture Another use of bird lime is for medicinal purposes. In know what is relative and differs by degrees, because we can 
has spread thence over the whole of Southern Japan , being certain diseases of the eye it is taken in small pills or dis- I only apply mathematical ideas to natural things. Professor 
limited in the locality by the habitat of the trees from which. solved in hot water. It is also used for those complaints of : Von Nageli sums up in the words : " We can only know the 
the article is made. The date of its discovery it is certainly the pelvis which the Japanese call " senke ;" it is considered finite, but we can know all the finite which comes within 
difficult, and perhaps altogether impossible, to obtain, some one of the best cures for fiesh wounds, cuts, etc. , and is ai- reach of our sensual perception. " 
placing it 500 yeal'S back, and some only 300. It is, how- most universally used in the manufacture of plasters. Both .. f • • .. 
ever, certain that, within the last twenty yeurs, the quantity water and oil are used in its manipUlation, to prevent it. New Inventions. 

that has been brought into the market has been perceptibly sticking to the fingers, but it is generally handled with a An automatic fan and fly brush has been patented by J. 
affected through the destruction of the trees, by denuding stick. It can be purchased at any greengrocer's (" yawoya ") B. Boone, of Galveston, Texas. It consists of a fly brush at
them of their bark for its manufacture. The Japanese have store throughout Japan. It might be as well to mention tached to a shaft with rotary-reciprocating motion commu
made some attempt to arrest this de�ruction by leaving, in that a very inferior quality of bird lime is made out of wheat nicated to it by a clockwork device. The spring has strips 
a particular manner, a certain amount of the bark on the by most of the " fuga " (makers ot wheaten food) ; it soon of paper attached to it and fans are affixed to the revol:ving , 
trees, with the hope that they might serve a second time ; loses its properties and becomes useless. shaft which works in a supporting plate attached to the 
but it is found that the article made from this second bark ... f • • .. ceiling. 
is of very inferior quality. THE LDrUTS OF NATURAL lO'OWLEDGE. John W; Drake, of Toronto, Ill. , has invented an improved 

.osaka is the great center of the mochi trade ; large stocks In an address delivered at the Munich meeting of the Ger- · lamp shade and refiector. The shade has a conical top sec- • 

of it may be found, anomalously enough, in the han ds of man Association, by Professor C. von Nageli, on " The tion and a lower supporting section of inverted conical shape. 
the Kane-Outsaya · (dried fruit merchants), who have their Limits of Natural Knowledge, " the l ecturer maintained that The lower section has at one side a large opening for the 
headquarters in and about Tema. Its present value is about the Rolution of the question : In what way and how far may exit of the light, which opening may be enlarged or dimin-
13 yen to 16 yen per picul (133k Ibs). The best kinds, which I know and understand Nature ? is evidently determined by ished by ring-shaped sections. At the opposite side of the 
are distinguished by being free from bark, of a dull whitish the answers to three questions : (1). The condition . and CR- of the lower section is arranged an adjustable and detacha
color, extremely viscid, and having a very gummy consist- pacity of the intellect ; (2). The condition and accessibility ble refiector, for throwing the light through the opening, of 
ency, come from the provinces of Yamato, Kischin, Tosa, of NaturEl ; and (3). The demands which we make of know- the shade. A stl Ong light can thus be thrown to any 
Aiva, and Igo, an inferior quality being made in Satsuma, ledge. In regard to the capacity of the intellect, Were it nol point. 
Chosin, Bungo, Ise, and Mino, the two latter places being for our five senses we would not know at all that there is An insole patented by J. K. Gittens, of Brooklyn, N. Y. , 
the northern limit of its manufacture. All found north of anything besides, nor indeed that we are in bodily existence consists of sheepskin with wool for the inner layer, heavy 
these provinces is imported from .osaka and places south of ourselves. With rllgard to the completeness of sensual per- paper for the intermediate layer, and heavy japanned drill
that port. The best kinds are said to keep good for any ceptions there 1s · another boundary which is . not generally -lng for the outer layer, gummed together, and bound with a : 
length of time. The principal tree from which this hird thought of. Scientific analysis shows that each particle of worsted or silk binding. It does not wrinkle. 
lime is made is a dark evergreen, having its habitat in the matter infiuences and is influenced by . every other particle, Mr. Frederick Becker, of Hokah, Minn. , has devised a new 
southern half of Japan ; it grows high up the shady side of according to distances. The theoretical possibility, there- window shade in which thin strips of wood are conneoted 
deep mountain glens, and is frequently used by the Japan- fore, exists that the human orgadsm may obtain bodily per- together, tilted to shut out or admit more or less light and 
ese as an ornamental shrub ; in fact, it may be seen in the ceptions of all phenomena in Nature. , In reality among the raised by cords passing over pulleys or rollers near the top · 
ornamental grounds of the .osaka Railway Station; Its bark beings known t9 us certain parts have developed themselves of the window. 
is' of a grayish-brown color, and roughish texture ; the leaves into organs of sensation, which are extremely sensitive An instrument for cleaning telegraph wires, patented , by 
are opposite, smooth, dark green, rather more pulpy than for certain naturf!l phenomena. As Darwin says, in organic Joseph Walsh, of New York city, consists of a long tube 
the English holly leaf, ovate-acuminate in form, have an Nature only such arrangements attained full development fitted with knives and springs. When it is placed around 
unbroken linear edge, a very short petiole, and almost im- which .were useful to the ind�viduf!l bearer. We are en- the wire and moved along, the device cuts away a11 obstacles 

perceptible stipules. Its efforescence is a panicle, centripe- dowed. for instance, witl:\ great sensitiveness for tempera- such as kite strings, and cl ears the wire. 
tal in its development, having small, white, wax-like dian- ture ; it is necessary for our existence, otherwise we might A Tap. Attachment to Beer Barrels has been patented by J. 
drous and monopetalous fiorets, which are also .  slightly cru- perish through cold or heat without knowing it. We are H. Bruns and Henry von DehseIJ. of New York city. It con 
ciform. very sensitive towards light ; it acquaints us in the best and sists in an externally threaded cup which screws into the 

Thll"manufacture of bird lime extends over a period of quickest manner with all objects which surround )IS and barrel head. The cup has an apertured bottom, into which 
several months, commencing about June, when the bark of which may be useful or dangerous to us. .on the other is screwed a faucet, which is threaded at its outer end, to 

. the mochi trees 'is- stripped off and macerated in water for hand, we are not organized to perceive the electricity which receive the coupling by which it is connected with the coun- ' 

about forty days, after which it is collected and beaten in a surrounds us ; and were it not for accidental expel'iences, tel' beer faucet. The plug of the faucet is placed midway 
mortar, exactly in the same manner in which rice is cleaned. which revealed it to us, we should have no idea of that force in the cup and is. moved by a pin. The cup has a screw 

The pestle, however, is of a different make, being shod with which undoubtedly. plays : the greatest part in organic and cover, which when removed b.D.d the plug turned permits 

iron, the fiat under surface of which is armed with spikes inorganic Nature. .our senses are indeed only organized for the beer to pass. 

projecting downwards. When the pulpy mass under the the requirements of our bodily existence" but not to satisfy .owen W. Taft, Brooklyn, N. Y. , has patented a Bird 

pestle becomes glutinous, it is taken out and washed in our intellectual cravings .. We cannot rely upon our sensual Oage. It consists in a bird cage body made in detachable 
water. This is done to remove as much as possible of the perceptions acquainting us with all th� 'phenomena of Na- parts and arranged to be held 1ll its complete integral form 

rough outer bark, and the pulp is then again pounded and ture. 
. 

by a tension exerted either indivrdually or collectively upon 

treated in a cauldron with hot water, on the surface of which There are, therefore, two important limits to our percep- the several wires constituting the same. In practising the 

it floats. During this treatment it undergoes continual mani- tions of Nature. .on the , one hand we are probably defi· invention, numerous modifications of the same may be made 

pulation at the hands of the workman, for the purpose of dent of the power of sensation for whole domains of . natu· all tending to the same result, but the preferred form is that 

disengaging the remaining particles of bark, which sink to ral life ; an,d on the. other, as far as "we real1y have this pow- �n which each wire has formed in the same a spiral coil 

the bottom of the boiler. This is the most difficult part of er, it is confined in time and space to an insignificantly small which gives an individilal tension for each wire to hold the 

process, as considerable skill and experience are required in part of ' the whole. By 
'
conclusions from facts which were detachable cap piece, standards, and base ring together, to 

the workman to keep the stuff from adhering to his hands. recognized by the senses, we arrive at facts equally certain fOrnl a complete bird cage body. 

After this It is again washed in cold water, and the pound- which can no longer be perceived by the senses. The hope Sylvester Root, of Kentland, Ind. ,  has invented a Fire Es 

ing, boiling, and washing are again repeated until the ma- of conquering the entire domain of Nature by the reason cape, which consists in an: apparatus so constructed that 

terial becomes sufficiently clean and pure. During the can, however, never be realized. As the effect of a natural persons may be lowered from · ,a building to the ground by 

above process about nine tenths of the weight of the raw force decreases with the distance, the possibility of knowledge means of a chain or rope, and the latter will then be automa

material is lost, 250 catties of the latter not turning out more also decreases as the distance . of space and time increases. tically drawn up again to facilitate the descent of other per

than 25 of good bird lime. The confined capacity of the intellect, therefore, allows us sons. The means employed consist of the chain with .waist 

The uses to which this article is put by the Japanese are only an extremely fragmentary knowledge of the universe. belt attached, a drum for winding and unwinding the chain, 

more extensive and diverse than one would suspect, its prin' In passing to the second question, ' we find that the difficulty and spring power and brake apparatus for regulating the 

pal one being, of course; for the snanng of birds and animals. which Nature opposes to human knowledge is her endless- action of the drum. 

By its means animals as large as monkeys are caught. ness of time and space, and, of ·everything which depends on A Chair Seat and :eack has been patented by Paul Rath, 

When they once get the stuff upon their paws they soon this as a n�cessary consequence; We cannot
· conceive her of .Jersey City, N. J. It consists of a molded pasteboard 

cover themselves with it, and so exhaust themselves in try- as a whole, because a process of conceiving which has neither seat or back, having a central hole, stuffing, and covering, 

ing to get rid of it that they fall an easy piey. Birds also beginning nor end does not lead to conception. .on all sides in connection with a separate pasteboard section bolted there

as large as duck s are taken, and by a very ingenioUS process. uninvestigable eternity bids the investigation categorically to, and carrying auxiliary springs, to increase the elasticity 

The young shoots of the fugi ( Wistena), which attain con- to s�op. As soon as man wishes to overstep this domain, of the stuffing. It furnishes a light and useful seat. _ 

siderable length, and are strong, light, and fiexible, are and wants to form some conoeption of the whole, he falls A Bougie invented by Stephen St. John; of Port Jervis, 

gathered, dried, and knotted together in one �ont.inuous into absurdities. Whenever our finite reason wishes. to raiRe N. Y. , consists in a compound of gelatin or isinglass and 

length. This is smeared WIth bird lime, and fioa\' , 1 ut to itself to oonceptions of the . eternal in howeverlogical a man- glycerin, thoroughly mixed together in proportiOIiS varied 

oea, when very often in the morning, as the writer has wit- ner, its wings become paralyzed, and, like a second Icarus,. accordingly to the quantity of the ingredieJIts and the re

nessed on the eastern coast of Ohoshin, the hunter is reward- before the SUllAY: heights, f!re . .  reached it fall!! , back 1nto the quirements of the species and intemlity of the disease. The 

ed with several birds. It IS a very inexpenSIve method of depths of finit,e and Qbscure ideas. compound thus m';,de is then formed :nto 6ylindeis, and med

bagging wild fow J, as the tackle will serve any number of The third qllCstion regards " tht; dema;l1ds which we make icated to suit different purposes. 

times tIll the bIrd lim:e dries, when it is easily replaced. of knowledge. " As all conceptions wpich we form · of Nature A Dre8s Elevator has been pattmted by ,Emil C. Oalm, of 

Small birds are caught in various ways, some by means of are exclu�ively the resu1ts of sensual perception, our know- New York city, by which .the dress may be supported at any 

a decoy bIrd concealed ileal' a patch of tempting feed, which ledge ca�not go further than to compare the phenomena we elevation, and adjusted with great facility. It consists of 

IS plentifully planted with little splinters of bamboo, like have observed,. and judge them with reference to one an,other· the . connection of the hook by which the dress elevatori s at

large needles, the upper half of which is covered with lime. We understand somethmg perfectly if we create it ourselves tached to the belt, and of the chain to which the dress-hold

<tthers are caught while on trees by means of a long, slen· because in .thIS case we see its cause. The only thing in the ing ,clamp is ap.plied; of a pulley or other guide device con 

der bllomboo, the top of which is anointed with the lIme, and domain of knowledge whIch, based upon our sensual per- . nected to hook, and of a SUitable chain-retaining device. 
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Imitation oC Wood ·Mosalcs. I ordinary Chilian mill, such as is used in Western rolling 

Hugo Riha describes the following neat method of imita- mills for grinding the "fix," and from thence shoveled at 
ting mosaics in wood : The smooth pine board is painted I once into the canisters, and charged into the furnace. 
with three or four coats of dull

'
white for a ground. When It will be observed that a triple <themical operation begins 

dry it is ground with ossa sepilJ3, well dried with a piece of to take place at once, from the moment the canisters are 
buckskin and left a day standing. A thin liquid paint is charged into the furnace. 
made by grinding the finest ivory black with turpentine on First. The oxygen of the ore combines with the carbon, 
a glass plate, very fine, and mixing thoroughly with a mix- passing off as carbonic oxide. 
ture consisting of three parts of ordinary copal varnish and Second. The silica and alumina combine with alkalies in
one part turpentine. This is applied evenly, with not too troduced, and form the glazing material which cover the 
stiff a brush, upon the white tablet, and graded down very particles of newly made metal, effectually sealing these par
fine and delicately with a badger's hair grader. After two ticles from reoxidation from the furnace gases. 
hours the paint dries so solid that work may be begun on Third. The phosphorus melts into this glass, and passes 
it. The tablet is placed on an inclined position and the off with it as a slag, not contaminating the iron. 

' 

drawing of the design, the outlines of which have been If it is desired to make steel, the canisters, filled as de
pricked through the paper with a needle, is laid upon it, and scribed, are charged on end into the furnace on a layer of 
reproduced on the black surface by striking it gently with coke, a few inches in thickness, so as to allow the heat to 
a bag filled with finely ground chalk, and after removing penetrate from the bottom, as weB as sides find top. They 
the paper the outlines will be found in white upon the black are usually placed 7 or 8 in�hes apart to secure a raitiation 
background. The desig;n is next painted over with a solu- of heat between them. 
tion of calcined soda. In two or three minutes afterwards .  In the course of from five to seven hours, according to the 
the painted part is washed with a piece of sponge dipped in strength of the heat, the ore will be reduced from its oxide 
water, with a circulatory motion of the hand and arm. With and settle down into almost a solid metallic mass, so firm as 
a little rubbing the black paint is removed from the portions to be separated and broken with great difficulty, even in its 
where the soda was applied. The washing with clean water highly heated state in the furnace. In this solidified condi
and sponge is repeated until the design appears in white. tion it is removed and hammered, or thrown into the squeezer 
This, of course, is the white ground that was under the and rolled to muck bar, at this one first heat. It is then cut 
black. This surface is thoo dried with a piece of buckskin. up, reheated and piled, with the usual loss of 8 to 10 per cent 
By this process the white portion is depressed while · the of ordinary plIed iron. This stock is then fitted for the steel 

'black portion which did not come in contact with the soda pot, producing all grades of steel, up to the highest, without 
remains raised. The colors are now applied to the white mixing with other stock, but by simply varying the carbon. 
portion to imitate the different kinds of wood ; and where If iron is required, as soon as the metal has separated from 
two kinds of wood are to be matched together, a strip of its impurities, precipitated to the bottom, and covered with 
adhesive paper is pasted along the line where they are to slag, the operator at once rolls it up in balls and subjects it 
meet, and one kind of paint applied up to the paper. When to the hammer or squeezer. No excessive labor is required 
dry the paper is removed and placed over the painted part in stirring the metal, as is required to decarbonize pig iron, 
and the other color applied. When the design is completed for this metal has been deoxidized without labor, simply by 
it may be varnished and polished. As the paint applied the chemical action of heat on the material ; and there is no 
does not form a thicker coat than the black which surrounds excess of carbon to eliminate. It has also separated itself, in 
it, the work has the appearance of natural wood mosaic in- the liquid state, by specific gravity, from its metalloids alto
laid in a black groundwork, instead of being raised from it gether, without the aid of phySIcal labor. Finally, as it lies 
as in the usual method. at the bottom of the furnace, it is incorporated with just suf-

• 4 .  I • ficient carbon as is needed by the operator to produce the 
Making Wrought Iron and Steel. grade of metal required. 

In ft. paper on the direct process of making wrought iron The ore, carbon, and Jiuxes, as has been proved by work-
and steel read before the Franklin Institute, Mr. Charles M. ing, may all be ground together and charged into the canis
Dupuy recently gave many interesting facts, from which we ters at an outside cost of 40 cents per ton of ore ; when sya-
make selections. tematized, 30 cents per ton will be sufficient. 

Forged iron is made by the " direct " and " indirect " It will be found that muck-bar may be produced a few 
methods. By the primitive direct method 400 or 500 lbs. of dollars per ton above the cost of pig iron ; that it will , rank 
ore, mingled with charcoal, are subjected to the action of with the highest grades of wrought iron for special purposes ; 
blast for 3 or 4 hours, when it becomes imperfectly matted and that the plant is so simple and inexpensive, as to make 
together, and is transferred to the hammer, where its earthy a large reduction in the interest account of all ironworks. 
impurities, being melted, are removed by pressure. This Besides this, it will be found that the process is so greatly 
process secures a high grade of iron, at a cost of about 300 under the control of the operator, as to enable him to make 
bushels of charcoal and great waste of ore to the ton of iron. such mixtures as to produce the exact qnality of iron or steel 
The " iu.direct " method treats large masses of ore, carbon desired, not being subject to the irregularity of the blast fur
and fluxes in the blast furnace. The earthy impurities are nace. This direct process, in a word, reduces the exact re
mainly tapped off,. but still the pig iron may be said to be a suIts of the laboratory to a large and intelligent practical 
compound of iron, carbon, silica, and other substances which workIng basis for the manufacture of iron and steel. 
require a second melting, and laborious manipulation to • j e , .. 
purify the metal for forging or rolling. A.stronomlcal Notes. 

The devices for improving and cheapening iron by the di- BY BERLIN' H. WRIGHT. 
rect method have been numerous, for the superiority of the PENN YAN, N. Y. , Dec�mber 22, 1877. 
metal tbus treated had been observed. In 1791 Samuel Lucas The following calculations are adapted to the latitude of 
patented a process for reducing ores with carbon in airtight New York city, and are expressed in true or clock time, 
pots, and in 1794 Mushet forged iron which he had reduced being for the date given in the caption when not otherwise 
in a crucible. The simplest method, by reduction of ores in stated. 
crude clay pots, seems to have been known from the earliest 
times. A fresh pot for every operation was, of course, too 
expensive, and devices have been invented by which ore 
could be deoxidized and the vessel used over and over 
again. 

In a long series of experiments on iron reduced in close 
pots, Mr. Dli Puy found that ore and carbon are such perfect 
non-conductors that the highest heat penetrates from the 
outside very slowly through a thickness of about 3 inches of 
this substance, and that to add 2 or 3 inches thickness of cru 
cible, or containing vessel, practically defeats complete re
duction in a sufficiently speedy time to be successful. He 
also found that a white welding heat was necessary to 
thoroughly reduce the ore. Crucibles of any refractory ma-
terial sufficient to withstand this heat are costly at first, and 
in frequent renewals ; besides the material would soften, alid 
incorporating with the metal, deteriorate it. To secure the ad
vantages of the �' close pot " it became evident that some sub 
stance should compose it that should withstand the high 
welding heat, and he homogeneous with the metal, and finally, 
when its work was done, and the ore changed to metal, 
would weld up with it. 

As it is estimated that every pound of silica ordinarily car
ries with it about three pounds of iron, it occurred to Mr. 
Dupuy to create for the silic'l a greater affinity than it has 
for the metal, by mingling alkalies, and to so proportion 
them, that the glass thereby produced by not combining with 
it, should not only save the iron, but that it should be further 
utilized by forming 'Particles of glazing or varnishing ma
terial, covering the little particles of metal as formed, and 
thus protect them from furnace reoxidization. This step 
proved effective. Now the alkalies in quantity, and kind, 
having been determined by an analysis of the ore, they are 
mingled with it along with the carbon, and are all pulverized 
together, by being thrown, in the proper proportIon, into an 

PLANETS. 

Mercury sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 5 56 evening 
Venus " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 18 " 
Mars in meridian . . . . .  . . . .  . .  . . . •  6 18 

sets . . . . .  . . • . . . . . . .  . . . .  0 30 morning 
Jupiter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 21 evening 
Saturn in meridian . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 1  " 

sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 10 33 
Uranus rises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 15 
Neptune in meridian . . . • . • • . . . . .  8 6 

" sets . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 50 morning 
FIRST MAGNITUDE STARS. 

Sirius rises . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .  7 32 evening 
Procyon " . . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . .  . . .  . . .  7 7 " 
Betelgeuse " . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 16 " 
Regulus " . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  9 11 
Aldebaran in meridian . . . . . . . . . 10 22. " 
Vega sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 21 
Altair " . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .. . .  . . . . . 8 8 
Fomalhaut sets. . . . . . .  . .  . .  . . . .  . . •  8 45 
Capella in meridian . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 0 
7 stars (cluster) " . . . . . . . . . .  9 33 " 

REMARKS. 

The eun entered the constellation Sagittarius and attained 
his greatest southern declination (230 7' 26',) December 21. 
Twilight begins in the morning at 5 h . ,  42 m. , and ends in 
the evening at 6 h. , 14 m. , having lasted in both instances 
l h. 39m. 

All the planets are advancing or moving eastward among 
the stars. except Uranus and Neptune, which are retrograd
ing. Mercury is now brightest, and can be seen in the west in 
early evening. He sets lh. 25m. after the sun, and almost 
at the same point in the horizon (to south). He is between 
Venus and Jupiter, having almost the same declination as 
the latter and setting 35 m. later. His color will serve to dis
tinguish him from Jupiter and stars. Only 0'226 of Venus' 
illuminated disk is visible, yet on a clear moonless night 
she will now east a well defined shadow. 

[DECEMBER 22, 1877-
White and (Jolored Troops. 

The recent annual report of the Surgeon General gives 
somes figures in regard to the health of the army during the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, which are interesting. The 
average mean strength of the army was 23,284 white men 
and 2,075 colored men. Among the white troops the total 
number of cases of all kinds· reported as taken on the sick 
list was 40, 171, Of, taking the average, each man was sick 
less than twice a year. The average number constantly on 
sick report was 1,026, or about one twenty-second part were 
sick all the time. The total number of deaths was 260, mak
ing the proportion of deaths from .all causes one in one hun
dred and fifty-five. Among the colored troops the total num
ber of cases was 4, 348, or each colored man was sick on the 
average more than twice a year. The average number con
stantly sick was 99, or about one twentieth. The number of 
deaths was 32, or one in one hundred and thirty-six. Com
paling the ravages of disease among the two races, we find 
that 1,482 per 1 ,000 strength of white men suffered, against 
1 ,821 per 1 ,000 strength of colored men, the proportion be 
ing about 20 per cent against the latter. In deaths, however, 
we find the proportion rever�ed, for only 7 per thousand of 
colored men died of disease, as against 8 per thousand of 
white men. In cases1faused by wounds, accidents, or in
juries 8 per thousand negroes died, against 3 per thousand of 
white men. It thus appears that the negroes become dis
eased more easily than white men, and also recover more 
ea&ily ; but when actual bodily injury occurs they die more 
than twice as fast as white men. 

It is easy to follow out this line of thought in case of actual 
warfare. The negro troops would be more subject to sick
ness and when wounded would die quickly. The white 
troops would be less liable to succumb to disease, though 
when afflicted the percentage of recovery would be against 
them. But on the other hand they would recover more easily 
from their wounds, which are after all the most serious trou
bles to be met with in war. Disease can be guarded against, 
but wounds can not. The superiority of the white to the 
colored soldier would thus seem to be in measure a proved 
on the score of health alone. 

• j e , " 
Heat Waves. 

Professor Piazzi Smyth, of the Royal Observatory, Scot
land, says that the coming winter is to be exceedingly cold. 
From the observations of earth thermometers over a period 
of 39 years, he finds that between 1837 and 1876 three great 
heat waves from without struck Great Britain, namely : The 
first in 1846 '5 ;  the second in 1858-0, and the third in 1868 '7. 
The next one will probably come in 1879-5, within limits. 
of half a year each way. The periods of minimum tempera
ture, or greatest cold, are not in the middle time between the 
crests of these three heat waves, but are comparatively close 
up to them, on each side, at a distance of about a year and 
a half. Hence the next cold wan is due at the end of the 
present year, and very frigid weather may � looked for. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 

WHITWELL'S IRON SMELTER'S POCKET ANALYSES BOOK. 
By Thomas Whitwell. John Wiley & Sons, Publishers. 
New York. Price $2. 

The want of a pocket analysis book, properly prepared for the various 
materials used In an Iron or steel works, or by the metallllrgical engineer 
will be fully supplied by this chOice little work . It contains tables of 
specifiC gravities, proportion of weights, melting, boiling, circumference, 
English and French weights, and other tables of nse to the furnace owner 
or engineer. It Is designed for the pocket, and contains room for 450 analy· 
ses ; Its value will Increase with the use made of It . 

THE CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS DIARY. Publishers : 44 
Cannon street, E. C . ,  London, England. 

This is a volume of great value to chemist and druggists . It contains a 
dictionary of chemical synonyms, a Jist of poisons and antidotes, mineral 
wat,ers, books Interesting to pharmacists, a directory of London hospitals. 
addresses of London doctors, and a dictionary of minerals . Also acts of 
parliament affecting drngglsts, botanical calendar and a large diary with 
ample space for every day in the year. A similar work for the profession 
In this country would undoubtedly be appreCiated. 
THE WATER SUPPLY OF SOUTH AFRICA. Compiled by 

John Croumbie Brown. LL. D. Oliver & Boyd, Pub
lishers, Tweeddale Court, Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Mr. Brown has already published valuable works with the philanthropic 
object of exhibiting the bad results arising from forest destrnction and 
the positive advantages to be gained by tree cultnre. He has entered with 
much detail Into the effects of forests upon rainfall, and in another work 
he has exhibited the benefits of the plan pursued In replanting the Alps 
and other mountains of Europe with trees and bushes, the object being to 
arrest and prevent the destruotive consequences of torrents. In the pres
ent volume he has gathered a large amount of material shOwing the why 
and wherefore of the desiccation oflSouth Africa, and pointing out the ap
propriate means for reclaiming the country. These means. It is considered 
are irrigation, arboriculture and an improved forest economy, or the ereo
tlon of dams to prevent the escape of a portion of the rainfall to the sea, 
besides other means of minor importance. A very large number of 
authorities are oited and the subject is treated with great mlnnteness. 

THE LAW OF PATENTS, TRADE MARKS AND COPYRIGHTS. 
By Orlando L. Bump. Baker, Voorhis & Co. , Pub, 
lishers, 66 Nassau street, New York. Price $6. 00. 

This Is a very complete compendium of the law as oontalned In the Re
vised Statutes of the United States ,  Notes are given under each section re
ferring to decisions of the courts and the Commissioner of Patents. A valu
able table is added, showing the time of the repeal of each act, and other 
information, so that a lawyer may readily ascertain whether a provision 
In a statute cited In a decision is still In force, or whether a statute has 
been so modified as to alYect the application of a decision. The rules of 
practice of the Patent Office and a large collection of forms are appended. 
Nearly 2,500 cases are referred to and digested, and it Is believed that, what 
with the Information contained In the book itself, besides that attalnable 
through Its very copious references to original sources, the reader will be 
furnished with all likely to be required In the Investigation of any subject 
under the laws. 
A MANUAL OF VEGETABLE PLANTS. By Isaac J. Tilling

hast. Tillinghast Brothers, Publishers, Factoryville, Pa. 
�Is Is a neat volume of 100 pages containing the experiences of the 

author In starting all those kinds of vegetables which are most difficult 
for a novice to produce from seeds, with the best methods for combatl'ljl 
and repelling noxious Insects and preventing the diseases to which garden 
vegetables are subject. It Is a handbook of mnch value to gardeners and 
embraop� a varlet... Qf usefnl lnfonnation. 

' .  . 
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Tlie Oharge for InsertiO'fl under this head is One Dollar 
a line for each insertion. 

Weldless Cold·drawn Steel Boiler and Hydraulic 
Tubes.  Leng & Ogden. 212 Pearl St . ,  N. Y. 

I 
A young German Chemist, Phil Dr., arrived from Ger· 

many a few weeks ago, desires a situation . Good refer .. 
ences. Address Harbordt, 1,817 Hoehn St., St .Louis, Mo. 

For Fly Wheels and Pulleys, all kinds and sizes, ap· 
ply to Watts, Campbell & Co . ,  Newark, N .J . 

Manufacturers of Fruit Preserving Machinery please 
address E. T. Martin, Box 204, New Brunswick, N.J.  

Lipsey "Reliable" Wrench; strong, convenient. Best. 
Roper Caloric Engine Manuf.Co., 91 Washi�ton St.,N.Y. 

Ice Machines. Clayton & Cook, Daretown, N. J. 

J titntifit jmtticau. 395 
these subsequently filled with crystalline carbonate of ply a tube used as a pen, having in it a very fine needle, 
lime, or other substance. whose point has a very rapid motion (of .', of an, inch) 

(13) D. H. D. says : How can I set a 21 inch in and out tile tube or peu; the needle receives its mo· 
turbine water wheel in a quicksand bottom to a depth tion from a little electric .engine mounte� on the u�per 
of say 2 feet into the quicksand? If I once get the end of t�e tube, and havmg attached to It two flexlbl.e 

(1) E. N. asks : 1. Can old work be re-kal- box down and the wheel set, how can I hold it down ? c?nductmg cords, that cond�ct t�e current. of elect
.
rI' 

The fluid saud pushes it up just as water pushes up an I cI�y f�om the battery t�at drlv�s It. You sllllply write 
somined? A. Yes, unless too much smoked: in which empty barrel. A. You must weight the box suffiClent. Wlt� It (as you would ,;,thpen?il), on waterproof paper, 
case it will be necessary to wash the wall first. 2. Iy to kee it down. ha�lng the n?edle pom� agamst the paper; and the 
How can a new patch of plastering in old work be kal- p wrltmg conSIsts of an Immense number of perfora. 
somined so the old and new wall will look unifOrlll ? (14) D. F. H. asks : How can I construct tions very close together, caused by the rapid motion 
A. Make the kalsomine somewhat thicker than usual, an electric apparatus for blasting purposes ? A. Ar· of the needle piercing the paper; this motion is so 
and if necessary apply several coats. Ceilings should range two pieces of copper wire about 3 inches long, rapid that it does not interfere with the movement of 
be painted. and rather stout, say No. 16 gauge, side by side, and the point over the paper. Now all that is necessary is 

(2) J. W. G. writes : I want to make some ' parallel, but separated, and insulated by a  strip of wood to moisten one side of this waterproof paper with some 
photo.chromos. Will y�u tell me through your valuable' similar in size and shape to an ordinary lucifer match; fluid color, and enough of the color will strike through 
columns what will make the paper transparent? A. bind them firmly by wrapping with cotton thread, and the perforations to print one sheet after another of or· 
Allow the photograph to remain in water until thor. to the two upper ends solder a shred of platinum, or ·dinary paper placed under it, and then pressed in a· 
ougWy soaked, then place it between blotting paper, piece of fine platinum wire, so that it will be in circuit common letter press. 2. Was the enclosed specimen Corliss Engine Builders, with Wetherill's improve· b t th t . thO t't t th 

ments, Engineers, Machinists, Iron Founders, and Boiler and let It remain until just damp enough to be pliable. e ween e wo copper wIres; IS cons 1 u es e made by its meaus? A. No. 
Makers. Robt. Wetherill & Co . ,  Chester, Pa, Then coat the face of the picture with good starch " fuse," and, when the insulated copper wires, called ('1S) H R & Co write ' Could you please' 

paste and lay, face down, ou the glass. Commence in leading wires, are connected with its two lower ends, it . '" b
" . .  

l' Hearing Restored.-Great invention by one who was is placed in the cartridge and surrounded with powder; mforlll ns y what plan we could remove t�e Im� fh
rom' 

deaf for 20 years. Send stamp for particulars. Jno . Gar- the center of the picture and rub outward toward the all that is necessary to fire . is simply to connect the our water W?iCh we feed . our .steam b?11er WIt , as· 
more, Lock Box 905, Covington, Ky. edges to dispel all air and excess of paste, care being two ends of the leading wires with a galvanic batt there is conSIderable depOSIt of It each tIme we clean 

" Our Pet " Scroll Saw, Lathe, Anvil, Vise, Drill, and observed not to get paste on the back of the print. composed of one or more cells of Grove's battery w,:y, the boiler oult  A. The best way to cure this evil is to' 
Grinder, $10 ; with tools and extras, $12. W.X. Stevens While rubbing keep' the paper damp with a sponge. the platinum shred immediately becomes white h�t a�� use watertha.t is free from lime: but as th�s cannot al, 
East BrOOkfield, Mass. See illustration, page 374 . When dry lay on a heavy coat of castor oil, and after a ignites the powder. 

' ways be obtamed, the only remedy le�t IS to free the' 
The Niles Tool Works, Hamilton, 0., have second. time rub off the excess 0:1. oil with a cloth. After stand· water from the lime: and one convement way to do, 

band Machine Tools in first class order for sale. ing a day or two it may be colored. Cover the back (15) G. McN. asks for a recipe for making this is to run the water through two boilers; the first, in 
Electrical Goods of every description . Annunciators, with a thin plate of glass, and bind the edges. gelatin, snch as is nsed in making moulds for casting whic.h the water is heated to boiling point, serves as If 

Bells, Magnets, Batteries, Wlre, etc . Finger, Risteen & (3) F. H. B. asks : . How can I make or ob- pla.ter of Paris ornaments ? A. They are made of trap for the lime, and the water is pumped from this to' 
Co., Melrose, Mass . tain a clay or other suitable substance for modelling, good glue dissolved in hot water containing from five the other boiler, which furnishes steam. Can you not 

Bound Volumes of the Scientific American.-I have which will not crack on drying? A. Try adding a little to fifteen per cent of glycerin. Glue thus made, on collect sufficient rain water to feed your boiler? 
on hand about 100 bound volumes of the Scientific Amer- ' glycerin to the clay paste. cooling, gelatinizes, but does not dry or harden. (29) C. W. D. asks : In making a pony tele-
lean, which I will sell at $1 each, to be sent by express. (4\ O. N. asks for a recipe for destroying (16) J. F. T. says : I have a 120 ton schoon· graph sounder or relay, the bobbins or arms of the 
John Edwards, P . 0 . Box 773, N.Y. t) er. It is necessary for me to go jnto many small har- magnet to be t inch long and % or lJ4 inch diameter, 

The Best Mill in the World, for White Lead, Dry, vermin on trees and plants ?  A. The solution obtained bors, where I have great difficulty. in getting out on ac what diameter should the iron arlllS be, and what num. 
Paste, or Mixed Paint, Printing Ink, Chocolate, Paris by agitating together a quantity of water and recently count of light winds. Could I have a small steam en- ber wire, and how many courses, must I use to give 
White, Shoe Blacking, etc. ,  Flour, Meal, Feed, Drugs, slaked lime, and permitting the mixture to stand for a gine put in, which would not take up much room, that strong clicks? A. The iron arlllS of the magnet are 
Cork, etc. Charles Ross, Jr., WilUamsburgh, N . Y. few hours in a covered vessel, is said to be excellent would drive nry vessel about 4 0r 5  miles per hour? A. called cores, and if the spools are t inch long and %: 

Boilers set with the Jarvis Furnace will burn screen· for this purpose, and very cheap. It may be sprayed You could have auxiliary steam power, with a screw inch diameter, they should each be made of a piece of 
ings and little soft coal without blower. on and around the twigs, using a small syringe with a that could eitller be hoisted or disconnected from the soft ronnd iron, 1 inch long and � inch diameter; and 

Bishop Stave-Sawing Machine for Tightwork,Novelty finely perforated rose nozzle. A decoction of tile dried engine. By inserting a notice in our " Business aLd the spools should be formed of six or eight layers of '  
Iron Works, Dubuque, Iowa, sole manufacturers . It leaves of the sumac tree is also said to preserve vines Personal " ool=, .You will doubtless obtain estimates No. 30 copper wire, either silk or cotton insulation, for' 
makes the best stave, uses less timber, cuts with th� and plants from the attacks of insects. The applica· from reliable builders-or you can entrust the matter to a sounder, and of from twelve to fourteen layers of No .. 
grain, and malIes 6,000 to 9,000 per day. We also build tion must be repeated occasionally. Besides these, sul- an expert. 36 copper wire (silk insulation) ,  for a relay. 
Banel Machinery for " Slack Work," Gauge Lathes, etc. phur, alkaline sulphides, calcium sulpho'carbonate, etc.,  (17) C D W 't I t t k 
Send us your address for circulars . are used with satisfactory results. • • • wrl es : wan 0 ma e a (30) J. A. C. writes : 1. Will you please iu-compound magnet of five on six, lind I have some bars fOrlll me what number of copper wire I should nse to' Noise·Q,uieting Nozzles for Locomotives, Steamboats, (5) P. E. T. asks what the solution is ,  of very good spring steel. Will it do, or must I use . I b etc. T . Shaw, 915 Ridge Ave . ,  Philadelphia, Pa, h' h '  d f tal· . b t cast steel? A. Spring steel. after it has been hardQned form the outdoor line connectmg two te ephones,a out w IC IS use or crys Izmg grasses, ouque B, etc. ? 

I'n water, will magnetlZ' e very well. � 200 feet apart, the helix fOrllled of No. 36 insulated 
For New TIlustrated Catalogne of Foot Lathes, Scroll 
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se strong solution of gnm arabic, white sugar, and wire wound on (.'0" x 4") roun d steel magnets ? A .. 
Saws, Small Steam Engines and Amateur's Tools, send (is) J. W. R. asks : 1. Wbich is the better Use No. 16 Brown and Sharpe's gauge, of either iron or stamp to Chase & Woodman, Newark, N.  J .  (6) E. T .  H. writes : What can I do t o  keep positIve pole fora single acid battery, a carbon plate or copper wire. 2. Also if the copper wire outdoor should Shaw'S Mercury Ganges, U. S. Standard of Pressnre. my hair from turning red? A short time ago itwas of a a platinized silver plate? A. A platinized silver plate. be insulated or not? A. Naked wire, on glass insulators, 915 Ridge Ave. ,  Philadelphia, Pa , black color, but it is now fading into a reddish tinge , 2. Which gives the better results, a bichromate of pot- will answer. 3.  Also, should I use two wires or gronnd 

Bolt Forging Mach. & Power Hammers a specialty. A. The red color may have been caused by free alkalies ash solution or sulphuric acid solution ? A. That win connections? A. Use ground connections, if they con
S\lnd for circulars . Forsalth & Co . ,  Manchester, N. H. in the oil or pomatum used, or the excessive use of depend on the style of battery in WhICh the solution is sist of either gas or water pipes;  if not, use two main 

For Town & Village use, Comb'd Hand Fire Engine & these m washing. Apply occasionally cologne water used: bichromate <of potash, or chromic acid, in a weak lines. 
Hose Carriage, $350. Forsaith & Co . ,  Manchester. N.  H. mixed with a little vinegar of cantharides, and keep solution of sulphuric acid, is best for the Grenet bat- (31) J. W. N. asks (1) for a simple method 

JohB T. Noye & Son, Bnffalo, N. Y. , are Manufactur- tile scalp clean'by the use of .a stiff brush. tery, whereas a weak solution of sulphuric acid is bet- of treating or tanning sheep skins intended for glove · 
ers of Burr MiU Stones and Flour Mill Machinery of all (7) C. C. asks : How can a trace of sewage ter for the Smee battery. 3. How can I platinize co]J- leather? A. The skinA are first soaked in water and 
kinds, and dealers in Dufour & Co. 's Bolting Cloth. be detected in well water without going to a costly an- per? A. Have it silver plated, then roughen with p'la- handled, and are then hung up in a close warm room to 
Send for large 1llustrated catalogue. alysis? What is the nearest distance a cesspool should tinum black. putrefy. The exudation is afterwards scraped off, and 

Power & Foot Presses, Ferracute Co., Bridgeton, N. J. be to a well'50feet deep? A. Add to a sample of the (19) J. D. S. asks how to determine the the skins are steeped in milk of lime for a month or 
Solid Emery Vulca.nite Wheels-The Solid Original recently drawn water enongh solution of potassium '  slip of side wheels in steamers ? A. If you know the six weeks, after which they are smoothed on the fleshy 

Emery Wheel - other kinds imitations and iuferior. pertnanganate to impart to it a faint pinkish tinge. If distance the vessel runs for a certain number of revo- side by a sharp knife. They are now to be .teeped in 
CRutlon.-our name is stamped in full on all our best the coloration disappears immediately, or within half lutions of the engine, the difference between the dis- a bath of bran and water, where they undergo partial 
Standar.d.. Belting; Packing, and Hose. Buy that only. an hour, the water may generally be considered unfit tance passed over by the center of pressure of the ferlllentation and become thinner in substance. Im
The best Is the cheapest. New York Belting and Pack- for drinking and cooking purposes. One grain of the wheel and the above is the slip. mersion and agitation follow in a bath compos/;a of 3 
Ing Company, 37 and 38 Park Row, N. Y. perlllanganate will distinctly color 172 gallons of pure (20) J. W. and M. H. ask for opinions on lbs. alumand 4 1bs. salt,dissolved in water, per 130 skins, 

Steel Castings from one lb. to five thousand Ibs. In· water. Make a saturated solution (in cold water) add 1 the following assertions : 1.  It is not actually necessary Anothe.r washing in another bran and water bath suc
valuable for strength anll durability. Circulars free. fluid oz. of this to 6 fluid ozs. of the water to be tested, in long stroke expansive engines to open the exhaust ceeds, and the skins are then trodden in a wooden tub 
l'ittsburgh Steel Casting Co .. Pittsburgh, Pa, and set it aside for 24 hours ; a turbidity or curdy pre- valve before the stroke is completed. A. It is usually with a solution of eggs in water, previously well beaten 

For Best Presses, Dies, and Fruit Can Tools, Bliss & cipitate indicates the presence in the water of organic desirable. 2. It is more necessary to close the exhaust I up to give them a gloss. The pelts are then drained, 
Williams, cor. of Plymouth and Jay Sts., Brooklyn, N.Y. impnrities. See p. 296, vol. 36, SOIENTIFIO AMEruOAN. valve a trifle before the stroke is completed in order to dried, and then smoothed with hand irons. 2. Also, 

Evaporate a qnantity of the water to dryness and heat cushion the piston. A. A certain amount of cushion is how to color the same ? A. Stretch the skins and brush 
Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. the residue slowly to redness, noting at tile time the generally desirable .  3. It is customary in Corliss en- them with any strong liquid dye of the proper color, 

Lathes and Machinery for POlishing and B utting metals. character of the residne and odors. It is not safe to gines to open the exhaust valves late in order to make used for cloth dyeiRg. E. Lyon & Co . ,  470 Grand St., N. Y. t t th t fr II l t d 'th' <IN> f t f rus e wa er om we s oca e WI ill -wv ee 0 a them close early. A. You are wrong. (32) W. W. asks for the particulars as to For the best Gate Valves of all kinds, apply to D. cesspool. 
Kennedy & Co .,  88 John St .. N. Y.  (21) H, H. C. asks : What is the proper so- the process that is adopted in New York for bending (S) L. F. says : Parties here are selling an lution for a battery composed of carbon and zinc with- the plumber's seamless lead traps, that are made from ' 

Boulter's Superior Muffies, Assayers and Cupellers article for cleaning windows, etc., which resembles out the use of the porous cup usually used therewith ? 2 inch and 4 inch lead soil pipe ? A. A new apparatus : 
Portable Furnaces, Slides, Tile, Fire Brick and Fire Clay whiting. It is made into balls and colored. Can whit· A. In a battery composed of a plate of zinc, faced by has been devised for bending pipes, which is probably 
for sale. 1,609 North St. ,  Philadelphia, Pa, ing be pressed into balls, and how is it done? A. We one or more plates of carbon, a solution of the suI. used in theinstances you refer to. The pipe is filled ' 

" Little All Right," the smallest and most perfect Re. have not seen the preparation referred to. Whiting phate of mercury in the proportion (if ten grains of the with water under heavy pressure, and the tube is then' 
volver in the world. Radically new both In,principle and can be pressed into balls by moistening it with tl;Iin sulphate to the ounce of water may be used; or a weak bent without its trickling or becoming otherwise in· 
operation. Send for circular. All Right Firearms Co., gnm water. solution of bichromate of potash or chromic acid in jured. 
Lawrence, Mass., U . S .A. (9) Onyx asks for a good flavor for cigars ? water, to which is added one twentieth of its weight of (33) D. F. asks how to make mercuriall 

For Solid Wronght Iron Beams, etc., see advertise- A. Try cascarilla bark or vanilla bean. sulphuric acid. soap ? A. Beat into a homogeneous maRS in a mortar 
ment. Address Union Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa., for CastI'le soap 1 Ib . protochlorI'de of mercury 1 L oz 

1 T E k f • f k' -2) C. R. P. says : I have a steamboat 53 , . . , 7" . , 
lithograph, etc. ( 0) . . as s or a reCIpe or ma mg a � dissolved in 4 ozs. of alcohol. 

Felt of every description for Mannfacturers' purposes, cheap seali»g wax? 'A. Resin 4 Ibs., shellac ' 2 Iba., feet long, 10 feet beam, draught 17 inches. It has side 
especially adapted for P9liahing, can be furnished in any Venice turpentine and red lead, each, 172 Ibs. Mix an� wheels each 6 feet 6 inches diameter; paddles 3 feet (34) M. B. asks how to remove yellow iron 
thickness, size, or shape. Tingue, Honse & Co., Manu- melt. long. How wide should the paddles be, and how deep stains from linen? A. Use hydrochloric acid or hot so-
facturers. Salesroom, 69 Duane st. ,  N. Y. )j'actory at in the water should they run to get the best speed? lution of oxalic acid, washing well in warm water af-
Glenville, Conn. (11) O. W. O. WrItes : The water we are There are two engmes 6 x 11l inches geared to run two I terwards. 

Improved W'bod.working Machinery made by Walker nsing for domestic purposes comes from It river on and one third revolutions to the wheel's one. A. Make (35) C. L. says : 1. Will you please tell me 
Bros., 73 and 75 Laurel St. ,  Philadelphia, Pa. which are several woodworking establishments, and our the paddles from 6 to 8 inches wide. and immerse them what is meant in note 4, p. 251, of SCIENTIFIC AMERI-wood pulp mill is above the locality whence the water from 12 to 14 inches. OAN of October 20, 18771 In de;cribing how to make C. C. Phillips, 4,048 Girard Ave. ,  West Phlla. , manu· supply is taken. The water is drawn from a wooden 
factures Vertical and other Burr Mills adapted to all tank containing tbree feet of coarse gravel, the supply (23) J. A. K. asks how to remove ink stains an induction coil, it says, " use for secondary coil 
kinds of grinding ; also Portable Flouring Mills. coming in under the gravel, and the suction pipe of a. from clothing? A. Wash first with pure water, then I enoug� wire to. brmg outside of :oil 2 inche� from 

Wind Engines, for general use, where economy and common donble plunger pump being inserted above the with soapy water, and lastly with lemon juice, but if cover. What IS meant by the outSIde of the COlI, and 
regulate power is required. Estimates given and print- gravel or filter (capacity of pump 1272 gallons for each old nse oxalic acid and wash well afterwards. what by cover? A. You should 

.
re a.d core, not cover. 

ed instructions furnished. Territory wanted. Apply to I ' . 2. Atout what number of feet WIll It take, proportion· 
S. W.Kennedy, 516 Fairmount Ave . ,  Philadelphia, Pa, 

revo utlOn or complete out and return stroke of both (24) D. P. asks : Do you thmk that the use ally, to make an induction coil (for primary No. 16, sec. plnngers). From this pump the water is distributed. of petroleum as a preventive of scale is likely to cause ondary No. 32) ? A. The proportion of primary to sec. Skinner Portable Engine Improved, 2 1·2 to 10 H. P. This arrangement has been going over a year without foaming in the boiler? A. No. ondary wires depends upon the size of core used and 
Skinner & Wood, Erie, Pa, the gra.vel in the filter ever having beeu changed. Re- h f b t l d F 11 ' 

cently the water was drawn off and the gravel washed, (25) G. M. asks for a cheap way to build a the strengt 0 at ery . emp oye . or sma COlIs it 
To Millwrights and Parties in want of Engines, Boilers since which time the water has had a very milky ap- fnrnace'to melt cast iron; one large euough for 100 lbs. may be as 1 foot of prImary to 15 feet of secondary 

Shafting, Gearing, Pulleys,'etc . , upon receipt of specifi- '1 d d d . t' f wire Pearance at times. What is the cause? A. The milky of metal? A. You WI I fin a goo eSCrIp IOn q a . 
cations we will give you promptly bottom prices for same. (36) E H L asks ' 1 What battery power appearance of the water is most likely owing to tho blast furnace in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT I • • • • • , B. w. Payne & Sons, Corning, N. Y .  . d d b f II ' t d' imperfect washing ana. cleaning of the gravel, and tho for December 8, 1877. kin , an num er 0 ce s IS necessary 0 run an or 1-

Best Machinists' Tools. Pratt & Whitney,Hartford,Ct. disturbance of the salts or .. brack " that after so long . (26) F. J. S. asks : Can I make mv main nary sewing machine ? A. Twenty cups of gr�vity bat· 
The Varnishes and Japans of Hyatt & Co., merit their an exposure probably coated every grain of the sand_ driving belt run well by carrying from the main wheel te�y. 2. How can the power .be m?st convemently ap· 

success from the satisfaction they give in purity, color, It would have been much better to have provided fresh '  -(9 feet diameter) to a vertical shaft having a 472 feet . p�Ied ? A. Through an electrIC .engme. 3. Please state '  
and durabillty, with cheapness. Try them . Send for gravel, well washed, from the bank; and if the water is lie ' D'stance from center to center of shafts or I SIze and length of core and WIre for the electro·mag· 
c;rcular and price list. Office 246 Grand St. ,  New York. used for cnlinary purposes, this had better be done ��lle;� ab;ut 25 feet, main belt 14 inches wide and 70 I nets? A. That will depend on the style of engine. 

feet long. My idea is to do away with gearing and use I (37) H. asks : What is the best length to· 
belting, so that I can ship and nnship my mills without have my rifle barrel, caliber y�, to shoot accurately 
stopping. A. You can make this chauge without any ' from 200 to 300 yards? What is the shortest barrel J 
difficulty if the belt is of sufficient size to transmit the I can use, for that distance, to do good shootingf Which 
power. ! is the best ammunition, metallic cartridge or P. B. for 

To Clean Boiler Tubes-Use National Steel Tube now. 
Cleaner; tempered and strong. Chalmers Spence Co.,N . Y. 

.More .than twelve thousand crank shafts made by 
Chester Steel Castings Co .  now running; R years constant 
nse prove them stronger and more durable than wrought 
Iron. See advertisement, page 398 .  

Diamond Tools. J . . Dickinaon, 64 Nassau St., N. Y. 

(12) H. L. C. , who sent us a photograph of 
a curiously marked stone, is informed that the corrnga
tions in the stone were doubtless the work of smaH 
rills of water on the yielding surface of a fine deposit 
of clayey soil, deposited behind some dam in a shallow 
muddy stream. On drying, cracks were fOrllled, and: 

(27) E. A. writes : .1. Please describe the ' muzzle loader? How short Can I have a shot barrel 
nature and workings of die electric pen? A. It is sim- l breech loader, � to � inch bore, to do good shooting ,  
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A. Barrel 26 to 32 inches for, the ri,fle. The recent in� 1 can be magnetized by drawing ;[t in one direction over corresponding radii on the driven cone by the follow· 
tematiotial match demonstrated the superiority of the one ;pole of a permanent horseshoe magnet; or by ing mles: I. Having assumed the value of one radius', 
metallic shell (for breech loaders) provided the loaqing placing it in a helix and then connecting the helix with it is first necessary to ascertain whether the one to be 
is doue by thejIidividual. Factory cartridges are not a battery and breaking the connection before removing calculated is greater or smaller: (1) Multiply the as-
reliable. For general use for a 12 gauge gun, 28 or 30 the steel Jrom the helix. sumed radius by 3'1416 and increase the product by the 
inches is th� best length; but for a 10 or 8 bore duck distance between the ceuters of the pulleys. (2). If 
gun, 32 inches is a good length for the barrel. (50) W. S. H. asks how the bluish white the quaritity obtained by (1) is greater than half the 

(38) C. A. T. asks how to stereotype ordi- color is given to gun locks and mounting? They have a : length of the belt, the assnmed radius is greater than 

nary sized letter heads; has tried plaster of Paris and grayish white frosted appearance, A. The colors ap- I the orie to be determined. (3). , If the quantity ob

paper, bnt the metal will Dot go down in the impression. pear from the casehardening process, which consists of tained by (1) is less than half the length of the belt, 

A. Paper makes an excellent matrix if rightly applied. heating the articles sealed in a box containing bone the assumed radius is less than the one determined. II. 

��;,t::e�:h::� �:���:;;i����! ;a;:r�e���:i:�:t p:� �::e 
a:!��,

a:��a�h�: ��!i!�a:h=i��:��r �or two or 
t�����eC:s:'r;e! r�f::n�e 

g��:! ::! ;:��:�, ��� 
(51) R. W. S. asks : 1 . What kind of a the l.ength of the belt are .supposed to be given. (1.) '  

pressed evenly on the tissue. Cover with a damp rag . : MultIply the assumed radms by 6'2832; subtract thIS 
and beat the paper evenly in npon the type with a stiff stove or heater, and how should I arrange the pIpe and I product from the length of the belt, and divide the re
brush. Then paste on a piece of blotting paper a;.d h�ater, to warm a �oultry house 100 feet long, 10 feet I mainder by the distance between�centers. (2). Add the 
repeat the beating, after which three more pieces of hIgh, and 10 feet �Ide ? A. Use a . hot water apparatus, : quantity oblained by (1) to the number 0-4674 and ex
soft tenacions paper must be pasted on and nsed in a snch as are provld:d for gra�erIes and g:e�nhouses. tract lhe sqnare root of the snm. (3). Subtract the 
similar way. Finally back up with cartridge paper and There are some tha" .are v�ry sll�ple, ?Onslstmg . of a quantity obtained by (2) from the nnmber 1'5708, and 
dry under moderate heat. stov� and large cast Iron CIrculatmg pIpe, that gIve a multiply the difference by the distance between centers. 

(39) A. G. asks : What is mixed with the contmnons but 10'; degree of te�perature. 2. �Iso, I (4) . Subtract the quantity obtained by (3) from 'the as
white of eggs for size in gilding edges of books? A. ,;hat can be used ,;,stead of blackmg? A. An a�plIca- sumed radiu� and the remainder will be the required 
The edges of the leaves nre gilded while in the hydran- hon 0: asp�alt mIght answer the purpose. PIpe of . radins. m. When th� assumed radius is the smaller Of 
lic press. The composition applied is 4 parts Armenian g�lvamzed Iron does not rust so easily as the common I the two, tojind the other one. (1). Same as (1) of pre
bole and 1 of candied sugar ground together with water pIpe. 

. . '  . I ceding rule. (2). Same as (2) of preceding rule. (3). 
and laid �m with the white of egg with a brush. (52) L. E. asks how blue VItrIOl can be dlS- I Snbtract thennmber 1'5708 from the quantity obtained 

4 solved for electrical purposes? A. In either hot or cold I by (2) and mnltiply the difference by the distance be-( 0) C. H_ D. asks how to lay out steam water. " I  tween centers. (4). Add the quantity obtained by (3) to 
ports in tmnnions of oscillatin" cylinders of two inch . . ' . ,  I . . . 
bore? A, The ports should be ;roportioned in a similar 1. It IS saId that .'f �erosen� OIl be allo�ed to run �he assumed rad,ns ; the sum WIll be the r�qUlred rad-

h f t ' th t '  th h Id' through a hot tube It will tum mto gas. Is It true ? A. ms. These rules apply to an open belt passmg over any 
manner to t ose or 0 her engme�, a IS" ey s ou I Yes. 2. If so, what is the name of it ? A. It is one two stepped cones. 
have such an area that the velOCIty of the steam shall I f f  b tt d h ' 3 W'll 't b ? A not exceed 100 feet per second. orm . o car ure e y�rogen. . 1 1 �rn . (62) S. S. B. asks : What is the so-called 

Yes, m the presence of aIr or oxygen. 4. Is It explo- " madstone," snpposed to be a cure for hydrophobia, 
(41) T. R. & Co. ask (1) how fast a lathe siver A. Yes, when it is mixed with certain propor- and what are its virtues? A. The madstone of the 

hould run to grind skates ? A. It depends on the kind tions of either air or oxygen. Southern States is an aluminous mineral, and its charm 
of emery ,,:heel nsed, t�e speed var�ing between 3,� (53) A. S. says that his plow castings were lies in. its pow'er of absorption. The Ceylon madstone and 5,000 cIrcnmferentlal feet per mmnte. 2. What IS . . 
the size and grade of emery wheel best ada')ted to the recently msted by the flood m RIchmond,

. 
Va., and or �' pombo kaloo ': is a black highly polished su�sta�ce 

P A Th . f h I d . d 1 asks how to clean them 1 A. Retnmble them m broken WhICh, when applIed to an open wound, rapIdly Im-
urpose? . e SIze 0 emery w ee epen s npon glass. , bibes the blood, and with it the poison. Faraday an-

the amount of concave yon wa�t ;  we sho�ld say abont . • ' alyzed it andfonnd it to be a bit of charred bone. The 4 inches fO
,
r edge and about 15 mches for SIdes of blade. (54) P. S. asks : 1. Is the hlssmg Round 1 M '  d t . hn d d h Th Ili eXlCan rna S one IS c rr.e eer orne e e cacy 

Grade number, 50 for ronghing and 120 for finishing. �ade by steam. escaping from a boiler th�ough say a 4 of the remedy resides simply 'in the stone being porous 
(42) W. B. writes : Will you tell me of a mch v�lve that IS one tn�� open, a certamty that the and withdrawing the blood. Sucking the wourid WOuld 

imple plan to construct a galvanic battery? A. Into steam. IS perfectly dry? WIll n�t an:y:team, wet or d�, accomplish the same result.  
. "I b d f I f I escapmg through a small openmg mto so large a pIpe i an ordmary 0 ass tum ler rop a ew crysta s 0 su - d b ' t tI d b  f -t h t t fill I (63) C. H. M. says : In your " Notes and 

hate of copper nutil the bottom is jnst covered and an �mg.cons �n . y consume e ore 1 .as. 'me 0 i • P 
thi 1 d' k f thO h t h '  t 11'  the saId pIpe, wIll It not make the same hlssmg sound? I QnerIes " you frequently refer to back nnmbers or to 

on s a� a IS 0
1 

m s  ee cop�er, aVI�g me a  '
d
c A. Either wet or dry'steam e!c tping throngh a  small ' the SuPPLEMENT. Can you furnish these, and at what 

coutact WIth an lnsu ated copper WIre rnunmg np Itn . . ' I • • 

h d f th t bl d f ' . th 't' orllice, WIll produce, sound ; bn : the sound produced by I prIce? A. In rnost cases we can. By referrIng to our 
over t e e ge 0 e nm er an ormmg e POSI Ive . • . . d t" I - 11 1 . I f h b S i kl f dry steam WIll be Of a hI' her 10 e than when It is pro- I a ver Ismg co umns you WI see that a.n unusua oppor-
termmal or po e 0 t e attery. pr n e a ew more . e .  I · . f h '  ' f h ul' h f th di k t'I 't duced by wet steam. 2. A .'o the HarrIson boilers, : tnmty now eXIsts or pnrc asmg a large nnmber of 
crystals 0 t e s p ate 0 copper on e s nn l I S . . ' b d b k I f th . d d b ' h b 'thO whIch are made of cast Iron aud are pnt together in , onn ac vo urnes 0 e SCIENTIFIC A,MERICAN at 
urface ls covere ; an a out one Inc a ove IS, sus- 1 b ·  " i b t th t f th b" d" U T  1 11 h 

Pend a disk of ordinar stove zinc similar in size and g o e-shaped sectIOns, a firs� class bOIler as �egards : a on e cos 0 e m mg. " e can supp y a t e  
, . d' kY b ' . ' d d d economy, safety from explOSIOn, and for makmg the back numbers of the SUPPLEMENT, bound or unbounrl. 

Mne to the copper IS e_ow It · an �uspen e by a . . . h h . I 1 .- . . '  d 
' h d f th best, that IS the dryest, steam for rnnnmg machinery? What IS t e c emICa ca led " colgate " ?  A. We 

strlP of zmc runmng np an over t e e  ge 0 e tnm- . . b . 

��:r��:�::��::�: !�:i;e�:!iV�e 
p:�: :: o�:e 

b:,�:y� ��:!��:�ew: v�:ri;::d 
t���e�i�t :o�r ��::::�y �: c�:; :::a�i�:� snch sn stance. Send us a speCImen for ex-

heet, so as to save joining the strip to the disk. Now steam as the ordmary tnbular bOll er_ (64) A. W. asks if there, is any way of ma
pour in clean cold water nntil the zinc disk is covered; (55) W. A. B. asks how to make a wire of king antograph letters other than by lithography? A. 

Jt is in fact a miniature gravity battery, ,and will give a gradual taper? . A. You might try passing the wire The electric pen fnrnishesa simple meane of obtaining 
give quite a good and steady current in about one or two under tension through a bath of heated lead or throngh auy number of copies. Th� letter is written with the 
hours. some gas or otherfl�me, reducing the speed gradually I pen which forms the characters by minute perforations, 

(43) C. H. B. writes (1) for a list of the to increase the taper. I so that the sheet serves as a stencil plate over which an 

different conductors and non-conductors. A. We have (56) W. S. asks how to harden a piece of I 
inked roller is passed, the ink marking throngh the 

I holes npon a sheet of paper placed beneath. 
not room to mention all, bnt as conducLors, silver, cop- steel 9 inches long by 72 inch square, so that it will not 
per, gold, all the metals, then the acid and salt solu- warp in hardening? A; Heat it in red hot lead, d ip it , (05) A. G. C. asks how to cut stencil plates 
tions. As non-conductors or insnlators, hard glass, endwise and vertically, and hold it quite still in the ' otherwise than by chisels. I have coated my brass with 
silk, hard mbber, shellac, etc . ;  for a more complete water. wax, scratched throngh to the metal, covered the let-
list, see "-Parker's Philo.ophy." 2. Also, is there any (57) C M F H k ' Wh t ld _ ters with snlphnric, nitric, and muriatic acid, bnt nei-
non-conductor that would do for the cylinder and, other • .  

. . as .s - a wo.u pr� ther of the acids named will cnt through the plate. A. 
parts of a little electri'!.a! engine that I am making that �eu� .a steel. PI�te from co�odmg, and canse '� to r,ctam There must be something wrong with your acid. Gen
have to be non-conductors? A_ Hard rubber is the ma- It.S h

,gh polls? A. A t�m coat of canad
d
a ba,sam var- : erally nitric acid dilnted with ! water is nsed. The best 

. . . ms or pOSSIbly warmmg the plate an applying a ' . h I " terlal most generally used as an msnlator, m any form , ! " ttl ' Ili bb" h ' . ' I plan IS to etch t e p ate as much as pOSSIble WIth the 
of electric engine. 

II 1 e. para .n, ru mg t e wax weIl I�, would answer. acid, and then cle!>r the cutting with the graver. To Is It pOSSIble to make asbesto�, mIxed or saturated ' obtain clean cuts the back of the plate should be (44) L. I. F. asks : How can I make a smal with silicate of soda, pliable, when pressed or roelld smeared with oil. 
battery suitaNe for plating, out of a stone jar aud out, it being thoronghly dry? A. This can best be de-
earthen pot? A. Place within the jar a porous cup of termined by expedmenting. (66) H. L. C. writes : 1. I am making a 
earthenware containing a strip or roll of zinc; fill np I . • . new electric engine in which I have three pairs of elec-
the s?ace between the cups with a strong solution of I (58) W. J. G. asks for the composltlOn of tro-magnets wound with gflb. of No. 16 cotton insu
copper sulphate (blue vitriol) in water, and immerse in the white lead mixture applied to bright metal work to lated copper wire to each pair; it will be necessary to 
this a sheet of copper bent around the cup. Fill up the keep it from mstiug ?  A. Mix white lead, tallow, and have all . three pairs in the same circuit at one time. 
inner cup with water containin� about 10 per cent of linseed oil to a thick paint. Nowif they are acll set in a brass plate that makes con
zinc sulphate in sol�tion. The curr�nt will pass from I (59) Mack asks for the degrees of expan- nection with the COres of all the magnets-but not with 
the copper to the zmc through a WIre and other con- sion and contraction by heat of the different metals ? the wire direct-will snch connection carry the current 
dnctors joining them .

. 
I A. The length of a liar at 320 Fah. being 1 , its length at across from one to the other of t�e ontside ma

,
gnets, so 

(45) L. R. asks : What length should the 2120 wonld be as follows: Bismnth, 1 '00139 ; brass, as to affec� the strength of the mld:le ma�et. A. No. 
wire in the coil of a Bell's telephone be? A. That will I 1 '00190: cast iron, 1'00111 ;  wrought iron, 1'00125; steel, ! 2. Wonld Iron be b�tter than brass , Wood �s no� strong 

d d th f h . S '  1 1 '00118' platinum 1'00095' silver 1'00201 - tin 1 '002 ' enongh. A. Brass IS the best metal to use m thIS case. 
epen on e gauge 0 t e WIfe? ee preVIOUS answer I " '  , , , , �  , 

in this colnmn. I zmc, 1'00294; copper, 1'00174; gold, 1 '00149; lead, (67) W. T. K. asks if there is a locality on 
(46) W. writes : I wish to build an electro- 1'00284. 

. the globe where the snu jumps II day; where at high 
medical machine of such power that, when a man of (60) Dr. T. D. offers the followmg sug�s- twelve SunaaY,noon ceases, and instantly Monday mer
ordinary strength takes hold of the handle and the full tion for opinion : To so a!tach the water spouts to side idian begins, or where Sunday confes into a man's honse 
force of the battery is turned on, it wil l  knock him walls as to insure always complete Isolation by glass on the eastern side, and becom"s Monday !y the time 
down. I wish to know: 1. What nnmber of wire shall rings or other device of non-conductor, as in the man- it passes his western door? A. The snn does not jump 
I use (22, 32, 44, etc.) and how many Ibs. of that number ner of lightning rods proper. As now arranged our a day anywhere. Navigators in sailing aronnd the 
shall I use? Will the machine exert more power if I water sponts attract toward the interior of the honses world, provided they use the time of any given locality, 
wind my wire iuto a long thin coil, or vice ver8a ? A. 15 the electrIcity, whereas they might act as protectors gain or lose a day in their reckoning, and by common 
Ibs. of No. 44 silk-covered ;  wind in three short coils, (by extending npper and lower ends) always quite as custom it is nsual when not already done to adjnst time 
whose aggregate length shall be 8 inches. 2. How well and at less entlay than by the rods. A. The in- pieces for this error on passing the meridian of Manilla. 
much battery power shall I have to use, and what kind terposition of glass or other non-conductor, to insu- But as a mle clocks are adjnsted aboard ship daily, the 
of battery is best for my purpose? A. Three cups of I 

late lightning conductors, is not only useless, but local time being determined by observation, 
Grove. I undesirable-the discharge from a large induction MINERALS, ETC.-Specimens have been re-

(47) 1. R. B. asks : Is eating thirty quail in coil easily pierces blocks of glass several inches in 
thirty days, one bird each day, a dillicult task to accom- thi�kness, and the tension of atmospheric electricity ceived from the following correspondents, and 

plish, and why? A. The eater becomes greatly nanse- durmg a thnnderstorm l,vastly greater than that from examined, with the results stated : 
ated, the flesh probably having some medicinal action. 1 t?e co�. Metal leaders seldom have adequat� connec- T. A. A.-It is ligmte in a gangue of ferric sulphide
It has been accomplished, and accounts can be fonud 110n WIth the �arth: and are therefore not only mcapable marcasite-and sandstone. The mineral ls of no prac-
in our back nnmbers I of properly d,vertmg the charge, but are in many cases 

' . sonrces of danger in the absence of a good rod. If the tical valne, but if obtainable in larger samples might be 
(48) J. M. asks for a reClpe for syrup for ,  the leader is nsed as a lightning conductor, it mnst ter- of some interest to the mineralogist.-B. B.-They are 

popcorn balls, that will stay sticky when cool? A. Use I min ate in moist earth, with an exposure of snrface not fine specimens of' what are known as claystones-con-
m I cretions formed by the tendency of matter to collect olasses, or boil the syrup bnt slightly. less than 100 squa�e fee�, and must be joined, �y means about a center. Thcy are nsnally flattened, and at the 

(49) W. T. asks in regard to the telephone ' of .. tont copper WIre, WIth the gas and water pIpes, and center there is most commonly some foreign object, a 
1. How mnch copper wire Is needed for a pairf A , : other metal work o.f the b�ilding. This arrangement fossil , shell, twig, or the like, which was the nnclens of 
Abont 4 0zs. 2. Is it necessary the copper wire'Shonld may afford protectIOn, but It would be safer to provide the crystallization.-E, A. J ,-It is a banded agate. It 
come in direct contact with permanent magnet? A. 

the rod also. is composed of silicic acid. The colors are cansed by 
No, it must not. 3. Is it necessary permanent magnet I (61) O. F. asks for rules for making a cone traces of organic matter, oxides of iron and mangan
should move endways to be adjusted,:as in a relay? A. i pulley (or pair of pulleys) so that a belt will be equally ese, and by the differeuce of density of the siiiceons 
No. 4. What are the collars made of that hold the tight on the different sides of the cone? A. First, as- rings. As regards .yOUt other question, there mllst exist 
c�ppef wire in position? A. Either wood or hard rub- snme the radii of one driving pulley and the correspon- some outlet for surplus water, if the measurement. were 
ber. 5. Is copper wire wound on haphazard or in lay- ding driven pulley, measure the distance between their properly, made.-A. W.-lt is not brown coal, bnt a 
e�s ? A, Tbe same as a_ spool of cotton is wound. 6. centers, and find the length of belt reqnired. Then as- I slaty sh"le.-The color is due to oxide of iron.�W. P. 
How can I make the Iron rod become a permanent mag- snme values for the radii of the successive pulleys on I McC.-The sil icions clay does not contain coloring 
uti! ., ypu cannot.; it i8 a rod of. hardened steel, and the driving cone, and calculate the values of the matter other than a little oxide and silicate Qf iron-
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it is not valuable.-We have received an unlabeled 
sample of ore rich in zinc arid lead-probably from 
Connecticut. -Will M. S. send other samples of his ore ? 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED. 
The Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN acknowledges 

with much pleasnre, the receipt of original papers and 
contribntions npon the following snbjects: 

On the Theory' of Universal Gravitation. By J. llfcC. 
On Algebraic Eqnations. By J. T. 

ruNTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We renew our request that correspondents, in referring 

to former answers or articles, will be kind enough to 
name the date of the paper and the page, or the number 
of the question. 

Correspondents whose inqUIries fail to appear Should 
repeat them. If not then published, they may conclnde 
that, for good reasons, the Editor declines them. Tl ',e 
address of the writer should al ways be given. 

Inquiries relating to patents, or to the patentabil i ty 
of inventions, assignments, etc., will not be pnblished 
here. All snch qnestions, when initials only are given, 
are thrown into the waste basket, as it would fill half of 
our paper to print them all ; but we generally take pleas
nre iti answering briefly by mail, if the writer's addres, 
is given. 

WANTS AND BUSINESS INQUIRIES. 
Almost any desired information, and that of a bnsi

ness natnre especially, can be expeditiously obtaitied 
by advertising in the column of " Business and Per
sonal," which is set apart for that purpose snbject to 
the charge mentioned at its head. 

We have received this week the following inqniries, 
particulars, etc. ,  regarding which can prebably be elici
ted from the writers by the insertion of a small adver
tisement in the colnmn specified, by parties able to sup- , 
ply the wants : 

Who manufactures soap-making machinery, and 
where can the plan of a soap factory be obtained P 

IU!iilide Page, each insertion • • •  7':; cents a line . 
Back Page, each insertion - - - - $1.00 a line.  
Engravings may head advertisements at the same rate 

per line, by measurement, as the letter press. Adver
tisements must be received at publication qffice as early 
as Frida1/ morning to appear in next issue_ 

Bound Volumes 
O F  THE 

Seien tine American. 
[ have on hand about 100 bound vols. of the SOIENTIFW 

AMERICAN which I will sell, sinJ� or to'if'ther, at 11.00 
each, to be sent by eXIJi�sc"i. Bo:r73?:';!.Rf..�k. 

No Sawdust ! No Planin[ ! 
50 PER CENT. OF WOOD SAVED. 

The lumber as manufactnred by onr recently patented 
9utting Mac1:�lnes and Seasoning Presses, is fully equal, 
If not superior, to that sawed and planed .  We bave 
in stock, or will cut to order, as desired, Walnut, Ma-
��f:.n

lr(H�n�t�sro �1��h��i1'i1���
d
i:!�" c����l ;�I��: 

proached outside of our establishment . It needs but 
one trial of our lumber to remove all prejudice against cut wood, as the boards as manufactured by us, have aU 
the merits we claim for them, being fully equal to sawed WOOd. GEO. W. READ & CO., 186 to 200 Lewis St., N.Y. 

S IXTY SIX S'
a mple Copies of our beautiful Oil 

• Ch1'omos sent free to agents. 
Inelose �d��es��¥II�]jt!i��a�08&, g;lc�Kla�r�cf.e. 
25 �a��I!lc.NEW I\�fu�AIfi?lls:1t�J?t.s . 

DO N 'T S U B S C R I B E  f��e��� 
magazine, no matter where or by whom pUbliJl:'ed. tn 
you write to M. '1' . RICHARDSON, Publislwr and Sub
scMvtion Agent, 397 Broadway, New York. Particnlars 
Fre�. Mention Lhiis paper. 

THE 

J dentin, �tutri,an. 
The Dlost Popular Sdentifie Paper in the World. 

THIRTY.SECOND YEAR. 
Only $3.�0 a Year including Postage. Weekly. 

1)2 Numbers a Year. 

This widely circulated and splendidly illustrated 
paper is published weekly. Every number contains six
teen pages of useful information, and a large number of 
original engraVIngs of new inventions and discoveries, 
representing Engineering Works, steam Machinery. 
New Inventions, Novelties in Mechanics. Manufactures, 
Chemistry, Electricitv, Telegraphy, Photography. Archi
tecture, Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural History, etc, 

All Classes of Readers find in THt SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN a popnlar reswme of the best scientific In
formation of the day ; and it is the aimof the publishers 
to present it in an attractive form, avoiding as much as 
possible abstruse terms. To every Intell!gent mind, 
this journal affords a constant snpply of Instrnctive 
reading. It Is promotive of knowledge and progress In 
every community where it circulates. 

Terms of Snbscription.-One copy of THE SCIEN
TrFIC AMERICAN will be sent for on. year-52 numbers
postage prepaid, to any subscriber in tbe United States 
or Canada, on receipt of three dollars and twenty 
cent. by the publishers ; six months, $1.60 ;  three 
months, $1.00. 

Cln bs.-One extra COpy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERI
OAN will be supplied gratiS for every club of five subscribers 
at $3.20 each ; additional copies at same proportionate 
rate. Postage prepaid. 

One copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and one copy 
of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT will be sent 
for one year, postage prepaid, to any subscriber iu the 
United States or Canada, on receipt of seven dollars by 
the pul:tlishers. 

.The safest way to remit is by Postal Order, Draft, or 
E:>cpress. Money carefully placed inside of envelopes, 
securely sealed, and correctly addressed, seldom goes 
astray but is at the sender's risk. Address all letters, 
and make all orders. drafts, etc. ,  payable to 

M U N N  & CO., 
37 Park Row '.4ew York. 

© 1877 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC
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MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES. 

The Best and Cheapest In the Market. 
Ev6l'Ythlnlf In the line that a Machinist 
or M'echanlc wants. Chucks, Twist Drills, 
���uJ's8J.

S
�ubrlcators, Steam and Gas 

gMA C iIINISTS' TOOLS 
In v

��
t
I: ft�&���.YJ?r�hn Street, N. Y. 

FOR STEAM ENGINES WITH CORLISS VALVE, WI sizes, �PJlly to 
WATTS, CAMPBELL & CO. ,  Newark, N. J . 

�� NEW YEAR CARD� with name, 200. 21i 
Extra MIxed, 10c. Geo. L �eed & Co., Nassau,N. Y. 

PAT E N TS SO LD. 
For terms ... address EUROPEAN and UNITED STATES PATENT ... XCHANGE, 200 Broadway, N. Y. Box 2801. 

S T.R O N  EST A N D B E S T 
NAN F'D AT SI WAS H INGTON ST. NY.. 

THE PHENOMENA OF HUMAN LIFE. 
A recent address by Professor John Tyndall. A most able and Interesting paper/ In which the Laws of ,Energy and the Contlnnlty of Mo.lon as they are found In the material universe are pOinted ont and their exlstence 
¥:�':,�at��n�'}

I
���Yf��t���I��I�ri'8��:le��'g.; 

Mind and the 80dy are descrlbed ln the clearest manner 
from the standpOint of the man of science . Contained IU SUPPLEMENT No. 9". PrIce, 10 cents. 

D O N ' T  FA I L  TO U S E  Massey's Revolving Shoe Heel Protector. 

. PATENT FOR SAL& 
A Right to manufactnre Neasham'a! ' Tool Poet tor 

Lathes. Address BOBERT NEASHA!l". _ . 
. Mount Washlngtol!. rll;t.Bourgh, Pa. 

PatIentS" aY °Pliiitlc"'Sale 
Relrularl,. on the last Thursday of each month. rBy 
H. -Po ]'I: olbert, Auctioneer, at his Salesrooms, 202 Market 
St. ,  PJilJadelplI.la. J!lstablished 184:J;f.pFor most liberal 
m��!f{�A1'f� �1fr�t�t. ,  ��el::�

UAL 

THKSALT MANUFACTURE OF MICHI-
GAN. By S .  ·S. G,ARRIGUES, . Ph.D. One engraving. 
A Complete and Instructive Descrlptlon.of It Milking. 
The Well-bor!n# Machinery. Pumplrur and rating 
Brine . K�k! and Pan Blocks. Bolar Steam 
EYaPoratlan. Grades, Qualities and Analyses of Salt . 
Tabiilar Statement · of Companies, capital, Amount of 
Salt produced, number of Kettles, etc. Cost, Profit, 
Labor, and Details. Contained In SCIENTIFIO AMERIOAN 
SUPPLEMENT N6. 102. PrIce 10 cents. To be had at 
this 01llce and of alI newsdelllers. 

J E N N I NG S '  WATER CLOSETS 
PRICES REDUCED S END FOR C ,RCULAR 
94 BEEKMAN STREeT NEW YORI( 

ft.,::--
-- . i$. 

Sloo�;� .. :��o':,
n��i:;":"O!:Y E A R LY 

meD to 11811 ollr TBAB t.o DEAfsBS. ·Contract NO PEDDLING. O. A. LONG ,. . 
00., NOlo " "' � hUer  Block, 'O-bonaSt.net,CW .... m. 

WIRE-DRA WING MACHINERY 
complete, from ���tl 

n6"Nr
ufactured by 

Send for prices, eto. Barre, Mass. 

D!i!!!!!lr!dm,IU!NjJ!�]�ll��'s:iw::E 
chines and Vises . Address, for·lllustrated circular and 
prices, B. M. M. CO. ,  131 Milk St., Boston, Mass. 

THE UNION mON .JIULLS, i'lttsburgh, Pa. , Manu. 
facturers of Improved wrought Iron Beams and 

Girders (patented). . 
The great fWI which has taken 

g
lace In the prices of 

��Wiit�'\>ii'B�1aifii¥.B:m��;���u�s ��o��\'li'e���� 
cIal attention of Engineers, Architects, and BnIlders to 
the undoubted advantages of no . Fire Proof 
��W�l�':J��gl:,h r:fll

r
::���� Pon ap tlg� 

o
� l:,��� 

:ro"J�md'1�
I
WJ��6t'r�X]-Hl:t �

e B� llil¥rn:TH,! 
coet of Insurance avolded,and the serious losses and In. 
!r�rflg� �uWi�:f�·;,,'::

d
Jal�f����'l:srn.,g.¥�

e frY; 
�t¥ee",;;�� ��t.::�� 0:=: br:ile:��: �e

t
�� ���g 

and Iron, that In many cases the latter would be adopted. 
We shall bepleased to furnish estimates for all the Beams 
complete, for any speclftc structure, sothat the dlft'erence 
in cost may at once be ascertained. Address 

CARNEGIE, BROS. & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SPARE THE CROTON AND SAVE THE COST. 
Driven or Tube Wells 
���

e
����ll�'�r�tli'8�¥4"#<!.l:;�?�'t� 

who control the patent forGreen'sAmerican Driven Well 

Wright's Automatic Cut-off Engine. 
Supenor In economy, sIm�lIclty and durabUity to all 
otlier engines In market. Enldnes, Boilers and Machin
ery, new and second-hand. Irend for circular, 

GEO. M. CLAPP, 208 Broadway, N. Y .  

PATENT M INERAL WOOL 
Incombustible. The best non-conductor. Cheap enough 
for llnlng frame houses. Send for circular, 
P. O.  Box 4461. · A. D':J:l!�.l:v�;, N. Y .  

Lathe, Planers, Shape rs 
nrIus,

. 
BBQ91Ii. 8!!.4 t� Cuj;te� MIllirur Mac4lnes. Specbil 

�. ,Ilj, {lijYI!P " JIUlERH:ntDT. Newark, N. J. 

B LAKE'S STO N E  AND O R.E B R EAKE R A N D  C R U S H E R .  
For breaking hard and brittle substances to any size. Endorsed by the leading Mining, 

Manufacturing, and Railroad corpOrations In the United States and Foreign Countries. 
Fir

. 
sf Premium wherever exhlblteclhand hundreds of testlmonlah! of the MiJhest .liMact&'/'. 

A NEW SIZE FOR PRu8PECTING AND LA BORATORY U SE. IT ALI. STONE CRUSHERS not made or licensed by us, containing vlbrlttory convergent Jaws 
actuated by a revolving shaft and fty-wheel, are infringements on our patent, and makers and 
users of such will be held accountable. Address 

BI,AKE CRUSHER CO., New Haven, Conn. 
AT NEW STOCK EXCHANGE� 

John Hickling, 62 Broadway and 21 New St. 
You can deal ln.5, lOa 20, 25, 50, or 100 shares of StoCk on 1 per cent. JIla.rIIin an no furtner liability. 

1-16 commissions 1-16 
on 25, 50, or 100 shaTes. 

Visitor to WiIll St. can deal with a responsible house 
by call1ng on 

JOHN mCKLING, 21 New St . ,  New York. 

LADIES can milke 1M a day In their own city or town
. 

. Address ELLIS MAN'F'G CO., Waltnam, Mass. 

S3GOLD PLA.TED W A.TCBES. Cheape.-t 
In the known world. Sample Watch Free to ·  At/enlB. Addms, A. COllLTllB &; eo.. C� 

M A DE TO O R D E R . MIllirur Cutters, Special Machinery, and Too)s. A. A. 
Pool It CO., 65 R. -a. Ave., Market St. Sta., Newark, N. J ,  ='0 Elegant Mixed Cards, with name, 13c . U Agent's out1lt 10e. Seavy Bros., Northford, Ct. 

WO R K  FO R A L L  
In their own localities canvassing for the Fireside 
Visitor .. (enJR!'Ked) Weekly and Monthly. Lar�est 
Paper In the World, with Mammoth Chromos Free . .  
Big Commissions to Airents. Terms and Outfit Free. 
Address P. 0, VICKERY,. A II Kllsta, Maine. 

, The H 0 A 0 L E Y 
P O RTA B L E  S T E A M  E N G I N E .  
/1 1TH AUTOMATI CAL CUT - OFF R EG U LAT O R  

A N D  B A L A N C E D  V A LV E; . 
THE BEST �·3 MOST ECO N O M I CAL ENGI N E  MADE 

S E ND FD R C / R C U L A R  
TheJ.C.HOADLEY C O .  LAW R E N C E ,  MA S S .  

::;;.TAT E W H E r E  Y O U  S AW TH 1 5 .  '--

PATEN'l'S AT A U CT I O N. 
THE DRIVEN WELL. 
Town and County nrlvlteges for making Driven 

Wells and selling Licenses under the established 
American Driven Well Patent, leased by the year 
to responsible parties, by 

W M . D. A N D R E W S  & B R O . ,  
NEW YORK . 

The G:�!�!!I��!v�:��!�r�!Xo��ency 
121 Chambe rs  and 1 03  Reade Streets, New York. 

MACHINISTS' PATTERN LETTERS In great variety. 
V ANDERBURGH, WELLS & CO., PrInters' Warehouse, 18 Dutch Street, New York, corner Fulton. (Up-stairs .) 

D ..A.N"B:;;r7e�e;P�dL �rI�H��.!,�: 
Manuf'd by the HULL & BELDEN CO., Danbury, ct. 

BRADFORD Mill CD. Suoceaaon to Jas. Br&dford '" Co. 
MANUFACTURER8 OF 

French Buhr llillstonss, 
Portable Corn '" Flour Milia, 

S m ut Machi ne., etc. 
.1110, dealers in Bolting Clotba ad 

(hneraU.1I1l Furnlablng. 
OIBce&Factory,l58W.BdBt. 

CI NCI N N A')'I. O. ����iE�iEr���;�i�� W.R.DtJDlap,&.. 
. ' ON Al'PLIO.l'l'ION. 

S1200 8aial'T. Salesmen wanted w sellour 
, Staple Goods todealers. NopeddUDSo 

�=.��t!8�S. �G��:�e&�� 2, ... , 6 '" 8 HOIR.e s�, CLucinDac.i. 0.. 

"'" E E N ..A.M E L 
I n  FI N E  J ET B LACKevery varlety o fturned wood work p �rts" 0 f tn ach,nery�.cast ing;s;t'" wa l'e and other rnetal 
wo, k ENAMElED J ET tOODS . In wood o r  metal,m�d. to order D M E R I C A N  ENAMELCO.l1 W ARR£N S r P R O V I D E N C E ,  R • •  

S2�O 
O

'iyear. AgenIBwantedeverywhere. Bnsmess stricti,. legltlmate.P"rtlculars free AddressJ.WORTH '" Co., st. Lonls, Mo. 

B I· G PAY To Agents selling m
!

, 1 0  new artlcl.8. 
��J:t:o::��

s
M�;t��'biJ'���)YI� 

Locomotives on St" Pflt Tramway�. 
The undersigned, being largely Interested as engineer 

to tramway companies In Europe, would be glad to cor
respond with milkers of e�es suitable for passenger 
tramways. JRSJl:� �rg�1Y:, ���t:'��:��London. 

GOLD
WATCH alld CHAIN ONLY $2

� *�q,g1£t:J'b"H�aH1.'W� AgeIlts. C. M. LININGTON, 47 JaclUQII St. CII1C11SOo 

B
ARNES' FOOT POWER MA. 

CIDNERY. 1 3  Dlft'erent machines with which 
{\r��'i,rsMai:�:�:!d fo't\

e
::. 

In miscellaneous work can 
compete as to.· QUALITY AND f:f:; wl!�o"t"A�af.?,i';�f �::;fi:� 

MAOHINES SENT ON TRIAL. 
Say where yon read this, and seBd 

for catalogue and prices. 
W. F. & JOHN BARNES, 

Rockford, WiDnebago CO., m. 
Lightest, Strongest, and Best 

BELT PU·LLEY 
made. Seeured to the Shaft Without K�· s, Set. Screws, 
Bolts or Pins ; also, Ad.tuBtab1e Dead and 7\1per
SIeeIIe OOUflUnDB. ·Send for catalQg!lJ!. Ad ss. 

Taper-Sleeve Pulley-Works, Erie, Pa. i 

AGENT� WANTED. 
For Icnla.rs address 

WILSO SEWm MACHINE CO., 
S29 Broadway, New York city, 

New Orleans, La. . . Chicago, III. . Or San Francisco, Cal. 

Pond's Tools, 
En31ne Lathes, Planers, Drills, &c. 

Send for Catalogue. DAVID W, POND, Successor to 
LUCIUS W. POND. Worcester, nass. 

Wood-Working Machinery, 
tu,.c;,\i:e� °J3:J�1�� Ji��:'f' ��a��\:niar.,�r

v
l::f. proved Tenon Machines, Mortising, Moulding, and Be-Saw Machines, and Wood-Work!rig Machinery gene-rally. Manufactured by . 

Wl'l'HERBY, RUGG & RICH.ARDSO� 
(Shop formerly 0���3\'lfk�ifxrt 

1 
��f

ter, ass. 

SALES WANTEPM&�� ' I..,X.,nSALARY 
MEN SlZ5 t. DEALERS. • -

���np .Cl1lOUlII�TIo O:CIGARS 
Regnla.r Monthly Sales the first week of each month, 

by George W. Keeler, Auctioneer, at his salesrooms, 
63 Liberty Street, N. Y. For terms, etc., address The 
New York.Patent Exohange, Room 11, 55 Liberty Street. 

E A G L E  F O O T  L A T H E S ,  fil ImProvement In style. Reduction ill . prices April 20th. Smilll Engine Lathes .. S. tide Rests, Tools, etc. Also Scroll and 
Circular Saw Attachments, Hand Plan
ers, etc. Send for catalogue of outfits 
for Amateurs or Artisans . 

WM. L. CHASE & CO., 
. 95 & 97 Liberty St .. New Y"rk. 

IMPORTANT FOR ALL CORPORATIONS ANn 
MANF'!Of CONCERNS.-Buerk's Watch

man's 'I'lme Detector, capable of aoonrately con
trolling the motion of a watchman or panolman at the 
dlft'erent st.atlons of his beat. Send for circular. 
J . E . B U E K K , P.O. Box " '7 9 ,  Hoston,lU'as8 

N. B .-'l'he suit against Imhaeuser & Co., of New York, 
was decided In my favor, J'IDe 10 1814. A .H.ue was assessed against them Nov. 11,-1816, for selling contrary to the order of the court. rersons buylnjj; or using clocks infringing on my patent wlll be dealt with according to law. 

PaneUng, Va. 
riety Moulding 
& DoYetailing 
Machine. Cuts 
Panels of any 
desljrn or style 
of mQuld In the 
solid wood with 
neatness a n d  
dispatch .  

s a first-class 
& 

o e  s general 
o v e t a l J i n g  

with thiCk or ...,.thln stuft's. Simple, Durable and 
Eftlcient. pi"" Send for Pamphlet 

. �fld �':'JlI'hu�ler!���' WI ImI<Eig:'b� 
Variety Monlders made to order, and warranted by the 

B. C. MACHIN ERY CO., 
Battle Creek, Mich. 

OTIS' SAFETY H?ISTING · 
MachInery. 

OTIS BROS. &; CO., No. S48 Broadway, New York. 

IT P A Y!i\ to sell our Rubber Hand PrInting Stamps. 
Terms free. G. A. HARPER & BRO., Cleveland, O .  

; also GEAR WHEELS, parts 
)s of all kinds.. Castings of 
e Reets, etc. catalogues free. 
N. 23 COrnhlll, Boston, Mass. - - - _  .. - �--

A GOO·O W· ·E-�l can b-;;-�e In one day Withour 
. . (.foot WELL AUGER. · Send ·for 

our Anger Book. . S. AUGER CO., St. Louis, Mo. 

01 G PAY made by Agents selling our Rubber PrInting 
Stamps. Taylor, Bros. & Co., Cleveland, O .  

WATER SUPPLY ENGINEERING. 
By J. T. FANNING, C ,E.  Complete PractIcal Treatise ; 
650 pll4!e�j 125 Tablesl. 180 illustrations .  PrIce etl.OO. 
D. V AN .NOSTRAND, rublIsher, 23 Murray St., N. Y .  ••• Coples sent free DY mall on receipt of price. . 

Patent Afmospheric Gas Durner, 
for softening paint with Gas. One man removInK twb 
sguare feet of PaInt In one minute. The ONL V BURNE1it 
that will burn with Its mouth downward and not heat 
back. , A. H. WATKINS, � Harrison Ave. ,  Boston,.Mass . .... Send fel: Circular with Testilllonlah!. . 

397 
Mrs .  Stowe 's  New Nove l ,  

'I I  OUR  FOLKS AT POGANUC, "  
BEGAN NOV. 28TH, IN THE 

O H R I S T IA. N UNI O N . 
S peci a l  Featu res for 1 87 7"'8. 

LEONARD BACON, D.D., . .. Political Problems. "  
J .  H .  VINOENT, D .  D., . .  Sunday-School Papers." 
EDWARD EGGLESTON, D.D. ,  " How to Hold our Young 

People . "  
. 

Jos . P. THOMPSON, D:D . ,  ( 
R. W. DALE, M.A., 5 Forellfn Correspondence. 
A MElimER OF THE N. Y. BAR, .. A Layman's Thonghta 

on Preaching." 
" LAIouSt" " Letters from my Library." 
HENRY W AllJ) BEEOHER, Sermons from Plymouth 

Pulpit. 
JOSEPH COOK, Boston Lectures (condensed). 
LYMAN ABBOTT, Sunday-School Lessons. 

Sent for balance of 18'7" to Jan. 1, 1S"9. 
for 83. To Cler.gymen, S2.IiO. 

Tile jim fIwo NwmOOrs � chapters of Mrs. Stow6'B 
NOVe! 8mt tree on '/'eJ)� of 1'oBtai card. 

H O R A T I O  O. K I N O ,  P u b l i sher, 
!I" Park Place, New York. 

B IG  84-page Picture Book, free; My p11LJl beats 
WI to milke money. Is easy, honest, and paYS 
you $10 a day . DAVID C. COOK, Chicago, m. 

AIR OOMP IlESSOBS 
F O R  A L L  P U R P O S E S . 

SPEOIALTY of HEA YY PRESSURES. 
THE NORWALK IRON WORKS CO., . SOUTH NORWALK, CONN. 

" OLD RELIABLE. " TO KNOW ALL 
about the Best Pump for Paper Makers, Tanners, COn
tractors, and 10r Irrigation send for llluetrated_pl).lIl-»h
let, 18 pages. HEALD, SISCO & CO., Baldwinsville, N .Y. 

WESTON DYNAMO -ELECTR I G  MACHINE CO 

C O N D IT, HANSQN &VAN WI N KL E  SoleAgetds NEW.ARK,N..T. 

THE SUN. 
18"8. NEW YORK. 18"S. 

PATENT SCROLL AND BAND SAW MACHiNES A 
speciality. CORDESMAN, EGAN & CO., Cincinnatl, O • 

Baker Rota-ry Pressure Blower • 

(FOROED BLAST. ) . 
Wa.rra.nted snperlor to 1!dl1 

other. 
WILBRAHAM BROS. 

2818 Frankford Ave. 
PHILADELPHIA. 

Tbe Natioll al Petroleum Gas Co� 
Have the only process that will produce pure fixed Gas �� £e.t���:'mo:;;

n
t����l=

b
�.r �·ll�.gfs't: works for Cities, Towns,Jlanufactlll'ltlg (',orporatlons ; 81so, Portable Works for notels and Private Dwel1iwr:s, of any size require':;. Send for clreular. GEO. M. CLAPP ..i!eneral Agent for States of New York and New Jersey, ..., Broadway, New York. 

H. J:l,. W'ORTHINGTON, 
239 BROADWAY NEW YORK. Hydranllc Works, Van Brnnt Street, Brooklyn, Manufilctures Pumplug Enldnes for Water Works. Iri dally use at 100 stations . Also Steam Pumps, Water Motors and Water Meters. See SOIENTIFIO AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, J annary 21th, 1ll'1'7. PrIces largely reduced July 1st, 1ll'1'7. 

SHEPARD' S CELEBRATED 

$§O Screw Cutting Foot Lathe. 
Foot and Power Lathes, DrIll Presses. 
��h��r�:'tih�s�T�;:t 
�'l!�J>�

g
tf �:lWt�

r
�.:� fg� 

artisans. 
H. L. SHEPARD & ·CO •• 

S8, 90 & 92 Elm Sto.t 
. 

. Ci ncinnati, uhlo. 

�"> C O DY'  PAT. S H A F T  0 I L E  R S .  f<;r. ; {/o 0 I L F E E  0 E R & g " ,,' 
;. -,\dr' C I N C I N NAT I B R A S S  WORi\: 
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Inside PaliIe, each insel'tion - - .  'a cents a line. 
Back Page, each insertion - - - $1.00 a line. 
JiJngravings may head advertisements at the same rate 

Ititutifi t Inttti tatt. 
C"C" A:a:DIOJ:.A'S 

COFFEE & SUGAR MACHINERY 
Coffee, Malt. Corn, (Jocoa, and Grain

Dryinl!: Machine. Coffee-H ulliug and 
PoUshing Machine... (:offee-Wa .. hing 
Machine. Helix S u gar Evaporator. 

Calcnlatlng Machines; G. B. Grant, Bevedy St" Boston. 

HARTFORJD 
STEAM BOILER 

[DECEMBER 22, 1877. 
THE TANITE CO.� 

STROUD SBURG, PA. 
E M E R Y  W H E E LS A N D  C R I N D E RS. 

GEO. PLACE, 12 1  Chambers St., New York Agent. 

TORPEDO VESSELS. By MR. DONALD per line, by measurement, as the tetter :press. Adver
tisements must be received at publication office as early 
as Friday morning to appear in next issue. 

S6 . SCROll ·SAWS. S8 .  
Messrs. C .  ADOLPHE LOW & CO., 42 Cedar Street, Messrs. III UNOZ & ESPRIELLA, 52 Pine 

Street, New York, are Mr. Guardiola's Agents, and they will give prompt attention to all orders for any of the above machines. 

SON. A valuable paper, lately read before the United Insneotion & Insuranoe service Institute. Bein/ha full exposition of the Tor-- -
Ii�g.-b°i't1�!n�

e
%���i�n� 

e
:!A
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�:�g�:!���: p�nf:� 

several sizes built by 'l'hornycroft Bros. tor the variou< 
CO M PAN Y . i:�xe:��e�ce�

l
f:�a���i:'d'�Jg:8ct;i�l:0�

f
o�

h
t'l:': �g:!: H·arrison's System of Grm' dl'ng '. _ does used. 1 illustration. Contained in SCIENTIFIO 

AMEICAN SUPPLEMENT NO. 79 . Price 10 cents. To Thisisthe LESTER COMBINA
TION. It consists of a Scroll Saw, 
-:J�\� 1rn����s l'Ji'i��Ct�O�e��!���n§'6 

Illustrated Catalogue Now Ready. W. B. FRANKLIN, V. Pres't. J. M. ALLEN, Prest - _
be_h_a_d_at

_
t_hl_s_offi_c_e_a_nd_o.:..

f_a_ll_ne_w_s_de
�
a_le_rs_. __ _ 

NEW STANDARD FLO URING- MILLS. J. B. PIERCE, Sec'y. S- I 0 · inch circle. A Turning Lathe with 
com�ete set of best cast steel 'l'nrn. 
�'�e a��I�·a:gwE;r::.Y �ter�\li!:� 
Attachment with Six Stub's Steel Drills, which bore wood or iron, and 
a Circular 8a w for cutting straight 

Old Theorie'1{ Horizontal Grinders, Slow Runner., t tl gs ���:rr �rJ,"g
d�W:;wa�f!��:: Z;�d, and Econo-

P:vrometers, ���n��fr';;i
n
fjla�mpe�� ' - ee as n , 

Millers and Editors please address BOiTer Flues. Super-Heated Steam, Oil Stills, &c. From J4 to 10,000 lbs. weight, true to pattern. An invalu-
- edges. We send it complete, packed EDWARD HARRISON, HENRY W. BlJLKJ,EY, Sole Manufacturer. able substitute for forgings, or for malleable Iron cast· 

N 13" H d A N H C 149 Broadway, N. Y. ings_ requirinl!' great strenJrt;h. Send for circular and 
� in case, on receipt of 88.00, or the 

Scroll Saw alone, without attach-
Wa�:Ss����'st�,ri�rlo�

t
Ilt�s��aIfe�

n
ga�!'t�I<!���l�;"�� 

o. .. owar ve. ew aven, onn'

E N C I N E E R S W A N T E D  i{i'�r.'tJl l,H/�i;\��'f.VfL�J�\::'?Iffl?'il:' 
In all towns in Eastern, extreme Western and Southern 

WOODWORTH SURFACE PLANERS, $125. Planers 
ESTABLISHED 18t!. 

and Jennings' Designs. Saw Blades, 10c. per doz. Fine Scroll and Fret Sawing j also, Mechanical Drawing 
JOSEPH C. TODD, (Formerly of Todd & RaffertIl? ' ENGINEER and MACHIN-

States as agents to sell the best two piston rod packings and Matchers, $350. S. C. IDLLS, 78 Chambers made:i"o��'I{ill �r¥¥s ff.t6��3-d <%':�i:neveland, Ohio. Street. New York. and Desi7r�inl1�o��o j�*rNI���T%N �&I
.�

NTIFW. 
Box 374;'), P. O. 7;') Fulton 8t., New York. 

li'. 13LAISDELL c:I; CO., 
Worcester, M ass.,  

ManUfacturers of the Blaisdell Patent Upright Drills 
,and other first-class Machinists' Tools. 

b Steam �i::;" Works. 
ESTABLISHED 1826. 

_ CHARLES B. HARDICK, 
N o .  2 3  A d a JD s  S t r e e t , 

BROOK.LYN, N . Y. 

(JAVEA'.l'S, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE 
MARK.S, E'.l'C. 

Messrs. Mnnn & Co., in connection with the publica
tion of the SCllINTIFIC AMERICAN, continue to examine 
Improvements, and to act as Solicitors of Patents for 
tnventors. 

-

In this line of business they have llad OVER THIRTY 
YEARS' EXPERIENCE, and now have unequaled facilities 

for the preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, 

1ST. Flax, HemPE Jute, o�e Oakum and Bagging Machinery, Steam ,ngines, BOIlers, etc. A.lsoAgent for the celebrated and Improved Rawson & Ritti�er Hoist-inf �naine, I will furnish specifications and es mates for 
:�l��i�e 

<)f l'J'Ci�ery. Send for descriptive circular 
J. C. TODD, . 

10 Barclay St . . New York, or Paterson, -N. J. 
� !::z; , 
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and the Prosecntion of Applications for Patents in the Our Imperial Casket eontalu8 
United States, Canada, and Foreign Conntries: Messrs. - of studs, one pair of Sleeve Buttons, 
Mtinn & Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats, :�:r�oR�::,:.ant'i.�t;'��tR;;f�o�f3 ��P3:�'i,� 

R OCK D R I LL I NG  M ACH I N ES 
A N O  

A I R  C O M P,RESSORS .  MANUFACT URED BY BUR LEICHRoCKD RI Ll C O  
SEND FOR PAMP_HLET .  F ITCH B URG IVI ASS.  

Mill Stones and Corn Mills . 
We make Bnrr Millstones Portable Mills; Smnt Ma;

chines, Packers, Mill Picks, Water Wheels, Pulleys, and 
Gearing, speCially adapted to Flour Mills .  Sena for catalogue . 

J. T. NOYE & SON, Buffalo, N. Y. 
FOUNDRY AND MACHINE SHOP FOR 
Sale or Rent. We offer at a bargain, our old workst 
consistlnJ>: of three substantial brick buildings sheds, 
ample water power and facilities for conducting an iron 
or wood working business. Coal, iron, hard and soft 
lumber close at hand. Three railroads. Address SOUTH BEND IRON WORKS, South Bend, Ind . 

Trade Mark Regulations, Copyrights for Books, Labels On receipt of' One Dollar we will send 
Reissuesr Assignments, and Reports ' on Infringements I tifU!.lJi�r�ric� ��k�i' &o:t:frriiger\�rrg:�gisef,�s·�o--u'Oruproisi·siie";s'si!iO'i'nite.,(i 
of Patents. All business intrusted to them is done :�l�di�

o
lget�in���r:';';l������'Mh��������)'JI���F':.ai�. as good as are 

with special care an4 promptness, on very moderate ::�� �n03o��b;�ehg��'o����1�7r��;��t�gillrt�e�ft���e�h��
r
t��ts���=;�e�!� g�������:��;d.LOBE. terms. U To assure our patrons of our respollsibilitY, ·we refer to any reliable . .business house in Cincinnati, aud 

We send free of charge, on application, a pamphlet by permission to the commercial agency of 'I'appan, McKillop and Co." Mail all orders to 
containing further information abollt patellts and how STEINAU JEWELRY COMPANY, No. {) Arcade, CINCINNATI� O. 
to procure them; directions concerning Trade Marks, �;::::=�;;---::;;;:;:;��;-�::�:::::;;':::::;;--I ••• iiiii._�_.;P;���""Pi;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ 
Copyrights; Designs, Patents, Appeals, Reissues, In- I r. VEST POCKET 

POINTS OF A GOOD HORSE. BEING 

lrri'g:��01�c';I��r�t§I�1�\�
e 
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d
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Guidance of Judges of Horses. Tbe Points of Excel
lence. Size, Color, S},mmetry of Body, Head and Neck, 
Eye and Ear, Feet and Limas. fully described. Speed at 
the Trot, and in Walking, Style and Action, etc . ,  with 
the percentage allowed for each quality. The Standard 
Size and "peed for Matched Carriage lforses. Gents' 
Driving Horses. Family Horses, Park or Pbreton Horses, 
etc . An excellent Guide in selecting animals .  Con
tained In SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 103. price lO cents. To be bad at this office and of all 
newsdealers. . 

Liquid Paints-all shades, finest In the world. 
Fire Proof Paint, for Wood work, &c. 
1���!,:,i�tJ�h'ff� :g�

f
�;.���

n
c:'W:g �c. 

RoofCoatinl!ji for restoring andlreservlng old roofs. 
�f;'!�'ilit�

r
an��'!i\:;:c:�rjne::.Y ROOfs,&c. 

Steam Packing, Asbestos Boards, Pipe Prool 
T�e�':":'!H;,�e.i';�"rr:.�'}g!o�:s'!, �ri'J'�lrb�e:�'t &c: 

plied by any one. Send for Samples, Pamphlets, �Me 
Lists, &c. 
H. W. JOHNS MANU FACTURING  COMPANY, 

8'1 Malden Lane, New York. 
lPHILADELPHIA BRANCH 406 Arch St. 

-Also DOWNIE TRAINER & CO . ,  Boston. 
for S. W. HEMPSTED & CO . •  Columbus, Ohio. 

sale by �: r: �¥1f�:Ifg'c"J: ��,:
s
orleans. THOMPSON & UPSON, San FranclsC!!. 

THE PRICES OF GEN:UINE 

ARE NOW SO LOW 
That it Is folly to buy any other kind:-tllM"ls If you wish 
a gOOd, rellable time-keeper. Those who live at a 
distance can make an intelligent selection trom our 
stock, which is the largest In the country, by sending 
for our Price-List, which describes every grade, and 
gives prices of each. We only sell these Watches In 
solid Gold or Silver Cases. The movements lrrthe silver 
cases are exactly the same as in the gold, and in 
this respect one is ntl better than the other. All �des 
are now made both as key-winders and stem-winders . 
We send sllllde Watches to any part of the country. 
no matter how remote, by express, with Bill to Collect 
on Delivery, with privilege of examination before pay-fringements, Assignments, Rejected Cases, Hints on 

the Sale of Patents, etc. CAlLING CU N ing. No Watch need be taken that is not enUrely satis-
Fm'eiun Patents .-We also send,free of charge, a 

• I jactnry. We have sold thousands of Watches , on this 
Synopsis of Foreigu Patent Laws, showing the cost and ::u plan during the last ten years, and to every County 
method of secnring patents in all the principal conn- � By Far the Smallest !lnd Most PI erfect The fact- that this sbafting has i5 per cent. greater and State in the Union. When you write for the Price 
trtes of the world. American inventors shonld bear in ==-"--=wred;>J by

Pr?�K!zT tR
i
M 

L
In !�e 

p
W

::t
d. . stren�h, a finer finish. and is truer to gauge, than any List, please mention that advertisement was seen In 

'mind that, as a general rule, any invention that is valu- �ec . . a ore an etu;,fS a .  i other In llse, renders it undoubtedly the most economic.al . 
By far the most rapid repeating arm ever manufac. I--We are also the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRATED SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Address 

able to the patentee hi this country is worth eqnally as tured . Is a positive safeguard against accident, so fre- OLLINS' PAT.COUPLING, and turnish Pulleys, Hangers, 
mnch in England and some other foreign conn tries. quent with other FIRE ARMS. Adapted to the usual etc'j of tbe most approved styles. Price list 

,
mailed on 

slze cartridge, and can be carried in the vest pocket with ap" Ication to JONES & LAUGHLINS, Five patents-embracinj( Canadian, English, German, perfect convenience. Sold by the trade generally. Un- Try Street, 2d and 3d A venue�, Pittsburgh Pa. 
French, and Belgian-will secure to an inventor the ex- usual Inducements to responsible agents in all sections. 190 S. Canal Streetl Chicago, Ill.,  and Jl'l,!lwaukie, Wis. 

Send for-circulars. ' Ill"" 'stocks of th s shafting in store and for sale by 
ROW ARD & CO., 

No. 222 Fiftll A venue, New York. clusive monopoly to his discovery among abont ONE . ht F '  M FULLER DANA & FITZ Boston, Mass. 
HUNDHED AND FIFTY MILLIONS of the most intelligent All RIg Ire Arms Co . Lawrence ass. tiEO. PLACE & CO., 121 Chimbers St., N. Y. 
people in the world. The facilities of bnsiness and . - - ' - ,  , M AC H I I -S T This paper will go to many out-of-the-way places, 
steam commnnication are such that patents can be ob: PUNCHING Drop Hammers and Dies, for work- N S T '  00 LS. snch as Forts in the TerritOries, Mining Camps, etc. 
t •• ined abroad -by onr citizens almost as ElIIsily as at . tax Metals .... &c. THE STILES & NEW AND IMPROVED PATTEl;tNS. 

home. The,'-expense to apply for an English patent is 'pRE�SES. �on��ER rRESS CO., Middletown, Send for new iilustrated catalogue. 

$75 ; German;' 1$100; French, $100 ; BelgIan, $100; Cana- Lathes,  Planers , Drills ,  &0. 
dian, $50. NEW HAVEN IU A N U F A C'l'URING CO., 

copi"es of Patents.-Persons desiring any pa;ent U P  R I GH T  0 R I L tS  �I���[;: N ew Haven, (Jonn. 
is-ued from 1836 to November 26. 1867, can be snpplied THE ACME H.  B I e  K F"O R 0 C;/7 ('/nnaIJ!J. FOOT L ATHE. BACK 
with official copies at reasonable : cost, We price de
pending.�l1on the exten t' of drawings and length of 

·ft �� K NOW A new Medical Treatise, U THE speCl eMI' " , _  SCIENC E OF LIFF., OR SELF-PRES-Any parent issued since November 27, 1867, at which ERVATION " a book for everybody . 
time the l"a(imt Office commenced printing the draw- THYSElF p

rice $1 ,' sent by mali. Fifty 
ings and specifications, may be had by remitting t� ��Ig�'{.��hp

�:
s':tA�n

:�n 
el;��s ��: 

this office -$1. - price of the book. GoIH,Medal_\,warded th� author. The 
A copy of the claims-of any patent- issued since 1836 Boston Herald says : fhe Smence of Life is, beyond - alL comparison, the most extra- H EA l will be furnished for $1. , - I ordinary work on Physiology 
Whe,n ordering copies please to remit for the same ever published." An lllustrated , . , Pamphlet sent FREE . Address THYS ELF :as abOV�".and state name of patentee , title of Inven- DR. W. H. PAllE:ER, No. 4 

tion, and date of pateut . Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass. 
A pamphlet, containing fnll directions for obtaining 

United States patents, sent free. A handsomely bound 
lteference Book, gilt edges, contains 140 pages and 
ma1)Y engravings and tables important to every pat-

- <Jntce and mechanic, and is a1U!efnl hand book of refer
ence for everybody. Price 25 cenfs;mailed free. 

Address MUNN & CO., 
Publishers ' SCIENTIFW AMERICAN. 

37 Park Row, N. Y. 
BRANCH OFFICBJ-Corner of F (l,nd 7th Streets, 

Washtngton, D • .  C. 

LEFFEL WATER WHEELS. 
With -recent improvements. 

Prices Greatly Reduced. 
7000 in successful operation. 

I'INlil NlilW PAl.tl'IILl!l'r I'Oln8;7-
Sent free'to those in1terlest,ed. 

James Leffel & Co., 
. Springfield, O. 

109 Liberty St., N. _Y. ·City. 

Geared, Screw Cutting. Cuts from four to sixty-four threads . Price Eighty Dollars. Send for circular. - ·  POST & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

YALE 
IRON WORKS 

New Haven, conn.,
' 

of -the YALE VERTICAL, 
most Economical. 

use ; also 
without 

PERFECT 

to order. 
competic 

NEWSPAPER FILE 
The Koch Patent File, for c,reserving newspapers. 
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ERICAN and SCHiNTIFICAMERtCAN SUPPLEMENT can be 
s'Af,plled for the low price of $1.50 by mail, or $1.25 at the 
� SaiE1M�f0P�:Nlimla1"N} ��ar�lf�de��c:��r��� 
eVl:fd�:s� who wishes to preserve the paper. 

MUNN & CO., 
Publishers ,sCIENTIFIO AMlmIOAN. 

Watches can be sent to all · these places with perfect 
safety, at our risk. 

Dealers neEld not write to UI, u we make no discounts. We only sell Wateh�8 to those �ho wear them, but always at the lowest prices. 

1872, 1874, 1875, . SCIENCE RECORD. 
A few copies of these splendid books are offered at 

the following very low prices. 
Among the subJects, the following are the most note. worthy, exhibiting in a condensed form a general ac

count of the Progress ofthe World : . 
CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY, 
MECHANICS AND ENGINJ!JERING 
ELECTRICITY, LIGHT

S HEAT, SOUND, 
������L�lJ ilo\lIf16JlTttlRJti�TS, 
AGRICULTURE, 
�llJf;JtiItIiNJ>E�I�TI�ErJ>k9A��<tr���� hYGIENE, 
�����tl>:JIJ��?¥lrtr&Uii'r<il,°?JYSI(,)S, 
GEOGRAPHY. -GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY, . ASTRONOMY. 
BIOGRAPHY AND NECROLOGY. 
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They are bound in substantial and handsome findings, 
and will be mailed on receipt- Of $1.26 each. Address 

MUNN & CO . ,  PUBLISHERS, 
. -37 Park ROW, New York city. THE " Scientific- Amer.can" is Printed with CHAS. 

ENEU JOHNSON & CO. 'S INK. Tenth and Lombard Sts., Philadelphia, and 09 Gold St., New Ycrk. 
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